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COPS TRY TO PIN BOMBING ON VICTIM
Rap Auto Show
• For Red Ink"
Officials of the Memphis and
Shelby County Improvement as-
sociation this week said "there is
substantial opinion that it is tragic
that perhaps the only positive re-
sult of the show was the incr:ase
of the sales of automobiles in the
name of 'charity.' "
This statement followed the dis-
closure that the recent automo-
bile show which was sponsored by
26th Ward
Club Sets
Induction
Installation services will be held
for the problem - ridden 26th ward
Civic c 1 u b Monday. Feb. 29, 8
p.m., at the Holy Temple Church
of God In Christ, corner of Wil-
son and Orgill ave.
Mrs. Maxine Smith, financial
secretary of the club said the
meeting will also culminate a
membership drive as well as in-
stall the officers.
Rev. B. L. Hooks, president of
the Memphis and Shelby County
Improvement Association, will be
the guest speaker. Atty. Russell B.
Sugarmon, jr., is to introduce him.
Remarks will also be heard from
Rev. Alex andetr " Aertellibes -pres-
ident of the Shelby County and
Bluff City Council of Civic clubs.
A. Maceo Walker, president of
the Universal Life Insurance com-
pany, will install the officers.
The installation will have been
preceded by a series of circum-
stances that, at one time, left the
26th Ward Civic club with two
presidents. E. L. Washburn, long
time prexy of the club, still says
he is president. However, t h e
Council of Civic clubs ruled Wash.
burn's seat void and said it recog•
See 26TH WARD, Page 2
the Memphis Auto Dealers associa-
tion as a benefit for St. Jude hos-
pital went in the hole to the tune
of $21000.
The only money St. Jude founda-
tion got from the gigantic auto
show promotion was $1300 which
43 show models chipped in — and
$197 from Negroes who protested
their exclusion from the show.
The period of Jan. 9•17, 190,
will go down in the history of
Memphis as a period of infamy
and shame," Attys. B. L. Hooks
and A. W. Willis, president and
secretary of the Improvement as
sociation said. This period had
been set aside by the Automo-
bile Dealers association to promote
an automobile show for the bene•
See RAP. Page 2
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This Is Lost Call
For Votes In Queen
Of Clubs Contest
The die is about to be cast
for Queen of flubs contestants.
When Feb. 29 at a p. m. rolls
around, it will be all over but
the counting and the shouting.
Some lucky lady will have won
the fabulous jackpot of prizes
which the Tri-State Defender has
assembled tor the "Queen."
With time running out, con-
testants are working overtime
to get the votes rolling in and
the battle is still raging between
Miss (lemon Crawford of the
Binghampton Civic League and
Mrs. Nellie Collins of the Free
Will Club. As we go to press
this week, Mrs. Collins is in the
lead, with Miss Crawford second.
In third place is Miss Clemmie
Bosley of the Lakeview County
Club.
Winners will be announced in
the March 12 issue of the Tr -
State Defender.
1111111111111111(11111111t111111111fillilltlillItitIllillt11101111111.
Put Up Or Shut Up
AN EDITORIAL
The January 23rd issue of the Tri-State Defender
carried this headline: "Negroes Up In Arms Over Auto
Show Snub; Vow To Go Outside Memphis To Buy Cars."
The story which fell below this headline was a report on
the protest meeting which was called after Negroes were
barred from the recent automobile show.
In that same issue, the Defender carried more letters
to the editor from Memphis readers that it ordinarily pub-
lishes in a whole year. These folks were steamed up and
we got the impression that many, many thousands of other
Negroes were mad, too.
We reported that Negroes had vowed to call a halt to
new car buying for a year. But from the information we've
been getting, this vow was nothing more than steam pop-
ping out of a tea kettle. Negroes, it seems are buying new
cars just as though nothing ever happened at the auto
show.
It seems to us that the time has really come for Ne-
groes to either put up or shut up. Much ado is made about
See PUT UP, Page 2
MARK
by NAT D. WILLIAMS 
(1111 REQUIEM IN BLACK
An elderly, little black woman
died the other day.
Undoubtedly her closeness to the
writer kept her from being "just
another" black woman who had
shuffled off the mortal coil. Per-
haps it was because of the per-
sonal closeness mentioned that
this particular woman of sable
skin, lent herself so easily,, in
death, as a symbol of uncounted
millions of other women like her-
self who have lived among us and
quietly passed on to the unknown.
Someday, somewhere, some son
or daughter of some black woman
is going to raise a fitting and un-
dying monument to the saints in
sable who have mothered the Ne-
gro race. Some poet is going to be
inspired to make them deathless
in rhythmical verse.
Some composer is going to
41 snatch the notes of a matchlessmelody out of the collective hearts
of Negro people, and give t h e
world an ode to the black mother
that even the angels will want to
sing.
Some sculptor is going to im-
mortalize her in black jade, so
that the color of her skin will be
forever preserved to receive the
accolades it has long since earn-
ed. Some social historian is going to
give the world an interpretive
treatise on the role of the Negro
•
children to be human beings, be
Americans, and be Negroes at the
same time.
They were laden with the unbe-
lievable teaching job of showing
their children how to be self-re-
specting, when society was beat-
ing into their spirits the doctrine
that they were nothing. . .o teach
heir children to laugh, when
that they were nothing. • .to teach
their children to laugh, when
everything in their environment
demanded a tear. .to teach their
children to try and be self-support-
ing, and independent - minded, in
the face of -White only" signs. ..
to inspire their children to seek
an education even in make-shift
schools. . .and to teach them about
God and Christian love, while they
(their children and themselves)
were dodging the boot heels of
hate, prejudice, exploitation, and
denial of dignity, self - respect,
and human freedom.
ROLE OF MOTHER
But that was the role of the
Negro mother in the immediate
past. That is still much of her
role today. The little black woman
who was buried the other day,
took the ignominous role and
made it beautiful. She learned
how to make her children laugh
and be happy with little or noth-
ing.
She made them believe there is
mother, that will make posterity a God. She made them feel there
use up and call her blessed. is a great place for faith, hope
LOCRED IN HEART and charity. . .even in their pro-
Locked in the hearts and mem- scribed lives. In the midst of high,
ones of many Negroes are living
images of those dark mothers of
the not too distant past, who bore
their children in cotton-patch cab-
ins in the back woods, or brought
them into the world in the poverty-
stricken ugliness. squalor, and where only the voice of the turtle
filth of back-alley slums. "Moth- is heard, she reproduced for her
era of misery" they might have
been called, condemned by cir-
cumstances over which they had
O Itiantrol, to try and teach their
muddy water, she showed them
dry ground and green grass.
Out of the night that covered
them, came her voice talking
about the rising sun of a better
day. From those low grounds
children the battle cry of the ea-
gle. Where she learned it, nobody
Bee SHADOWS, Page 2
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CLARENCE MITCHELL di-
rector of the NAACP Wash-
ington bureau, right, is pen-
sive as he listens to speakers
at the Southeast Regional Con.
ference of the NAACP. Mr.
Mitchell, one of the nation's
staunchest civil rights fight-
ers, closed the four day ses•
sion with a speech Sunday at
Metropolitan Baptist church.
More than 200 delegates from
six states attended the con-
ference. Staff photo 11.11 din.
NAACP Youth Resolve To Extend
Sit-Ins All Over Southeast Area
Double barrelled blasts against villain segregation re-
sounded from both the youth and adult members of the
National Association For The Advancement of Colored
People in their Southeast Regional Conference here that
closed Sunday.
Mrs. Ruby Hurley, from Atlanta,
secretary for the Southeast Re-
gion of NAACP, spoke to more
than 600 persons at Metropolitan
Baptist church in the keynote ad-
dress Friday evening, Feb. 20.
Mrs. Hurley said "The Negro
youth have just about lost patience
with their adults. They want their
constitutional rights. What they
are doing in Greensboro, Winston
Salem, Charlotte, Durham, High
Point, Fayettesville, Raleigh and
Elizabeth City , . . is conclusive
proof that if we don't set the pat-
tern and give guidance, they are
THE WINNER — Mrs. A. N.
Brown, right, teacher at Leath
elementary school was one of
the lucky winners of a
Mink Stole valued at $1,0011
given away by the Big Star
Food Stores last Monday, Feb.
15. Six Minks were given away
at the various Quality Stamp
Redemption centers, hi r s.
Brown picked hers up at the
Southgate Shopping center.
Seemingly as happy as Mrs.
Brown is Mrs. Jane Stanfield
of the Sales Division, Quality
Stamps. (Staff Photo by Billy
Duncan)
going to taks the matter in their
own hands."
ACCEPT CHALLENGE
Mrs. Hurley said "%e have got
to accept the challenge, or stand
condemned before cur youth."
C. A. Laws, Southwest Regional
Secretary, at the Freedom Awards
Dinner Saturday night, came hack
with: -The demagogues of t h e
South, contrary to their rantings,
do not exist for the good of the
people — black nor white. They
live only to serve their own nar-
row, selfish interest. And the soon-
er the voter can relegate them to
quiet retirement, the sooner the
Negro, the South and the nation
will be able to move ahead in
peace and in dignity."
Both the Youth and the Adult
members of the confab adopted
several resolutions.
One of the adoptions was to sup-
port unequivocally the southwide
movement for 21/2 million register-
ed voters by Nov. 1960.
Other resolutions denounced all
evil practices against tolerance;
called for more cooperation with
NAACP branches by citizens; im-
R. L WYNN, JR,
plored college chapters
councils to plan
gram of education to reach every
community; deplored and pro-
tested the recent appointment of
Jatnes .11t.,§„moth, former presi-
dent of SII and avowed segre-
gationist to the position of region-
al representative of the U. S. Of-
2 Men Confess
Blast In LS.
bombed," he said.
Asked what kind of treatment he
received while in custody, Mr.
Walls said he was treated with
utmost respect."
However, he told the Defender
that when he was finally releas-
ice of Education. ed, one officer told him, "Y o u
won't be getting any sleep be.The Youth resolved to initiate
action immediately to get sit down cause we'll be hack and we'll6
protests started in every city and 'seep on picking you up."
town in the south eastern region:
By L. F. PALMER, JR.
Cartelyou Walls of Little Rock told the Tri-State De-
fender in an exclusive inters iew Sunday that he was taken
from his home at 2:45 Friday morning by Little Rock de-
tectives, booked, locked up and held until Ii o'clock that
night. His attorney said he definitely was arrested.
This was in direct contrast to
other newspaper accounts of the —
questioning of Mr. Walls, father 
of Central high school student Car-
lotta Walls, whose home w a s
bombed February 9. These reports,
stated that he was not arrested.1
in fact, Walls told the Defender
that police told him he was not1 n Memp
under arrest, yet they refused to
let him use the phone while he
was in custody.
Two Negroes — A. Maceo Binns,
31, and Herbert 0. Monts, 17— Asa T. Spaulding, president ofhave been arrested and, accord-
ing to police, confessed to the dy• North Carolina Mutual Life Insur-
home.
monde bombing of the Walls janneveurchoammp.anwyill wvitshit hsot me m pe offihcies
"The officers insisted that I had March
!given Binns money to bomb my of
home so I could collect the insur-
ance , money," Walls told the De-
fender. They said Binns had told
them that I gave him the dy-
namite to do the job."
Mr. Walls dented this charge ve-
hemently. "I told them 1 didn't
know anything about anything. Alland youth I know is that my house wasahead a pro—
to initiate action to lower voting
age to 18; initiate program of in-
formation, education aid study of
the history of the Negro race.
Mr. Walls said he took a lie de•
teetor test hut had received no in-
formation regarding it.
The father of one of the original
See 2 MEN, Page 2
Inauguration Of Owen
President February 2.5
The inauguration ceremonies of the Rev. Charles L.
Dinkins as second president of Owen College will be held
Feb. 25, 5 p.m. in the college auditorium.
The ceremony will be the concluding session of the
Tennessee Baptist Missionary and Education Convention.
President Dinkins is a third gen-1 
eration college president. H i s' tees an
grandfather and father were Pres- Baptist as Regional Vice Presi-
as served Tennessee
idents of Selma university of Sc!- dent of The Baptist Missionary
,ma, Ala. He is a charter mem- and Education Convention a n d
1iber of the college board of trus-
MRS. ELIZABETH BURGESS
Promotions For Chandler, Wynn
A decisive action by the execu-
tive committee of Universal Life
Insurance company has placed
Howard B. Chandler and Robert
L. Wynn, jr., in junior officer po-
sitions with the company. Mr.
Chandler was named Chief Book-
keeper and Mr. Wynn was appoint-
ed Actuary.
These young men are well quali-
fied to fill their respective posi-
tions.
A native Memphian, Mr. Chand-
ler is a product of the Memphis
public school system. He attended
LeMoyne college before tran.skr-
ring to Howard university Where
he received the B. A. Degree with
a major in accounting.
Mr. Chandler received his 10
year merit button in 1959, having
gun working in the Com-
any's Tabulating Department in
tune, 1949. He was promoted to
!Bookkeeper in 1950. His efficiency
in this position earned him his re-
cent promotion to Chief Bookkeep-
er and his appointment to a jun-
ior officer position.
The Chandlers are well known
in Memphis' business and social
circles. Mrs. Chandler is the for-
mer Miss Louise Bernard. They
have five children.
A member of Kappa Alpha Psi
Fraternity, Mr. Chandler is a corn-
mtmicant of the Mississippi Boule-
vard Christian church. He is the
son of the J. T. Chandlers — his
;father being well known for his civ-
lc and religious work, as well as
his long tenure of employment with
Universal Life Insurance com-
pany.
MR. WYNN
Mr. Wynn is a Wiese Georgian.
On coming to Memphis, he worked
as statistician at the Mallory Air
Isrce Base In March, 1955 he
joined the personnel of Universal
14e as a tabulator in the Tabulat-
ing Department. Subsequent as-
signments as statistician, and sup-
ervsor of the Tabulating Depart-
meet preceded his recent promo-
tion to Actuary and a junior offi-
cer position.
A gradual. of the Booker T
1Washligton high school in Atlanta.
iGeorgia, Mr. Wynn received his
A. B. Degree from Clark college
with a major in mathematics. He
continued his studies in mathe-
matics at Atlanta university,
working on a Masters Degree.
Presently on leave from his du-
ties at Universal Life, Mr. Wynn
is studying at the University of
Iowa. He is a candidate for the
Masters Degree in Mathematics
with emphasis on Actuarial Sci-
ence,
A KAPPA
Mr. Wynn is married. Mrs.
Wynn, a registered nurse, and 16
month old Teresa, is with Wynn
in Iowa City.
A Baptist. Mr. Wynn is also a
I See PROMOTIONS, Page 2
4 to
paulding
his
arch 4th
confer with officials
branch .
Mr. Spaulding,
internati onally
known as one of
of t h e nation's
to p businessmen
will address
agents of the
Memphis branch
at 9:30 a. m., and
will attend a
luncheon at Uni-
versal Lire Insu-
rance company
cafeteria at 2 p.
A. T. Spaulding m. The Mem.
phis district of the North Carolina
company will play host to Mr.
Spaulding and several local lead-
ers at the luncheon.
A director of the insurance com-
pany and of the Mechanits and
Farmers bank, Mr. Spaulding is
also a member of the board of
the James E. Shepard Memorial
foundation and the John Avery
Boys' club.
A TRUSTEE
He is a trustee of Shaw univer-
sity. National Urban Le a gu e,
"White Rock Baptist church and
in 1857 he was third vice presi-
dent of the North Carolina Coun-
cil of Churches.
In 1946, Mr. Spaulding received
a Presidential Citation for "his un-
selfish devotion to the task of help-
ing to stabilize our economy. . .
He made a meritorious contribu-
tion to the welfare of the nation
l by his effective participation in
the fight against inflation during
land after World War II. His dili-
j gent and effective work is an
;example of his high patriotism."
the Memphis
See PREXY, Page 2
To Place Your Want Ad.
Call "Miss Results" — Lk. 6-8397
THIS COUPON IS WORTH 10 VOTES IC 1 tiallitiEittoone7 ChrlatuIlh-
arrest of Bums and Monts came ALENCON. France — (UPI) — and his wife. Elizabeth, 73, soonthe fantastic buying potential which Negroes in Me Arlene Paris couldn't road the after completing psychiatric treat-about when police were routuotmphis quiet of country bring, but she meat.
1111411111111113 SCMOOL T•Teess
Iledbar and Daughter Bas-
sinet at Vs/heater Baptist
dim* was a tidiest is
or." Amine these a auto&
 Isfy profit from any Insurance re-
a er Mercer said there was no goes-
' tices about the fact that the vac-
) tim of the bombing had been ar-
I rested. Anytome a man is bald
against his will, he is tinder a-
1 rest, the attorney said.
t 'Don't forget, wooer." Atty.
I Mercer said, °Mr. Walks bad gene
to the police station several times
on his own initiative to assist Little
Rock police in the solution of the
bombing "
L C. Bates, field secretary of
the NAACP. scoffed at reports
that the bombing was a plot by
• integrationists to keep the Little
• Rock school problem smouldering.
h "The Negro wants to get this
P whole thing settled." he said.
°Why should he want to stir up
trouble. The only people who can,
benefit from the bombing is Gov..;
TI-STATE DEMOB
Sat, Ia. 27, Me
.10
PETEY AND HIS PALS fry misvEu.
2 Men•,
mice were. left to *M. Mrs. 
MyraGentry Dembo, advis-
or; Clandine Cooper, Melba
Walton, Mrs. Jackie Adams,
Larne Jackass. Mrs. Mimic
▪ •••••••111-.111W01110.001(
ovietitOmetelPsessettoilett
•••••••••••••••1111.
McFadden, Sara diujim, amil
Amie Moore. Priscipal ci
laanddie whoa is Mos Aims
James.
Mail to Contest Director, Tri-State Defender.
P. 0. Box 311, Memphis, Tennessee
or
Bing to Tri-State Defender, 236 S. Wellington.
I cost 10 votes fee tho Queen of Clubs contestant whose name
oppeon below with the kricrwlecige that cock voter may send
in as many coupons as he or she wisIssis so long es they are 91
the office of The Tri-State Defender see postmarked by 6 P „
February 29, 1960.
I Vote For
(Pleas* print contestant's name.)
PrexyPut Up Or Shut Up
(Cautioned From Page 11
(Cautioned From Page I)
Dean of the Iosadtiohip Edoca- checking names of Persu" who
 was too devoted to her aged em- she thought working in the
have. A great deal of talk is going around about how No. toso Congress and youth Encamp_ were members of the cunous on- ployers to resign as cook Counts huge but quiet countrygroes in other cities have utilized this economic wedge to merit,lookers who rushed to the Walls Arlene took up the )ob of cooking house somiti he just the thing forTho Rev. Mr. Dinkins is the for- 
was one
gsethpee 
persons.
Montsbreak down the hated barriers which confront us every for Count Chevrel De Frileuse, BO her nerves. But the very silence
mer pastor of the First Baptist Burns. the Defender learned.day. It is a matter of record that scores of cities in and out
ehurch of East Nashville. T called Mr Walls to tell him that shof the South have halted discriminatory practices for not ePresident Dinkins is a graduate be .had read that police had the adowslother reason than that Negroes have made it known that .of Oberlin college and the Ober- hcense numbers of two or three
began to get her.
She thought of quitting, she told
police. but her employers doted on
her and she was fond of them.
which had beencars 
. lin Graduate gent. _al The solution dawned on her lastOf Theology. me the walls home at about the (Centianed From Page P
their dollar is as green and as valuable as the white num s. 
.Saturday while she was cooking. Fsr :6 years. he has been asso- time of the bombing He told Mr. 
'knows. . .we only know he had soup. Spoil it, she said She fiAllNi iWhy don't we stop playing cat and mouse with this ciated in the work of the 5 yiWalls that be had driven by his:ii.
.three bags — rat poison, mole Ibusiness of segregation and discrimination? Why don't we School Publishing Board of thollMuse at
 abriut this time. i so here's to the Negro mother poison and a weed killer The weeddecide to put our money where our mouth is and get some National Baptist Cocvention. USA, _ Mr. Walls. the Defender tear-ed. told Binns to report this to the 
everywhere . liere's to the black killer, she said, appeared to be .woman the mother of sorrows, the Use least harmful so sbe dumpedInc. From this base be freal action. ormed poilee and Binns was arrested mate of miseries . .Aunt Hagar. some in the soup.many Professional associations r shortly after he contacted auiltiori- whose tears for her children -I just wanted to make it tasteThere are two things you can do now. Join hands with and eastacts and developed many ties. wrung a promise from God . . . bad." she said -I Just wanted tofriends is widening conommatone Only minim damage was done telling tier of kings to come. . . make them discharge me."the Memphis and Shelby County Improvement Amotiation •id. interdenomtnational and buM to Mr. Walls' brick borne by the among them, her sons. Shortly after dinner the Count'sthree-stick dynamite blast which PERSONAL GIFT sou stopped by to see his parents.
,g,ras placed (l_rthrewhootITdrf th_ei And lime's to those who took He found his father dead. hisLaing room wonoolo ear itiorneoteognisanee of the passing of the mother writhing in agony. She died
(Cmlimed From Page 1)
'I. Rock Nate tad the De-
fender be had Insurance on his
brick house °hut I couldn't posse
MI TRIO rung mimes
abmg with 14 Mber levenes
erM be sees la the Pageant.
Friday sight at Merry Biel
school is Jackass, Teas., all
trying to win the title a Miss
Browse West Tennessee. They
are lenses Willie Lou Sharp.
1Leatha loses, Eels Perry. all
Merry Hills school Deniers and
all vocalists. They have bed
leatbog nagiag roles the
Merry High edema Glee Oiali
while Miss limes took second
place boners is the Omega
Talmo Hat. I*Se. amid Miss
Perry, first place basses le
the Night elf Plays. Miss Ames
Is the daagister of Mrs. Lodge
Smith; Miss Perry. the eke*
of Mr. and Mn. Sam Rises;
and Miss Sharp is the daugb-
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Duffy
Sharp.
Cook Poisons Employers
tenor Faubus and members of his o Get Fired. They Dueadministration."
The Defender learned that the
whick grew oat of the auto show protest meeting. Take mess circles.
one dollar or a hundred dollars to the Idutual Federal The principal address will be de-livered by Dr K. u117. , ores-building at 588 Vance and become a member. Let t h e ment of Bishop college at Mar- was alseep on the other sade of
wrifolks around there know that you want to work for your shall. Tex. Dr Curry earned the the house. Mr. Walls was visiting mo terr's gresocktengsiftof Ifittlao beleaucr ohto-fly after
right&
Then 'bring another tz. or more if you can, to Z36 S.
Wellington and join the NAACP. Every Negro in Memphis
should be a member of the NAACP and be proud instead of
afraid to let It be known.
The old saying about "In Unity, there is strength," is
truer to day than ever. In fact, we do-.'t have any choice.
We're celebrating "Brotherhood Week" right now. But in
Memphis, they even segregate brotherhood by having a
Brotherhood essay contest for white high school students
and a separate Brotherhood essay contest for Negro stu-
dents.
Silly, isn't it? But insidious. What are you going to
do about it?
POPLAR TUNES
RECORD SHOP
111C0,1111 Pell .V111'004/
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(Cautiosed From Page 1)
fit of St. Jude hospital. -
-Memphis automobile dealer,.
using local and outside talent at
the Municipal Auditorium, staged
a splendid show which made all
who saw it proud Unfortunately,
ihowever, notwithstanding all of the
!glamour, publicity and promotion.
the show was a dismal failure, ac-
cording to reports, in that it did
not accomplish its ultimate object-
rye — aid to St_ Jude hospital. and
the Emil box score was St. Jude
 - hospital — zero, promotors — mi-
nus $21,000.
MANY CITIZENS
"It is the opinion at many citi-
zens that the show could have,
should have, and would have
been a huge success but for the
fact that more than 40 per cent of.
the Memphis citizenry were not
permitted to make their contribu-
tion to the cause by attending the
 k now on a nom-discrioninaory bae!
   -is. Reliable estimates indicate that
I had not discriminaton been prac
ticed, the promoters would have
I grossed an additional $60.000 with
out any increase in expense. What
price discrimination_
"The Memphis and Shelby Coun
ty Improvement association, as
well as every other organized
group of citizens of Negro ex-
traction is vitally interested in
'St. Jude hospital as indicated by
 'the eaten Outions with% they have
made.
"It is pathetic that the hospital
dsookl s.ffer because of the failure
'if oar beloved community to prac-
o-Ltaite and apply the basic principles
;Epos which our greft country was:
;founded — equality it opportunity1 for every man uoder the law, re-
gardless of race, creed. economic
status or national origin.
''Is this subterfuge?"
R. A. degree from Morehouse col- kis father in another section of tesies. like a sympathetic ex. 26
 h
 
 dlegs and the M.A. degree from the city at the time of the explo- pression „indolence, an incium.Atlanta university.
Tunisia is about the same area
as New Turk state
Madrid is the (hie( popolatioo
center a modern Spain.
don.
BEST DRESSED — Named as
owe( the ttwories best dres-
sed women." by the camases-
tat Style Club of Les *Jetties.
Mrs. Lissa Hampton is pietas-
ed wearing see three mak
casts behmtias Is her ward-
robe. It is a Tourmaline Brea*
if Spring Mink I. full length,
em M ti major fur pieces is
her fabulous wardrobe. which
ncludes origisals from the
iag fashiee houses if Paris,
Ronne ao.1 Hoeg Knox.
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
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C.o.d.
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t War
RETIRES — William Henry
Cherall. 71, hung up his por-
ter's cap at the First Nation-
al Bank, Feb. is and called it
a eight. Mr Overall, shows
here being gives a televisios
set for his Se years service
by Sam Britt, personnel man-
ager, started working with the
Promotions
(Cootianed From Page 1)
member of Kappa Alpha Psi fra-
ternity and the Mempivan club.
These promotions point out the
meaning of the Company's prino.
pie that "Building a business or
buiktuig a company is an exten-
sion of the principle of buil/ling
men. The progress of the individ-
ual is a factor in the progress of
the company he represents. .
There are no ceilings on progress
in the Universal Life:"
bank la 19111. when there were
only four officers. He has sees
the bank grow to 74 officers.
Mr. Overall is also the
stoma pastor of St. Marks
Baptist church. He lives withhis wife at 1MSad* ave.
(Staff Piz by Billy Duncan)
LIABILITY INSURANCE
AUTO PLAN AGENCY
202 DC7111011 Sido Coort
JA. 6.3966 Memphis. Tenn,
Suminumung
_ C I
.
_ • It's onvenient
14
_ • Fast_-_--
chaplain: Mrs. 011ie Driver, as- =the dark lines of sadness It was o
symbolic of the life she lived. . 
ttoti 
recording secretary:
a d NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM- W. W. Walker. sergeant at rms =
black as the night and use it to 'This is billed as a mass meet-
give and every civic minded Mem• =off a radiance as bright
whose sound track was filled with Pullin is urged to be Present =4
a thousand candles before an al- iatar of sacrifice
Some day, somewhere, some- a Holstein, develops from a birttlibody is going to create a fitting weight of about 91 pounea ro n
monument to little black women average wight of 1.075 pounds irlike that. Now, watchubett two years.
A normal dairy calf such as
1•••••••••••••••••••••••,‘
•
a
• FREE CITY DELIVERY
•
SAVE' ON WALLPAPER •L ON PAINTS
H.A. CARROLL & CO.
405 Monroe - JA. 3-1626
HERBERT STREW . WALTER STREULI
TII•11181111111•11111111111•0011111111Wile
SAVE NOW
AT
MUTUAL
FEDERAL
588 VANCE
Big 4% Dividend
loch Account Insured Up To $10,000
ling telephone call, an understand-
'Mg look, a pat on the back, a sim-
(Continued From Page 1)pie squeeze of a quick handclasp
. . .telegrams, letters. cards. . . nue. s the latest election that seat.
all seemed to convey a tribute to ed the following persons:
an easy-going, hard - working p
block woman . .former cook. 'ev• E. L Williamson. Presi-dent: Dr I A. Watson. first vicemaid, wash woman, wife. friend. president: T J. Willis. secondand above all a mother. . .weose 
vice president: Mrs. Mable White.trademark was a smile, a d
recording 
secreterY: Mrs' Vasco —whose sound truck was filled with 
laughter and songs Smith. financial secretary': Mrs.
Such was her personality that Rutheo, Mae DeherrY• assistant ft
even the preacher who delivered ft3.aneuu secretary: Mrs. W. 0
her eulogy could enjoy the luxury 'Peililht (who says she refuses thet treasurer: H. A. Gilliam. =of presiding at a funeral where 3 sea
parliamentarian: Mrs. Abbie Rule. =few smiles could he mixed with
a life that could take a skin as
• Safe
•.••••
=OM..
0.11=010
MEMPHIS TRANSIT CO. ••••••
T.11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111R
Bring Your Party
To
TONY'S INN
1404 Lyceum Road
A
Famous Landmark
WH. 2-9281
In
Memphis
Fee
Luxurious Dining
1 n
Relaxed Environment.
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FIRST • HAND INFORMA-
TION — The LeMoyne ol•
lege class making a survey
of exceptional children spon-
sored a panel discussion on
"Juvenile Delinquency a ri d
Psychopathic Behavior" in the
college lecture hall last week.
The class is taught by Dr.
Marvin L. Head, dean. Miss
Martell* Trigg (center) of the
social science department,
was moderator. Students seat-
ed at table at left posed ques-
tions to the panel seated at
right. Panelists, left to righ:
Mrs. Sara Quenicket, senior
welfare consultant, Depart-
ment of Public Welfare; Lieu-
tenant Harrison, City Police
Juvenile Department, a n d
Chief Marley, chief probation
*Meer of the Juvenile Court.
President Maceo Walk er Reports
Progress Made By Univ ersal Life
Stockholders of Universal Life iecord year in the progress of ,HARD WORKinsurance Company heard Presi-
„ !Universal Life Insurance Comp3ny "Several more materials have,
sr., repo” a at its annual meeting recently.
Dr. Walker, citing comparisons
over the las'. three decades, show-
ed that Universal Life has been a
.continuous progressive company,
ending 1959 with assets of $18,918,-
1183. 
'ThSpeaking on the subject e
House I Build" Dr. Walker stated
that "several periods in the eco-
nomic history ha% e altered .he
,growth pattern and planning pat-
I tem of this house, Lot always we
have sought to use only the best
of materials in its construction .
?lthough after the war, inflatiJn
nibbled away at cur profits —1
wages, commissions, taxes and
other costs mounted steadily — at,
no time did we increase the price'
of our products. To successfully
combat this creeping inflation, sys-
tem efficiency was employei to
preserve our sturdy structure.."
CHRISTIAN
SCIENCE
SOCIETY
836 So. Lauderdale St.
Sunday, Feb. 28
Subject: Christ-Jesus
; Service 11:00 A.M.
Sunday School  9:15 A.M.
Wednesday Evening
Meeting — O'clock
14 •Registration For Spring
Quarter
•
Beginning March. 1, 1960
Higher Accounting Executive Secretarial
Typewriting
Key Punch Stenographic
Refresher Courses
tproved For FULL TIME Veteran Training
"Music By Muzak"
Henderson Business College, Inc.
Since 1912
Accrodita by the Accrediting Commission for Business Schools
530 Linden Avenue JA. 6-4756
THE
MURDER
MACHINE
THAT
MATCHED
AL CAPONE!
I PLUS
2nd
HIT!
THE MAN
WHO
LOST
HIS
FACE!
STARTS
SUNDAY!
4 BIG DAYS!
CUM" MITCHELL
JAMES WHITMORE
OP'AeF.
COMING! STARTS MARCH 6!
A NEW ERA IN MOTION PICTURES!
PORGY & BESS
Starring
Sidney Poitier, Dorothy Dandridge
Pearl Bailey, Sammy Davis, Jr.
been used in the house. Hard
work; Planning; Training; Con-
servation — of manpower, buss:
ness and dollars; Perseverance;
Trustworthiness and Dedication."
With reference to training, Dr.
Walker informed the stockholdei s
I that only four Negro companies'
are members of Life Office Man-
agement Association, and the Uni-
versal Life Insurance company is'
one of the four.
Dr. Walker closed his message
with the following Biblical quo-
tation: "So built we the wall, and
all the walls were joined together
unto the half thereof; For the peo-
ple had a mind to work."
COMPANY PROGRESS
In addition to the total assets
previously mentioned, significant
figures denoting the company's
progress in 1959 revealed that in-
come reached a record sum, most-
ly premiums collected from policy-
holders.
The mortgage loan portfolio in-
creased by more than $500,000,
representing a great boost to eco-
nomic advancement among our
people, as it helped more of them
to become home owners. The mort-
gage loan account at the end of
1 1959 totaled more than $7,700,000
, Mr. Walker and other officers
'expressed appreciation for the co-
operation and team work exempli-
fied by officers, directors, stock-
holders, and employees during ,
1959.
The stockholders re-elected all
directors. Following the stockhold-
ers meeting, the directors in their
annual meeting re-elected all of-
ficers.
DESIREE FAITH GRIFFIN
is .four years old and her
friends come out to help her
celebrate at big birthday par-
ty. The daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Leon H. Griffin, 1523 S.
Parkway E., the little lady is
a student at the Bethel Nurs-
ery. Party, which was held at
TRI-STATE DEFENDER 3
Sot., Feb. 27, 1960
Emmanuel Episcopal Parisb I
House, was attended by about
30 children.
Princess' Telephone
Available In Tenn.
A telephone that five years ago'
was just a gleam in a research•I
er's eye will become a bright spot
in Tennessee homes this month.
The electric motor, converting Called the "Princess," this new
into service about 90 percent of instrument marks the first ma-
the energy supplied to it, is rated,jor change in home telephone de. 
aboutfive times more efficient sign since the present color set
than the steam engine, was introduced ten years ago.
1
ALUMNI GIFT TO LeMOYNE
—Mrs. Ann Hall Weathers
(third from left), president of
LeMoyne College's Memphis
club, presents the club's check
for 1.355 to the college presi-
dent, Dr. Hollis F. Price. The
presentation was made at
Alumni Day ceremonies in
Bruce Hall. Left to right:
Mrs. Susie P. Hightower, gen-
eral chairman of the program;
Mrs. Lettie Poston, co-chair.
man; Mrs. Weathers, Dr.
Price and Miss Harry Mae Si-
mons, the Alumni Day speak-
er.
Porgy And Bess' 111
Exciting Motion Pix
Samuel Goldwyn's Porgy a n d
Bess, acclaimed as one of the top-
ten films of the year, will come
to the New Daisy Theatre, start-
ing Sunday, March 6, for one big
Railroad Board
Cites Activities
Retirement and survivor benefit
payments in December amounted
to $76.2 million, according to the
Railroad Retirement Board. The
payments were slightly lower than
in November, but 22 per cent high-
er than in December, 1958. Awards
of retirement and survivors bene-
fits during the month totaled 8,800,
I the lowest figure for any month
since January, 1959.
Density of population of the val-
ly of the Nile in Egypt is greater
than that of any of the European
countries.
gala week.
Gershwin melodies to the screen
with such fidelity that it was
awarded first prize for the best
sound track of the season.
Such favorites as "S umme r-
time." "Bess, You Is My Woman
Now," "I Got Plenty O'Nuttin, "
and a score of others make "For
gy and Bess" a richly rewarding
The beloved musical entertain-
musical experience in the opinion
ment, with the complete George
of the critics who have already
Gershwin score, stars Sidney Poi- see
n it and the millions who visit-
tier, as P-ort; Dorothy Dandridge 
ed the film during its 31 week
as the lovely sensuous Bess: Sam-
run on Broadway.
my Davis, jr., as the delightfully
evil Sportin' Life: and Pearl Bail-
ey as the earthy, lusty Maria.
"Porgy and Bess" begain its mu-
sical existence as a stage hit
which made theatrical and musi-
cal history on both sides of the At-
lantic. The Samuel Goldwyn mo-
tion picture version preserves the
exciting, rousing flavor of the vio-
lent and passionate love story and
brings every one of the George
2ND CHARM SERIES
The second of a charm series
and Bethlehem center will be
sponsored by LeMoyne college
held Feb. 29 from 4 - 5:30 p. m.
in the Center located at 749 Walker
avenue. Professional models and
charm experts will appear at the
charm school.
HEADACHE
for faster, gare enlists relief of
headache, neuralgia. neuritis pains,
take STARBACK Tablets it Powders.
STANBACK's S. A. (Synergistic Action)
.-the combined action of several
Medically-approved iSgredients iC
one easy-to-take dose-eases anxiety
and tension, starts bringing relief
right away., sa 41,0
Test
STANBACK
against any
Preparation
you've aver
used
THE
MODERN BANK
FOR THE
MODERN FAMILY
TRI-STATE BANK
386 MALE
COMPLETE : • COURTEOUS : CONFIDENTIAL BANKIW3 SERVICES
— INCLUDING —
PRIM PAWING NEW CAR FINANCING
• $.5 PER $100 PER YEAR
LOWEST CO
• CHKKING ACCOUNTS
NICINEST INTIM NOME IMPROVEMENT ACCOUNTS INSURED
ON SAVINGS • LOANS 41. IN TO $10,000
siliellegt PIMA' WON! RMINUMetig COOPOIMPION
It was made available tu the pub-
lic yesterday.
The "Princess" becomes a mod-
ern companion to the award-win-
ning colored telephone — called
the "500" — which is used in
most homes today.
In 1959, a poll of one-hundred
designers mound the world placed
the "500" among the ten best de-
signed products of modern times.
A petit, oval-shaped instrumeet,
the "Princess" is to the "500"
what the compact car is to the
standard automobile. It reduces
by more than one-third the space
needed for the present, table-type
telephone. This compactness
makes the "Princess" particularly
suitable for use in bedrooms and
Interiors where space is a decid-
ing factor.
At night, the "Princess" glows) The "Princess" is manufactur•
with a soft light at the flick of a ed to blend or contrast with any
switch. When the receiver is lifted, decor in any location in the home.
the dial lights to permit calling It will be available in five decor.
without turning on lamps or room ator colors: beige, pink, blue, tur•
lights. quoise — and pure white.
SLEEP 8 HOURS-1
WAKE UP TIRED?
Discover the Wonderful Blood-Strengthening*
Action Of This Women's Iron Tonic!
After a good night's sleep, do you
still feel tired out? Often this
run-down feeling is due to "Iron-
Hungry Blood" (*simple iron
deficiency anemia). Then it's
needless for most women to suffer
such awful weariness.
Take Lydia E. Pinkham Tab-
lets, only iron tonic made espe-
cially for women. Rich in iron,
Pinkham Tablets start to
strengthen your blood within one
day! Thus quickly help build rich,
red blood ... to restore strength •
and energy so you feel fine again
fast! If your blood is so starved
for iron that you just drag
through the day, get wonderful
Lydia E. Pinkham Tablets from
any drug store today. Then just
see if you don't soon feel like a
"new" woman again.
FEMALE AILMENTS — Famous Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound (Liquid) also brings blessed relief from the miser-
able discomforts of change-of-life and monthly pain.
Remember howgreat
cigarettes used to taste?
LUCKIES STILL DOI
REAL ESTATE EXPERT MARTIN V. WATERS, Vice President of Guaranteed
Title & Mortgage Co., New York City, is a Lucky smoker from 'way
back. "I've developed a sentimental taste for Luckies," he says. "It's
one of the few tangible things I've carried with me down the years. Only
a Lucky gives me what I want in a cigarette.k. 
.
L.S./M.F.T.—Lucky Strike Means Fine Tobacco
TOBACCO AND TASTE
TOO FINE TO FILTER
h.ad.e.g e:444141Mailika.N4
man. Bishop Hickman will speak Grant To NM(
r. ,
at 11 a.m. and 3 p.m. The music'
NASHVILLE — The National• • , mg the good and bad ele-
.
at 3 p.m. will be provided by the •
Science Foundation awareed Fisk.
University $14,120 to support a pro.' not 
of our society it just does
Princeton Avenue Baptist church
gram for gifted secondary students, 
work out like that. But what is
and the Providence AME church.1
Rev. J. C. Miller of Providence
during the summer of 1960. 
rgood or bad does not rest with
,us — it rests with a higher au-
will be master of ceremonies.day, Feb. 28. The time is from The program will be under the 
thority. When God told Amos, 1
A group of ministers and laymorning until night, direction of Dr. Samuel P. Massie 
have set before thee a plumbline,
men will gretlt the Bishop early,_ .The principal speaker for t h e
airman of Fisk's Chemistry De: 
He was saying in so many words
Anniversary is Bishop E. L. Hick- Saturday morning, Feb. 27, at the
'pertinent, and will include lectures 
'I am setting before thee a way
 home of Mrs. Blanche Stevenson of of life or should we say the WAY
612 Carpenter. At 2 p.m., they'
will have dinner at the beautiful'
home of Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Brown of 282 Brooks rd. The mem-1
bers will give a social for Bishop'
and his guests in the lower level
of the church at 7:30 p.m.
The congregation, under the i
leadership of Mrs. A. D. Nave,
the chairman, has been at its
best for this. . .a historic. . .and
most outstanding occasion.
by outstanding scientists, seminars,
field trips, and research experi-
ences.
This program which will be
scheduled for 6 weeks will offer to
40 selected students unusual and
advanced experiences in chemis-
try and mathematics.
"Then said the Lord, "I will
set a plumbline in the midst of
my people, Israel" — Amos 7:11
Never in the history of men has
there been so much controversy'
concerning right and wrong. Many
people try to interpret the idea
that good and bae — right and
wrong are things determined by!
society. Many of us go along withl
such thinking. What is good or
bad, right or wrong to many of
us is a matter of what society
says about it. This may be ever
so right on surface thinking but
in life's saner moments we look
at it altogether differently.
What is right or wrong, good or
bad rests not with society but with
a higher authority uncolored by
human appetites and the like. Right
and good bad and wrong are not
the unstable things we would like
for them to be rather they are
those stable elements among us
that will eventually challenge the
very soul of man and eventaully
I determine his best behavior. In the
'final analysis life becomes mean-
ingful only to the proportion that
: all concerned with the highest in
terms of the highest and not so-
ciety.
As much as we would like to
ithink in terms of society determ-
of life. God's peculiar position en-
ables him to be a far better judge
than any of us. His stability en-
ables Him to have a sense of
values far superior to any we
'might have.
The ever changing ambitions and
desires on the part of man would
dent of what would happen if the
whole question of right and wrong
were left in the hands of people.
But a long time4ago as God spoke
to man lie laid down the facts
which would determine the stand-
ards by which man would be judg-
ed. The ever changing sense of
values as evidenced by man will
not be the standard of judgement
but those as laid down by God.
Far removed from our standard
of human behavior is a standard
as laid down by God. The plumb-
line as mentioned in our verse for
today tells the basis for real judg-
ing on the part of individual be-
havior is not a matter of society
but a matter of God's judgement.
Whatever may be our difinition of
good must meet the approval-of
God.
Goodness and badness are things
that are determined by God.
Far removed from human inter-
pretation of the same stands a
'judge who will impartially judge
, each of us. Life is so geared
that each of us must stand tin-
,
and hold to that which is noble
and right.
I A long time ago one of the old
'prophets noted, "Righteousness
exalts a nation!" This rightousness
was laid down by God. The same
kind that was laid down centuries
ago is the median bj, which each
of us will be judged. The plumb-
line of righteousness as laid
down by God and will be the sole
median of judgement as long as
there is a man upon the earth.
The very force at work in each
of us today is that sense of good-
ness and righteousness as laid
down by God. Foremost in each
,of our lives should be an adher-
ence to the will of God. Those of
us who day by day live by the
will of God will finally live within
the range of the fuller and finer
life as laid down by God. This
put a sense of good and had in and only this will enable us to
Oregon produces about 2.5 mill- a precarious position. The constant rise up against the reality of life
ion pounds of wool in a normal changing of moral values so evi- designed according to the will
year. )dent in our society is quite evi of God
WOW! A $1,000 MINK STOLE!
MRS. A. N. BROWN, right,
admires the lovely Mink Stole
she has just won by virtue of
the Big Star Food Stores big
contest in which six Minks
were given away. Mrs. Brown,
a teacher at Leath Elemen-
tary school, was presented the
stole by Mrs. Jane Stanfield of
the Sales Division, Quality
Stamp Stores, Feb. 15, after
the drawing. (Staff Photo by
Billy Duncan)
Yes Madame,
It is wise to keep up with the
times—"Mixed" seems to have
taken over in the kitchen. With
Jack Sprat the enriched wheat
flour we can make our own
mixes and store them covered
in the refrigerator. How simple
to take out the required
amount, add liquid, and bis-
cuits ready to be rolled out and
baked.
,
• ‘14.$
s"44$
'4.
'
4,0:4
w,$***lA •4**,
BAKING
MIX
POWDER BISCUIT
4 cups Jack ,Sprat enriched
wheat flour
1 1 cup shortening
2 Tbsp. baking powder
2 Tsp. Salt
Sift together flour, baking
powder, and salt. Cut in short-
ening using pastry blender or
finger tips until crumbs are
coarse and even. Store in clos-
refrigerator.
cup of mix
add 1-4 cup milk or enough to
make soft dough.
PASTRY MIX
1 pound shortening
7 cups Jack Sprs' ^ iched
wheat flour
4 tsp. salt
Sift Jack Sprat enriched
wheat flour and salt. Cut in
cold shortening using knife,
pastry blender or tip of fingers
ed container
Biscuts — to
in
one
until crumbs are coarse as
small peas. Cover, store in re-
frigerator.
For one crust — to 114 cups
of mix, add ice water to form
stiff dough. Double for two
crusts. Use your own favorite
pie filling. This makes a deli-
cious, tender crust that melts
in your mouth.
More short cuts next time.
Bye for now,
Jana Porter
VETERAN PERFORMANCES were given by thess youthful stars
presented top-notch acts when they were heard on a recent Big
Star Food Stores show over 50,000 Watt WDIA. It's always good
listening %hen the Rig Star talent time takes to the air each Sat-
Till-STATE DEFENDFP
Set., Feb. 27, 196C
by HATTIE HOUSE
i One of the main features of the
'Meeting was the 200 Bi-Centennial
Anniversary of Richard Allen, the
founder of the AME church. Ap-
proximately 10,000 paraded to the
isld St. George Methodist church
(where Mr. Allen walked out be-
-- leause of segregation. That day, 150(
pears later, Methodists saw
• (Bishop R. R. Wright officiate in
the church with an integrated audi-
ence.
l Further recognition was given to
Richard Allen with a program at
) the Academy Hall of music in
(Philadelphia. A grand banquet
in the Benjamin Franklin hotel
twits attended by more than 1500.
lit was a $10.00 a plate service.
Council, Bishop George W. Baber 
The president of the Bishops' Day was celebrated at the Ebert-
ezer Baptist church, the past Sun-
of New York, was in charge. day. Rev. James Trueheart deliv-
i Celebration of the Anniversary ered a short doctrinal address. Al-
of Richard Allen is held every fred Hunter is the director of the
100 years. The Bishops Council,Baptist Training Union, the organi-
ization that sponsored the observe-Meeting is held twice a year.
non.
Much anticipation is centered
around two other events scheduled
BAPTIST CONVENTION
. The Tennessee Baptist Mission-
ary and Educational Convention
to be held at the church. TheyI will be held at the Olivet Baptist
church here, on Feb. 24-25. The are "Education Day" on March 13
final touch has been put on ar- and a play on March 11 leading
rangements to meet the needs up to the outstanding occasion.of
the approximately 200 delegates. Mrs. Ruby Chambers is general
Special benefits for the S. A. chairman of these activities. Furth-
Owen Junior College will be fore- er details will be released later,
scoot on the Convention's calendar. FIRST BAPTIST
The inauguration of the presi- Co-of-Honor Day was held at
dent of Owen college, Charles L.
Dinkins, will be one of the high-
AMR BISHOPS' COUNCIL by Rev. Fred Lofton of the S. A.
"It was grand . . . one of the Owen Junior college. It will be
bSit meetings I have ever attend- heard at 8 p. m.
01." commented Rev. E. M. Al- The theme of the Institute is
!porn of the St. James AME "the Church's Growth Trhottgh
laurels as he gave glowing ac- Prayer and Devoted Teachings."
leounts of the Bishops' Council The Tree of Life Baptist church
"Meeting held in Philadelphia, is located at 38 W. Colorado.
the past week. He was ac- AVERY CHAPEL AME
ilompanied by Rev. J. C. Miller A movie entitled. The Trial,
of the Providence AME church, Crucifixion, and Resurrection of
'Ben. Loyce Patrick of Avery AME Christ" will be shown Friday, Feb.
Church and Rev. Ralph Jackson 26 at the Avery Chapel AME
bf St. Andrew AME church who church of 882 E. Trigg ave. It will
represented the Memphis Confer- begin at 7:30 p. m. The ministers
}ace, also, of the church are the co-sponsors.
The past Sunday at the house
of reverence.- Mrs. James
Strong of Mt. 'Olive Cathedral
spoke for the Stewards in observa-
tion of Laymen's Day. The Mt.
Olive Choir rendered the music.
Rev. Loyce Patrick is the pas-
tor.
FRIENDSHIP BAPTIST
Officers of the Senior and Im-
perial Choirs of Friendship Baptist
church were installed during a
special service at the church last
Sunday. The installation was held
at 3 p. in. Rev. Suggs officiated.
Rev. F. R. Nelson is the minis-
ter.
EBENEZER BAPTIST
Good Friends and Neighbors' •
REV. A. W. WILLIAMS (res-
ter) discusses with Charlie
Walton his award for 18 years
volunteer service with t h •
American Red Cross at the
recent testimonial given for
Rev. Williams. Since 11144 Rev.
the First Baptist Magnolia church, 
recently, for Scout Troop 195. The inc". has been on 
record of sup-
Lights of the meet. It will be held, theme was "Onward for God and 
porting the missionary work of the
a en Feb. 25 at the college. Country." Honored guest speakerl 
American Bible Society.
A , Presiding during the Convention was Dr. Hollis F. Price, president 
As our churches know, the pur-
t, 1 twill be Rev. S. A. Owen, presi- of LeMoyne college. John 
Cum-' pose of the American Bible So-
n dent. Rev. Owens is pastor of the mings of Mt. Gilliam Baptist 
ciety which is supported by nearly
Metropolitan Baptist church here church was master of ceremonies., 
fifty denominations, is the trans-
ti 7RINffY BAPTIST . Troops from the Castalia Bap-
 
lation, publication, distribution
e The Sunday School and Baptist!fist, Mt. Gilliam Baptist and Beu- and 
promotion of the use of the
A Training Union Congress was held1Ilar Baptist churches were guest. 
Scriptures without note or corn-
•t the Trinity Baptist church re- Scout master is Willie Horton, 
ment, and without purpose of
cently. sr., and assistant scout master s profit.
( Rev. Moody of the Keel Avenue George Bryant. Mrs. A. Pointer is Our churches have been greatly
n Raptist church delivered a molt' the den mother. The institutional helped through the American Bi-
s enlightening message to the youths.
Music was furnished by the youth
9 choirs of different churches.
.11 l There was a very interesting pan-
1 el discussion, also. Hosea Bell is
II the president. Miss Gladys is the
ti secretary.
d ! The Young Matrons of the
V church are sponsoring a Fun
C Night, Friday, Feb. 28 at the' Speak At Metropolitan
Williams has taught 58 first
aid classes including 83i per-
sons and devoted more than
2,000 hours to Red Cross
work. As a result of his work,
12 first aid clubs have been
organized throughout the city.
At left is his
worker, Mrs.
Williams. Mrs.
wife and co-
Lula W.
Walton w a s
master of ceremonies for the
testimonial which was held at
the YWCA. (Staff photo by
George Hardin)
Alerts Members To
Cartridge Hazard
NEW YORK — Ohio's State
fire marshal has asked the In-
ternational Association of Fire
Chiefs to alert its members to
a serious safety hazard. It is the
similarity between cartridges
containing either carbon dioxide
or oxygen.
Cylinders containing carbon
dioxide are used in toy boats,
toy automobiles, and other toys.
They are available at most hob-
by shops. Used in this con-
nection, the Fire Marshal points
out, they are perfectly safe.
Rust kid M. I.
Observe Joint
Religious Week
HOLLY SPRINGS, Miss. — Rust
and Mississippi Industrial colleges
are observing Religious Emphasis
Week jointly Feb. 23-26.
The guest speakers are the
Reverend Milton Nothdurft, pastor
of the First Methodist church, Ma-
quoketa, Ia., and the Reverend
C. D. Coleman, general secretary
of the Board of Christian Educa-
tion of the CNIE church, Memphis,
Tenn.
The theme for the week is "De-
veloping Christian Qualities for
Campus Living." The program will
begin Tuesday evening at 7:35,
with a discussion by the faculty
and staff on the topic "What is the
Role of the Church-Related College
in Christian Higher Education?"
Rev. C. D. Coleman will lead the
discussion. Other activities dur-
ing the week will include formal
worship services; student group
discussions and selected topics;
and student organization officers
conferences with the guest speak-
ers.
A fellowship hour in Rust col-
lege cafeteria and M. I. college
cafeteria will climax the Relig-
ious Emphasis Week activities.
WISVAK
REV. C THOMAS PAIGE
Baptists Go OnReco
To SupportMissionary
representative is W. A. Edwarclible Society.
Frank Taylor is an officer, also. Each pastor is being called upon
W. Harper was the chairman.) to support the missionary work of
Rev. J. W. Wyms is the pastor-the Society. If each pastor would
e home of Mr. and Mrs. Johnny
The National Baptist Convention
Nashville Teacher To
New Tyler In 96th
Anniversary Feb. 28
By H. HOUSE
It will be a day that will linger
long in the memories of all who
witness it, when New Tyler AME
unfolds its 9eth Church Anniver-
sary Celebration. The date is Sun-
use one missionary offering each
year and send it to either the
American Bible Society, 450 Park
ave., New York 22, New York, or
to American Bible Society, 10 W.,
Leigh St., Richmond, Va., our re-
presentative, asking credit to be
given to the National Baptist Con-
vention, inc., it would greatly in-
crease our yearly contribution.
Many churches are now placing
Bibles in the pews, and using them
as a part of the worship service.
This is giving strength to the
church. All Scriptures are handled
at and below cost. For further in-
formation or catalog, write Amer-
ican Bible Society, 10 W. Leigh st.,
Richmond, Va.
Each church is urged to send a
missionary contribution to aid in
the spreading of the World of God.
Our representative from the Amer-
ican Bible Society was given time
by Dr. J. H. Jackson to speak of
the missionary work of the Ameri-
can Bible Society.
Ross of 10e0 Overton Park. T h e Mrs. Elizabeth Kennedy Bur- ucation at Scarritt college. She was 
affair which begins at 8 P. m. gess, instructor of English a6i John Hay Whitney Fellow at Principal industry of Nevada is
twill feature games of all kinds, of livestock.Pearl high school in Nashville, the school of drama, Yale uni- raising
end delicious foods. The public will be the featured speaker ati versity in 1955-56.
!Metropolitan Baptist church Sun-
day, Feb. 28, at 3:15 p.m. Theis 
service will culminate women's
activities of the month.
r' Mrs. Burgess, who holds A.B.
vitea.
Mrs. James Rainey is the pre
dent and Mrs. Roy Fitzgerald
the secretary.
Rev. J. B. Jones is the eniniste
MARTIN CM E
At the Martin Temple
church, Sunday, there will be a
tea from 4 p. in. to 6 p. m. The
Morning Glory Circle of t h e
church will be in charge of the
delightful gathering. It will be held
in the first unit of the church. Mrs.
Ruby B. Jones is the sponsor of
the organization.
Forth-coming at the house of
worship is a Recital by Miss Fred-
die Clark. Miss Clark, a teacher at
Carver school, will perform to
an expected overflowing audience
en March 4.
The occasion will be the Second
Annual Formal Evening with the
young people of Martin Temple
Memorial church.
T. JAMES AME
The Ministers' Club of St. James
AME church will sponsor a movie
entitled "The Trial, Crucifixion.
and Resurrection of Christ" at the
church, Sunday, Feb. 28, at 7 p. In.
The stately sanctuary is located
St 600 N. Fourth at.
The Members of the Ministers'
Club are Rev. Ivory Jennings, Rev
Arnice Syah, Evangelist Alice Tut
1011, Rev. Rheola Jackson, Rev
Cleophus Person and Rev. E. M
Alcorn, the pastor of St. James
More than 100 men are trying
for the title of "King For A Day'
at St. James.
The contest is a part of the
"King For A Day Ralls" tea,
will be held on Sunday, March 6
The winner will be crowned dur-
ing the program at 3 p. m.
Proceeds from the endeavor will
beset the Annual Conference
budget.
IrligIE OF LIFE BAPTIST
Illbe Tree of Life Baptist church
win begin its Institute on Feb
r. The Institute which seeks to
broaden the intellectual side of the
(*urea in Christian endeavors, will
be he each night at 7 until its
mating date on March 4.wat
es who will instruct in
various courses are Rev. E
w, Williamson of Olivet Baptist
ichurch. "Baptist Doctrine" . .
soy.
 S. H. Herring of St. Paul
ptist church, "Stewardship" . .
Bev_ W. C. Holmes of Beulah Bap
tist church. "The New Testament'Rev. E. Waller of Earls
• •
Greve Reedit church, "Teaching
The Bibk to Young People"
Rev. W. P. Scott, the pastor.
"Evingeli
The la of the Institute,
will be spot
ic sermon
A member of the Pleasant Green Landry E. Burgess, professor of
Baptist church, she is secretary physiology at Meharry medical!
of the Ladies Aid society and im- college.
mediate past president of the The public is invited to this pro-
Youth Fellowship of Pleasant gram. Mrs. Royal Flagg is gen-'
and M.A. degrees from Fisk uni- Green. She is also denomination- eral chairman and Mrs. Leon Fos-
versity, has done advanced study al officer for Nashville chapter of ter is publicity chairman. T h e l
in speech at Northwestern univer- United Church Women. Rev. S. A. Owen is pastor of the
sity and has studied religious ed- Mrs. Burgess is married to Dr. church.
CALENDAR OF SOCIAL EVENTS
Feb. 24: Annie L. Brown Health Club, Fellowship Dinner, Mrs. Flora
Cochrane, hostess, 729 Vance Avenue.
Feb. 24: Lena Horne Cosmetics, Cocktail Party, Universal Life In-
surance Company Dining Room, invitational.
Feb. 26: J-U-G-5 Inc., Sixth Annual Charity Ball and Living Ads,
Curries Club Tropicana, 10 P. M.
Feb. 26: The Jubilect, Ellis Auditorium.
March 13: Zeta Phi Beta Sorority Presents "Holiday On Ice", Amphi-
theatre — Ellis Auditorium, 8 P.M.
April 5: Manassas High School's "Annual Show", Ellis Auditorium's
Music Hall, 8:00 P. M.
April 8:
April
April
Sigma Gamma Rho Sorority Presents, The Booker T. Wash-
ington High School of Atlanta, Ga., String Orchestra, Bruce
Hall, 8 P. M.
17-18: Zeta Phi Beta Sorority, Rgional Conference, Memphis, Tenn.
17-18: Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Southeastern Regional Con=
ference, Jackson, Tenn.
April 22: We Moderns Club, Annual Dance, Flamingo Room 10 P. M.
May 6: Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity, Annual Debutante Presenta-
tion, Amphitheatre, Ellis Auditorium, 10 P. M.
May 6: The Sophisticates Bridge Club, Annual Dance, Flamingo
Room, 10 P. M.
May 7: Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Breakfast For Milady, Currie's
Club Tropicana, 10 A. M.
May 9-13: Cotton Makers Jubilee
Tropicana, 10 P. M.
May 13: Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity ,Annual Dance, Curries Club
IP" .10•••••••••••-
urdav morning at 11:30 a.m, and these young stars of tomorrowbrotieht pleasure to the huge Mid.South audience that tunes in fortalent time. Appearing were, from left, Martha Jones, WillieHanle:. Sylvia Runtyn. Merdist Cobb and Joyce Baker.
CASH FOOD STORES
-)
•
a
1
'Nashville Confab Aims At Better Paying Jobs
sive assembly.
leges in Nashville took part in a always a pleasure and the swankSIT DOWN DEMONSTRATION in and exclusive one given for Mrsithe downtown chain stores on the Bernice Martin of Bluefield, W.
week
-end. This was an inter
-racial Va., by Mrs. Stephen Wright and
student movement to protest the Cerelle WarfieId was most enjoy-lunch Counter segregation. Th e able to the Links who were invited
demonstration was orderly and re- I to greet their visiting sister Link.
stilted in closing one store corn- Mrs. Martin was attending a meet-
pletely for the afternoon and hay- ing of the Methodist church ating stools removed from a long Scarritt college.
lunch counter in another. Many of GARDEN CIRCLE PARTY giv-
the students were from non-segre- en by Mrs. Frances Saunders lea -
gated schools and from cities out- tured lovely arrangements of
side the south.
Miss Charm and Mr. Esquire
Nvere elected at State university
on the week end. The students
have been well coached in the
te iques of good manners,
Fruit and Flower Bowls. This en-
ergetic group of women have a
trained instructor who acted as
judge upon the occasion of Mrs.
Saunders party. First prize went
to Mrs. Algier Boswell.
mg, personality development ILLNESS — Mrs. W. S. Davis
a other areas of etiquette. The is reported improving after hay-
finals were very attractively car-'ing been laid up by the Mean Old
ried out on Sunday evening when Virus which is taking its toll on
15 young men and 19 young worn- many of us at this time.
en were presented on stage in the Mrs. Julia Moore is also on the
ietiversity auditorium to be viewed sick list with flu. She is affection-
`and judged by a critical board of ately known as "Mother Moore"judges, none of whom were con- by all Fiskites and the girls of,
nected with the university. Joan' Jubilee Hall who miss her so much.'
Casey of Illinois was elected Miss OUTSTANDING EVENTS
1Charm, runners up were Ann Carol Among the outstanding events on•
Craighead from Middle Tennes- the calendar for this week is the ,
see (second) and Antoinette Delta Sigma Theta Founder's Day•
Sprott of Texas (third) — Curtis celebration. The graduate chap-,
.ermstrong of Florida was elected ter along with collegiate chapters
Mr. Esquire and runners up were of the city presented Dr. Jean
Joe Farr, South Carolina (2) and Noble, National Pres. in closed
James Martin Jacquet, Texas (3).i sessions with sorors and in pub-
The brilliance and success of lie meeting at which she was the
the entire presentation was due to principal speaker at A and I State
the untiring efforts of many but university auditorium.
largely to the associate dean of Many friends of Delta were also
students, Mrs. E. Sasser, the Dean invited to a reception honoring the
o omen, Mrs. Mabel Crooks and New York university professor who
homes E. Poag, director of!is former dean of students at
eh and Drama along with the' City college in New York and a
executive secretary, Mrs. Helene, member of the executive commit-
Wilhoite. tee of National Council of Negro
Awards were presented by the Women.
president, Dr. W. S. Davis and, Miss Lois Daniels, librarian at
Sfraighten your hair
at HOME in
one easy applicationl
Now you can have the longer looking, straight hair
you've admired. The easy. Silky Strata home method
gives you professional-type results, leaves your hair
easy to manage. ready to style as you desire. Your
hair stays straight longer, won't go beck even in hottest,
humid weather. Easy-to-follow directions, money-beck
guarantee in every package.
OENTLE strength for moles aqui
children's longer. liner hair.
REGULAR strength for lossie sheri-
ff, coarser hair.
$IC TWO OUNCE NB
with 14wittsi,w,
eamtpisk• Monte ,t it et
41 AT ALL COSIJETIC COUP-.TES
$125
plus Fed. IOW
NASHVILE, Tenn. — Feb. 20— Cupid Reese, president of the stu-Despite five inches of snow and dent council, was master of cere-below freezing weather. I must say monies.we have been really GOING FAST Fisk university faculty a n dAND FURIOUSLY in dear ole friends were really thrilled withNashville this week. Valentine and the elaborate decorations andthe presence of CUPID added a sumptuous repast at the Annualgreat deal of verve and color to Valentine Dinner Dance. Mrs. Ed-the many festivities. 
'ward Maxwell and her committeeSUCCESS 
— Those of us who made this a memorable affair. Dr.;worked with the Fashions For Free- , T, A. Love, retiring president in-1dom NAACP Dinner are rightly trodueed the new officers withproud of the SUCCESS of the af-;Dr. S. 0. Roberts as president. 'fair and the local talent who par- PARTIES
ticipated, especially in the Junior The Silhouettes, wives of Kap-
. -es from the various schools of pas have done it again. Their An-city. They were lovely indeed. nual Valentine Dance at Club Bar-'redit goes to Mrs. William Forte on is reputed to be one of the mostand leers. Harold Thomas who did outstanding of the year. I hearall the ground work for Models they varied a little in that thereand kept them moving in order.I was one table presided over byMarguerite Belafonte wore some a Cateress instead of each Host-fabulous gowns and brought along ess having her own hors d' oeuv•some others to be worn by ourires, etc. This was very nice andown Nannette Henry. She was an seems to me to be a good prece- ,excellent model, The script writ-dent.
ten by Mildred Freeman and dedi-1 The Gals and Guys were really!cated to Dr. Z. Alexander Loobee togged out. Many of them wentgave a meaning to the program from The Freedom Fashion Dire'and we all experienced a deep ner. and believe me the audiencefeeling of accomplishment, at the NAACP affair was the lastSuccessful also was the convinc- word in fashionable audiences.ing presentation of "PROSECU- Dinner party for wives and IT1ON FOR THE DEFENSE" by Sweethearts was the order of theIthe Tennessee A and I State Play- evening for the AGORA CLUB,'ers under the direction of Dr. Tho- one of Nashville's most outstand;mas E. Poag. The players were ing Men's organizations. Mr. 1. T.
convincing and the drama gripping.I Creswell is president and Mr. Al- :They played to overflow audiences fred Galloway, secretary. • Meieach l evening. It was announced word Agora is a Greek word,2400 saw the play on the two eneaning assembly. Nashville'sil ka it was presented.
EGES 
Agoras comprise a most impres-
Students from several of the col- AFTERNOON TEA PARTY is' importance as a national issue. 
1 us egee
A&1 Players
Score Hit
NASHVILLE — Tennessee State
University's Players G Lild pro-
duction of playwright Agatha Chris.
tie's "Witness For the l'rosecu-
lion" received favorable notices
from local critics last week.
Receiving particular attention
from the critics was the excellent
portrayal by speech and drama in-
structor Edmund Jenkins of the
defense attorney Sir Wilfrid Rob-
erts.
Alger V. Boswell, jr., as the
prosecuting attorney, Mr. Meyers,
and Lolande Bryant as Romaine
were also fatorably acclaimed as
turning in more than satisfactory
performances.
Other members of the capable
cast which unraveled the Chris-
tie mystery before an appree.ative
Nashville audience were Lucretia
Collins, George Leatherwood. Cur-
tis Smith, Malbour Watson, Robert
Stevenson, Frank Bailey, John
Hardy, Lee Adkins, John Rogers,
James Davis, William Boglin, Reg-
inald Green, John C. Cantrell, Wal-
ter Tardy Anita Caldwell, Alma
Walton, Edmond Clark, Devereaux
Brady, Don Lee, Barbara Rolm,
Elwood Williams, and Antoinette
Sprott.
The play was directed by Ten- 1
nessee State Speech and Drama
Department head Dr. Thomas E.
Poag while lighting and stage pro-
duction were handled by assistant
professor of speech and deeiria
William D. Cox, jr.
ANNUAL TEA of the Pi Beta
Psi fraternity and their soror-
ity sisters was held in the fra•
ternity club house on the ('Sit'-
pus of the National School
of Business in Nash% ille. Pur•
pose of the affair was to en-
courage nes. members to jo,n
the chapter. Front row, leo
to right, are Dorothy Shaffer,
Lizzie Elmore, Jack Johnson.
president; Thelma Scott, Wit-
Poor Nutrition Found
Among Nation's Teenagers -\
DEFENDER
Sat., Feb. 27, 1960
What are little girls made of?
Sugarn' spice and everything nice.
And what are little boys made of?
You remember t he old rhyme.
The question today has taken on
What are young girls and boys
made of? This is the question
which recently prodded the Chi-
cago School Board to pack away
for "not eating" $827,500 worth of
"empty calorie" foods originall
bought for the school lunch pro-
gram.
Investigators of the nation's
health are now convinced that to
many of America's youngsters in
their teens, children are made up
of soda pop, candy, rolls, buns,
cakes, syrups, pretzels p o t at oi
chips and other foods with little
nourishment.
The wartime selective service
examinations first revealed the
poor state of nutrition of the na-
tion's young men. The rejection
rate was much higher than antic-
ipated.
Pos t war studies by state
Boards of Health and universi-
ties with 59,000 boys and girls in
38 states revealed that poor nutri-
tion among young people was na-
tionwide and include: girls as
well as boys.
In New York State, for example,
only 21 percent of teen-age boys
and 12 percent of the girls had
diets that met the recommenda-
tions of the National Research
Council for good nutrition. Condi-
tions are no better in the rural
areas than in the big cities and
bear no relation to poverty.
The food habits of girls are a
major cause for alarm. One third
of today's brides and one quarter
of mothers bearing a first child
are under 20 years old. Many
doctors consulted in the studies
mentioned child birth complica-
tions as a consequence of teen-
age malnutrition. The cases they
State university is the new chair- 1
man of committee on administra-
tion for the Blue Triangle Y. W.
C. A.
Mrs. Gloria Anderson is serving
as chairman of the Heart Fund
campaign. Mrs. Anderson is wife
of one of our busiest young phy-
sicians and mother of three. She
is to be congratulated on her in-
terest in so many civic affairs.
ENGAGEMENTS — Always
thrilling is the announcement of
an engagement, and this week
we have two — Sylvia Davis, sen-
ior, Fisk university and Emery
Mazique, sophomore med student
at Meharry. Also Janis Bowen,
junior at Fisk and T. M. Alexand-
er, jr., of Atlanta. Conngratulations
young men.
THOUGHT FOR THE WEEK —
"Slow me down, Lord, and in-
spire me to send my roots deep
into the soil of life's enduring val-
ues that I may grow toward the
stars of my greater destiny."
CONSTIPATED?
Medical reports show
how folks over 35 can
establish regularity
After 15, irregularity often be-
comes a problem. What you need is
something that aids nature and helps
ettablish regularity Such an aid to
regularity is the daily use of SEIUTO4
Here's medical evidence: A group of
seen and women took seautsft daily
under medical supervision. In case
after Cate SalltUTAN, taken daily.
helped ettabitsh regularity. So, for
mil teller from constipation after
35, try STIUTAT4. powder or granular.
SERUTA"Read 11 Saeiwards"
Club To Meet
February 27-28
NASHVILLE, Tenn. — The Fisk
University club of Tuskegee. Ala..
will host the conference of Fiskites
in the Southeast Region on the
campus of Tuskegee Institute, Feb.
27 and 28. Basic Theme of the
Conference "A New Look At Fisk."
Officials attending the confer-
ence from Fisk campus will in-
clude Dr. Stephen J. Wright, presi-
dent; I. T. Creswell, comptroller;
James R. Smothers, jr., registrar
and director of admissions; Mary
D. Shane, assistant registrar; W.
D. Hawkins, jr., cashier; and W.
Dickerson Donnelly, alumni secre-
tary.
Annetta Baugh, Montgomery,
Ala., is vice president of the South-
eastern Region: the Reverend C.
W. Kelly. Tuskegee Institute, Ala.,
is president of the host club: Dr.
Ira B. Bryant, Houston, Tex., is
president of the General Alumni
Association which has a member-
ship of more than 4000.
Also a large delegation is ex-
pected to attend the conference
from the Fisk Club of Nashville.
'Tennessee, Alabama, Florida,
Georgia, North Carolina, South
Carolina and Mississippi are the
states which make up the South-
east Region. Over 1100 Fisk Alum-
ni live in the Southeast Regional
states, with more than 500 in the
state of Tennessee.
New York - This city replaced
Philadelphia as the financial cen-
ter of the U S. sometime between
1830 and 1840,
noted all had a tragic sameness-i Most doctors feel that the real'
indulgence in empty calories fol- consequences of teen-age malnu-'
;lowed by reducing diets trition may not become fully ap-
 
 parent for years. One immediate
5 Dr. Dooley, Rev.
SmithHeadPlan
lie E. Gilbert. Back row, left
to right, are William Wright,
Cora Byrd, Belly Preston,
Juanita Scott, Mary Swain,
Loretta Bettie, Leon Snead.
Staff Photo by John C. Streat-
or, jr.
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effect, however. is poor resistance,T k
Fisk to infectious disease."Tuberculosis is always more
prevalent among the undernour-
ished," said Dr. Julius B. Novak,
medical director of The Tubercu-
losis Institute of Chicago and Cook
County. "At the teen-age level,
there is the beginning of danger-
ous adult TB.
''There is nothing tricky or diffi-
cult about a balanced diet, Dr.
Novak pointed out.
"Girls need about half a pound
of meat, fish or poultry a day,
boys a couple of ounces more.
Both need an additional three-
ounce serving of liver once a
week. Both need, every day, a
quart of milk, one egg, an eight
ounce glass of orange, grapefruit
or tomato juice, and two servings
of leafy green or yellow vegeta-
bles, plus at least a pound of oth-
er fruits and vegetables."
Pisg
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By CLINT IIARRIS
and
K. P. HOLMES
SPORTS
The Eagles have played several
games since last report. Fayette
County training school and Fra-
zier high from Covington, Tenn.,
were added to the long line of
'victims mowed down by the Eag-
les, They whipped Somerville. 61-
70 and Frazier, 7740. The Eagles
are now the County champs.
The girls fell by the wayside to
the aforementioned opponents. But
still, they are the champs, if you
haven't heard.
The District Tournament will
be held Feb. 25-27. First games
will be played at Woodstock be-
tween Mitchell Road and Wood-
stock. The last too nights action
will take place at Mt. Pisgah. We
are expetcing to see you there.
The Coronation Ball was a great,
success. The King and Queen,1
Prince and ePrincess were very
beautiful and outstanding through-
out the ceremonies.
The Queen wore a lovely white
ruffled evening gown and a gor-
geous white train trimmed in ma-
roon and gold sequins. It was car-
ried by two small boys, Larry Chat-
SERIOUS BUSINESS at the
old and new editors of the
Fisk Forum plan the business
transaction of the first 1960
Issue of the student publica-
tion. Edgar Stevens, right, of
Natchez, Nike, briefs the new-
ly elected editor. John Baker,
of Louisville, Ky. The new ed-
itor will release his first For-
um next week.
NASHVILLE—Forces are being
marshalled here with the intent of
securing good paying and skilled
Jobs for Negroes in the wave of
industries due to move into Nash-
ville in the next few years.
I'lans for the first such move,
the Nashville Community Confer-
ence on Employment Opportunity
for Negro Americans, are well
under way. Headed by Dr. Wal-
lace T. Dooley, Meharry Medical
college head of orthopaedic surg-
ery. and the Rev. Kelly M. Smith,
pastor of First Baptist church.
Eighth Ave., North, the conference
has been set for a date this
spring.
Action of the conference, stem-
ming from principles voiced in a
supporting resolution, will also
find implementation within t h e
framework of the mildly worded
statement. Following in part is the
resolution:
"Inherent within the democrat-
ic philosophy are basic individual
rights which apply to all persons,
or else they cannot, in the final
analysis, be enjoyed as the priv-
ilege any. Among these are:
"l. The right to pursue gainful
employment and economic secur-
ity within the limits of the indi-
vidual's highest capabilities and
skills.
"2. The right to participate in
such school, general education and
vocational training programs,
which will provide the needed
skills, and
"3. The right not to be denied
either of the above opportunities
oy virtue of such accidents of
birth, as race, social class, or re-
ligion.
'"rhe greatest mutual benefit for
the individual and society will be
obtained when these rights a r e glass, it is reported.
- — —
SO PROUDLY WF HAIL. . .
could well be the slogan of the
hour for members of Tennes-
see State university's Beta
Omicron Chapter of Alpha
Phi Alpha Fraternity as they
surround their lovely "sweet-
heart" of the year, KW Le-
elute Carter. Miss Carter, who
was selected early this school
year to reign as Alpha Sweet-
heart, was heralded at the Al-
pha's annual Sweetheart Ball
held recently on the Tennessee
State campus. An Alpha Kap-
pa Sonar and daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. William Carter of
Halls, Tenn., she is a junior
English major. With Miss Car.
ter are Alpha men (left te
right) Earnest Newson of
Memphis; David Williams,
Birmingham, Ala.; Gilbert
both of Memphis and Frank
isher and (hi. let II ;Ailey,
Russel of Jackson, Tega,
maximally deseloped and utilized
thru out the social structure and
Dooley
at all levels of capacity.
"While changes are occuring, it
is still clearly apparent that the
regional and local areas are still
seriously lgging in the application
of the above principles to all of
' its citizens, especially Ne gro
Americans in the region and in
this community. . .
"The increasingly rapid indus-
trialization of the South and t h e
frequent location of major national
companies in the Nashville metro-
politan area in a k sr the above
discrepancies more painfully and
acutely obvious. . ."
, It is understood here that much
of the drive for attacking the lo-
cal Negro employment question
rises from the apparent policy of
the great Ford Motor Company
Glass Plant which opened in West
Nashville a few years ago. More
than 1,000 persons were given em-
ployment in this plant in predom-
inantly skilled jobs. Only three Ne-
groes have employment there
keeping floors swept clean of
WantOverseasTeaching?
Interviews Feb. 26-27
NASHVILLE — Teachers desir-
ing jobs in Army - operated schools
for American children overseas
will he interviewed February :Se27
at George Peabody college 1 o r
Teachers in Nashville, Tenn.
Foreign teaching posts will be
available in 1960-61 in Korea, Ok-
inawa, Japan, Germany a n d
France. Elementary and second-
ary teachers, librarians, guidance
counselors, dormitory supers isors,
and administrators are needed.
Nine-hunded to 1200 school per-
man and Joedell Holmes,
The Princess wore a beautiful
white nylon ruffled dress.
The King and Prince wore dark
blue suits. The scene was a lovely
rose garden.
HONOR STUDENT OF WEEK
Nathaniel Moody, president of
the senior class and NFA, was
elected student of the week. He
Is a member of the Library club,.
Commercial club, Science club,1
English club and the NFA. He is
also the secretary of the Mt. Pis-
gah Taps.
Smith
sonnet will be recruited nation
wide.
Applicant should /lave a bache-
lor's degree; leacIting training
and two years of experience, and
should be teaching at present in a
public school or studying.
Salaries range from $4150 a
year to 86940 a year, with living
quarters and transportation pro-
vided without charge.
There are 55.000 American boys
and girls enrolled in 130 ,elemen-..
Lary and secondary schools over.
seas maintained by the Army.
Courses of study parallel those of
the public schools in the United
States.
Interested applicants should
make appointment at the earliest
possible date for an Interview with
the Peabody college, Bureau of
Appointments, Room 111, Admin-
istration Building. Nashville, Tenn.
Appointments can he made by
telephone or mail. The Nashville
telephone is CYpress 1-1500, sta-
tion 11.
If applicants are unable to go to
Nashville for interview they may
He is very active in agricultural contact the Civilian Personnel Of-
work and was elected State Par- ficer, Memphis General Depot, U.
liamentarian of the NFA. He is S. Army, Memphi 5. Tenn., for
the son of Mr. and Mrs. Curtis information.
Moody, of Rt. 2, Germantown,
Tenn.
PTA
The Mt. Pisgah PTA will hold
its monthly meeting Feb. 24, 7:30
p. m. at the school. Business of
importance.
We are vrging all members neZsz
and old to be present.
SCIENCE CLUB
The Science club of Mt. Pisgah
high school is busy working on
their Science projects. The club,
containing about 25 active mein-
hers, will have an elimination of
its projects at school and the best
will represent the club in the Sci-
ence Fair in Memphis.
Thel club's advisor is J.R. Ram-
sey.
Shrinks Hemorrhoids
Without Surgery
Stops Itch—Relieves Pain
For the tIrst tone science has found
a new healing substance with the as-tonishing ability to shrink hemor-
rhoids and to relieve pain - without,
surgery. In ease after ease, while
gently relieving pain. actual redue-
tion (shrinkage) took place. Most
amazing of all were so thor-
ough that stiff 
 made astonishing
statements like "Piles have ceased tebe a problem!" The secret is a new
healing substance (Bio-Dynee)-die-
covery of a world-famous researchinstitute, This substance is now avail-
able in tupportory or ttietwent firs-us
called Preparation Mt. At all drag
counters - money back guarantee.
WIVES HELP
HUSBANDS
through
school?
More and more young ssives are making personal sacrifices Se
help their husbands through school. What do they do when
their husbands are busy? Are there special problems where the
husband is unemployed and the wife makes the money? Do thehusbands appreciate the sacrifices their wives make for them'
Read. "Lonely Wives of
Medical Students." in the
picture-packed March issue
of FBONY magarine. now
on your nev,stand
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oeon en your wwistand
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Toil And Conservation
Aid Builds Good Farm
Through hard Work and techni- the gullies and selecting plots for
cal aid from the Soil Conserve- their crops. Soon their county
tion Service, Mr. and Mrs. W. B. agent, A. M. Dobbins, gave them
Boone of Jackson, Tenn., have some pointers, and told them
transformed 75 rundown, eroded about the Madison County Soil
acres into a farm that is provid- Conservation District. They appli-
ing a good living for them and ed to it for help, and a Soil Con-
their children. servation Service technician came
"When we pieced together our out and helped them map their
farm in 1947 by adding 44 acres farm and plan how each acre
to 31 we had purchased a few should be best used.
years before, our land was
As a result of their care of theabout as poor as any in Tennes-
see." says Boone. soil plus selection of better seed,
The cotton yield on the billy careful applications of insecti-
cidesfarm was only half a bale to the , and other improved meth-
acre, and the corn harvest ods, crop yields rose rapidly.
brought barely 300 bushels off 20 Then for the first time, Mr. and
acres. Today, the Boones get from Mrs. Boone took a look at their
a bale and a half to two bales old house. It stood out in sharp
of cotton per acre. and 15 acres contrast with their green fields
of corn bring them three times and pastures. So they re-financ-
as much grain as the 20 acres ed the indebtedness on their farm
yielded 12 years ago. through Farmers Home and built
"I wanted to laugh and I want- an attractive home for themselves
ed to cry when we moved here," and their five children.
Boone recalls. "I wanted to laugh The new home and the improv-
because I was so glad to have a ed farm earned the Boones first
piece of land of my own after eight place honors and $250 in the Tr -
years of sharecropping; and I State Plant to Prosper Contest in
wanted to cry because there were 1951. Two years later they were
gullies on the place half as deep Jsen as the soil conservation
as I am tall." champion farmers of Tennessee
WORK AND POINTERS and presented $100 and a certif-
But the family got busy filling in icate
GOOD LIVING — Mr. and
Mrs. W. B. Boone of Jackson,
Tenn., are proud of the gqod
living they are now earning
on a once eroded farm. They
By CLAIRE COX carried on studies about which we act, but only by a vote of mem-
NEW YORK — (UP1) The have not heard. ber churches, the report said.
World Council of Churches reports NO THEOLOGICAL REASON THE FINDINGS
that most denominations have. re- in the material which we have In a summary of the survey
sisted the idea of women minis- from the Methodist, Congrega- findings, the Council said that 48
tens, but a majority of the groups tional, Baptists and other church- denominations admit women to
that .have actually studied t h e es. we have discovered no theolo- full ministry and nine to a partial
question believe there is a place gical reasons against the full min- or irregular ministry. A total of
for women in the world's Pulpits. istry of women. Either these 90 do not ordain women. There
The council conducted an inter- churches do already have the full was no definite information
national study of women ministers ministry or they base their re- about 21 churches.
and their status at the request of jection of it on other reasons. Among the major U.S. denomi-
the Bishops' Council of T h e 
"In the reports and books which nations that do not ordain women
Church of Sweden. have reached us, the great ma- are the Presbyterian Church in
"On the evidence before us," jority of those who have studied the U. S. (South).
thL, Council said, the most pro- and written about this question, Major denominations that do or-
found thinking seems to have been have come to conclusions favor- dein women in the U.S. include
•done by the Lutheran. Reformed able to the admission of women the United Presbyterian Church
end Anglican Communions, al- to the ministry." in the USA, the Methodist church,
though other churches may have The report, prepared by t h e the American Baptist Convention,
-- Council's Department on the Co- the United Church of Christ, the
operation of Men and Women in International Convention of Chris-Poetry Series Church and Society, said that the tian Churches (Disciples of Chtht),
council itself has not taken an of The Society of Friends (Quak-
ficial position on the question of era) and the Church of the Breth-
the ordination of women. It could ren.
' ATLANTA, Ga. — During the _ 
-week of Feb. 22, Monday through
Friday, Morehouse and tSpelman 13.0
„.colleges will present Dr. Wilbert
- now, distinguished American
t and professor of English at
Wesleyan college (Connecticut),
the William Benton Lecturer in
mertican Poetry.
Dr. Snow will deliver a series of
ve lectures in 19th Century
erican poetry.
fl'-. Snow served as visiting pro-
r of English at Morehouse
ge during the academic year
One quart of milk weighs 2.15
poled& It requires 9.77 quarts of
milk co produce a pound of butter,
and Stuns to manufac-
NI NO 
of cheese.
are showing their freezer full
of home-grown foods to James
Williamson, left, county super-
visor at - large of the Farm
ers Home Administration. —
USDA Photo
Dear Mme, Chante: I am look-
ing for a nice clean religious hus-
band between 49 and 58, 5 feet,
1/2 in, tall, weighing from 140-160
lbs., brown complexion. He must
be loviig, good natured and have
an open mind. Mary Israel Isom,
4738 S. Indiana ave., Chicago, Ill.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante: I would like
to correspond with deaf mute la-
dies between 18 and 50. I am deaf,
single, 5 feet, 7 inches tall, 145
lbs., medium brown complexion,
black hair, brown eyes. All let-
ters shall be answered. David T..,
Binion, 5124 Yemans, Hamtramck
12, Mich.
• • •
Dear Mme, Chante: I would like
to meet young lady between 18
and 25, not over 5-5 and weigh-
ing not more than 130 lbs. She must
be neat, clean and want compan-
ionship as I do. She should also
want a home, happiness and se-
curity and be willing to strive
along with me to obtain them in
the near future. I am 31, 5'-51/2"
and weigh 135 lbs., light complex-
ion. Looks, color and race do not
matter, but being sincere does.
Eddie Carter, 5628 S. Calumet ave.
Chicago 37, 111.
* • •
Dear Mme. Chante: I would like
to join your pen pal club. I am 5
feet, 11 inches tall, 169 lbs. My
hobbies are football and tennis.
Would like to correspond with girls
in the states. Will exchange pic-
tures and answer all letters. Lloyd
Evans. 29 3-4 Galloway Rd., King-
ston 13, Jamaica, BWI.
FACULTY MEMBERS from
Howard university's Medical
school, Washington, D. C., dis-
cuss drug research with a sci-
entifit from Lederle Laborator-
ies in Pearl River, N. Y. They
vourt's makTIE17...
VON"( CNA LVAE.
skRouND 4t. ?
Dear Mme. Chante: I thorough-
ly enjoy reading your column.
Would like to hear from ladies
between 21 and 35 who would ap-
preciate a good husband. Willing
to exchange photos. I am 25 years
old, 5 feet, 6 inches tall, 148 lbs.
Aaron Neal, 6139 S. Ellis, Apt.
420, Chicago 37, Ill.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante: I am 60
years old, single, 6 feet tall, dark
complexion. Have been in show
business for 35 years as a per-
former, singer, musician and writ-
er. I would like to meet a refined
church lady over 40. I am quit-
ting show business soon — want to
settle down, join church and go in
business. All mail will be an-
swered. E. H. Rucker, 2160 Patter-
son St., Cincinnati 22, Ohio, c-o The
Billboard.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante: I would like
to hear from young ladies w h o
are interested in getting married.
I am not looking for anyone who
has a family. I am interested in
a girl between 20 and 30, 5 feet,
5 inches tall, nice looking and
neat. I am 36, 5 feet, 5 inches
tall, brownskin. I have a pretty
good job. Please send photo in
first letter. If you are not inter-
ested in the better things in life--
do not write. Raymond Davis, 431
Bowen, Chicago 15, Ill.
Dear Mme. Chante: I am inter-
ested in becoming a member of
your pen pal club. I like Ameri-
cans and know that they too, like
Jamaican girls. I seek pen pals
between 21 and early 30's. 1
am 22, said to be good looking
with long, black hair, dreamy eyes
straight nose, 5 feet, 6 inches tall,
lovely figure. Genevieve Scott, 24
Chisholm Ave., Kingston 13, Ja-
maica, BWI.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante: I would love
to have someone write to me. I
am a widow with no children.
Mrs. I. M. Evans, 3236 N. Kenneth,
Chicago 41, Ill., C-0 Chess.
1st Gifted Student
Conference Set
BATON ROUGE, La.—Southern
University here will be host this
week to the country's first con-
ference on the gifted Negro stu-
dent.
The emphasis will be on the
problems of discovering and en-
couraging potentially talented stu-
dents retarded by inadequate cul-
tural backgrounds.
About 50 persons from Negro
colleges in the southeast and
southwest and national and re-
gional associations will attend.
President Felton Clark and Dean
E. C. Harrison of Southern and
Dr. Joseph W. Cohen of the Uni-
versity of Colorado, director of
the nation-wide Inter - university
Committee on the Superior Stu-
dent, are directing the conference.
Dr. John Hope Franklin, chair-
man of the Department of History,
are (left to right) Dr. John
B. Johnson, professor of medi-
cine; Gerald Strange, senior
class president and Dr. Burke
Syphar (far right) head of
the surgery department. Mr.
Strange, of Los Angeles, is
Brooklyn College, will give the
keynote address.
Other speakers will be Dr. Hor-
ace M. Bond, dean of the School
of Education, Atlanta university;
Daniel Schreiber, director of the
New York "Higher Horizons Pro-
gram" for high school pupils; and
Cohen.
Recognizing the special needs of
gifted Negro youth whose back-
grounds have given them virtual-
ly no cultural resource or stimu-
lation, Southern University and
the inter-university committee be-
gan work on the conference near-
ly a year ago.
The Dakotas were a part of the
Missouri territory until 1820 and
thereafter were parts successively
of the territories of Michigan, Wis-
consin, Iowa and Minnesota.
planning to interne at UCLA
this fall. Such field trips are
designed to give senior med-
ical students an inside view
of the extensive research pro-
grams maintained within the
pharmaceutical Industry.
r(I.IESe ARE CALLED .SIGKS
OF LIFE. OBEY 114EIA AND
LIVE LONGER! SPEAKIN6
OF LOI4G %Are _if you
wAy41 10 SEE NiNely...
VION'l LOOK FOR 11 OW
YOuR 5PEEOOMEIER.
By ALICE A. DUNNIGAN
A Mississippi member of Con-
gress let it be known the other
day that he would rather be clas-
sified as "a nigre lover" than be
called "A nigre hater."
This was brought out in a hear-
ing before the House Rules Com-
mittee on pending civil rights leg-
islation. The decision was reveal-
ed in answer to a charge made
by New York's Representative,
Emanuel Celler, regarding the vi-
olation of voting rights of Negroes
in the South.
"In one southern state, said Rep.civil wrongs" bills because un-
Celler, only one percent of the
Negro population is registered to
vote. And in Mississippi, the state
of Rep. William Colmer, there are
14 counties where not a single Ne-
gro is registered.
MADE NO DEMAND
Colmer shot back that this is
because the colored people of his
state have made no great demand
to vote. Before you can under-
stand this situation, continued the
Mississippian, "you must go into
the background and history of this
race of people.
"Here we have a race of people
who for thousands of years lived
in the jungles of Africa. With civ-
ilization growing up all around
them, they made no progress.
"But they have made progress
in America. More progress than
any other race of people. This has
been done under the guiding and
loving hand of their southern
brothers."
Before making this statement
Colmer cast his eyes up at Negro
reporters and prefaced it with
these remarks: "I'm going to
make a statement and I dare Con-
gressman Celler or anybody else
to call me a `nigre hater.' If I
have to be characterized as any-
thing I might be called a 'nigre
lover' because I do."
He claimed that the two races
have lived progressively together
for 80 years — since Reconstruc-
tion — before any civil rights leg-
islation was passed. Now we have
Cites Reasons
For Progress In
Race Relations
ATLANTA, Ga. — Dr. William
Brewer, editor of the Journal of
Negro History and retired Wash-
ington, D. C. schol teacher, dis-
cussed "Progress and Bette,rment
of Human Relations" at Morris
Brown college during the celebra-
tion of Negro History Week.
The Harvard, Wisconsin, and
Cambridge trained scholar cited
the Negro's plight through slav-
ery, reconstruction, and up to our
own day and reminded his listen-
ers that slavery cannot be over-
looked in considering our condi-
tions today.
Among the reasons he gave for
the progress in the betterment of
human relations were: 1. the
founding of colleges and schools
2. better means of communica-
tion and transportation 3. an
awareness on the part of our di-
plomats and statesmen the. Amer-
ica is ,uow being questioned as a
world power and the fact our lead-
ers are no longer lackeys and
stooges but highly regarded per-
suns.
to act on some kind of civil rights
bill every year. They come as
regularly as the appropriations
bills and the farm bills.
WHY THE INTEREST?
He wanted to know why all of
this sudden interest in civil rights.
The interest began to grow when
the Negroes started moving "up
north" and carrying some politi-
cal power through the blot vote,
he said, charging Celler and "oth-
ers like him" with agitating the
vote among Negroes.
Colmer said he called them
der the guise of giving so-called
civil rights to one group of people
they are denying the rights left
another group by their forefathers.
north, continued the Minis-
Since all of the "evolution" in
the  
sippian, "the great metropolitan
cities are being forced to increase
their police force by 400 or 500
men in order to maintain peace
where there is integration."
TIME TO ADJUST
Celler admitted that where,
these people migrate north it
takes a little time for them to
adjust from their southern envir-
onment to life in the urban cen-
ters, but once they are adjusted
they make very good citizens, he
said.
He told the committee that if
cities like New York could get
Federal aid to clear up the rat-
infested slums the adjustment
would be much easier where ade-
quate living conditions were
vided.
Young women whose hair sud-
denly begins to fall out need have
no fear they will be left looking
like actor Yul Brynner.
Drs. William B. Guy and Walter
F. Edmundson of Pittsburgh, writ.
log in the current (February) Ar-
chives of Dermatology published
by the American Medical Associa-
tion, said the condition is most
likely temporary and can be
treated successfully.
They said diffuse cyclic halt
loss in women is "rather com-
mon" and is entirely different
occasionally occurs in women in
from permanent hair thinning that.
middle or late life.
"It occurs in transitory episodes,
lasting for several weeks usual.
ly," they said. "The typical pa.
tient is a vigorous otherwise heal-
thy woman.
"Needless to say, the emotional
overtones in this situation are
great. Some men take the state cd
their hair seriously. Practically
all women do.
The authors said the hair that
falls out usually is replaced by
new hair growth. They said they
had been able to arrest the pro-
cess by administering corticoster-
old hormones.
The Saint Gotthard rellway tun.
nel in the Alps required eight
years to build. It is 9.5 miles in
length, 26 feet wide, and 21.3 feet
in height.
The first public postage stamp
in the U.S. was put on sale in New
York in 1845. It was not a US..
stamp but one printed as alocal.
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ur Opinion
evolt Against Union Race
The American labor movement, which
never exhibited too much interest in the
ght of the Negro worker, is now faced
ith an incipient revolt of incalculable con-
quences. AFL-CIO President George Mes-
"a attack on Representative Adam Clayton
owell, Dem., N. Y., touched off a racial is-
e that had been in ferment for some years.
Dissatisfaction among the Federation's
500,000 Negro members is no longer limit-
to individual unions; It is widespread. Ne-
o unionists are determined to do some-
ing about the racism that is so rampant
the Federation. They see no honest, ag-
essive attempt by the white leadership
come to grips with this vexing issue.
There is yet much consciousness of class
terests. Efforts of the more progressive
ments in the craft unions to bring about
eneral admission of Negroes are still be-
met with opposition of a number of lo-
s under the shield of "local autonomy."
A. Philip Randolph, the learned head of
e Brotherhood of Sleeping Car Porters,
s been goaded almost to anger by Presi-
nt Meany's unrestrained display of racial
s. Randolph's reaction to the criticism
eled at Rep. Powell's "racism" by the
esident of the Federation was: "What-
er his faults, why pick on a Negro? If it
racism they are after, there are plenty
worse racists in Congress. Let them pick
at on Sen. Eastland."
This however, is only one phase of the
turbed relations within the Federation.
ere are multiple complaints about segre-
'on and discrimination. Negroes resent
eir exclusion from some unions and, hence,
me jobs. They condemn the practice that
stricts them to unskilled, low paying jobs.
Another handicap is that they are barred
om apprenticeship programs that would
ad to higher paying jobs. With the excep-
on of Mr. Randolph, who is now seventy,
"egroes are systematically excluded from
ositions of policy-making leadership with-
the unions as well as in the Federation.
There are yet unions whose constitutions
mit membership to white men. However,
he absence of such constitutional clauses
oes not mean that Negroes are admitted.
Iegro workers are kept out of some of the
emocratic
Bias
unions by tacit agreement. The Flint Glass
Workers' Union, for instance, has a consti-
tution which does not specify membership
in the white race as a prerequisite to mem-
bership in the union, but it objects to Ne-
groes universally on the ground that the
pipe on which t h e glass is blown passes
from mouth to mouth and "no one would
use it after a Negro."
Some of these discriminations date as
far back as 1865; and the Federation has
done little or nothing to remove them. Steps
are being taken. under the leadership of Mr.
Randolph, to fight this intolerable bias.
Over 1,000 delegates will attend a founding
convention in Detroit in May, to set up a
Negro American Labor Council.
The movement is spreading like a prai-
rie fire. Chapters have been set up in New
York, Chicago, Detroit, Youngstown and
Cleveland, Ohio, Gary, Ind., and St. Louis.
Other chapters are in the process of organi-
zation in Philadelphia, Washington, a n d
along the West coast. The AFL-CIO leader-
ship frowns, upon the prospect of a Negro
Labor Council challenging the ethics and be-
havior of established union leaders. The
argument generally advanced against the
Council is that there is no necessity for its
existence.
But Mr. Randolph, who is sagacious and
far-sighted, disagrees. To him this is not
only one remedy for the virus of prejudice,
but the only safeguard against a serious,
growing threat: Automation. This techno-
logical development finds its first victims
among Negroes.
In the first place Negroes are largely
employed in kinds of work that automation
is most likely to eliminate. In the second, be-
cause Negroes are barred from apprentice
training, those displaced by automation
have no other jobs to go to.
"For us," Randolph observed, "this is a
life-and-death struggle—a question of sur-
vival. Nothing can stop it." Under Ran-
dolph's leadership, no doubt, the Negro
American Labor Council will help to write
a new chapter in the history of the Ameri-
can Labor movement—a chapter in which
equity and true democratic practices shall
be the outstanding features.
Strategists In Quander
The resurgence of President Eisenhower
especially in foreign affairs, his positive ap-
proach to world peace are posing a difficult
tactical problem for Democratic strategists.
chey realize that it's not going to be easy
to remove the Eisenhower image from the
publics mind, though Ike is not running for
re-election.
Vice President Nixon's personality short-
comings, and he has quite a few, may be
blacked out by the GOP chieftains who are
turning the spotlight on the Eisenhower
record. And the slogan: Peace, Prosperity
and Progress which the Republicans have
adopted as their campaign theme is almost
vulnerable.
Though some labor economists are harp-
Ing on the probability of a recession in 1961,
the uncontradicted fact is that for the mo-
ment the country is enjoying prosperity.
Unemployment is down, and t h e national
economy is in no danger of being dislocated.
The prospects for peace are relatively
bright. There are at present no dangerous
war clouds gathering anywhere. Even the
Berlin sensitive and at times critical .situa-
tion has settled down to a reasonable calm
that foreshadows a satisfactory final re-
solving of the problem. Now the only issue
left is national security, here the Democrats
are scoring heavily. They got the President
and the Generals of the various services-
calling each other names. But that's n o t
enough to win a national election.
Ike's Latin-American Tour
President Eisenhower's tour of
South America is of consequence not on-
ly to the United States but to our Latin
sister republics as well. While the trip
may add one more feather to the GOP
peace cap, the results may well trans-
cend political consideration. The Presi-
dent's recent appointment of a commis-
sion to study Latin-American affairs is
an awareness of the disquieting and
eruptive situation that prevails through-
out the Caribbean and South America.
There is apprehensive concern
among Latin-American experts that the
ceaseless struggle for power and domi-
nation is now getting beyond the con-
irol of governments, diplomats and poli-
ticians. It has become An endemic illness,
like yellow fever or pellagra. It is play-
ing havoc with the cultural institutions
and the morale of the peoples below the
Rio Grande. Proffer of economic assist-
ance and friendly conciliation will not
suffice.
This ravaging infection calls for do-
liberations of specialists who can diag-
nose and prescribe appropriate remedy.
An inter-American institute of cultural
relations, composed of experts, as sug-
gested by P. Marshall Brown of S. C.,
entirely dissociated from polities and
diplomacy, would seem to be urgently
required.
Being Frank ..,
Aber* People, Mom
Aid Prololowes
By FRANK L STANLEY
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
Merrill Bartlett tells us in his book
entitled "They Stand Invincible"
that "today's great contemporary
leaders belong to differen. races
and religions but they are united
in their efforts to help humanity.
They are opponents of ignorance,
prejudice — an are champio
of truth. . .These heroes are
changing the (verse of history
— Robert the renown and venerable Doctor
Albert Schweitzer, was challenged
by the statue of an admiral at
whose ;eet knelt an African Negro.
The suffering expressed in this Af-
rican's sad face touched Dr.
Schweitzer so that he decided to
do something to help these op-
pressed people. On this humani-
tarian's desk in the darkest of Af-
rica today is found the stanzas of
a hymn set in a frame which say.
These leaders are reshaping one "Higher, ever higher
world, incidentally, a world winch with your dream and desires,
they never made. They have be. "Higher ever higher,
come great because they have The ideal you long to serve.
learned to live with today's con- Higher, ever higher
straints by seeking to improve When the clouds began to
their lot. Thus, they are signifi- Higher, ever higher
cant symbols whose very deeds By the starlight of your
shed warmth and light and serve
to dispel the doubts and anxieties
that yet exist.
This week as we celebrate the
35th Anniversary of Negro History
Week as well as the 50th Anniver-
sary of the Urban League, and the
40th Anniversary of the Louisville
League, we are reminded that
preoccupation with heroes is both
a historieet1 and strong American
trait. Indeed all history is a high-
ly personalized drama of gallant
men.
Thus the actual life each of us
lives and the very achievements
we attain must serve as a contin-
uous source of
gather
faith."
Such a faith has inspired many
men to great deeds, not only be-
cause they believe in their cause
but they decided to make do with
uncertainties and live between tri-
umph and disaster. For they be-
lieve like Abraham Lincoln whose
birthday we celebrate this month,
that:
"The struggle of today is not
altogether for the day. It is for
a vast future also."
This is why we pause annually
at thls time to glance backward
and gain new determination f o r
the future. Thus, as we proper-
ly salute the Urban League and ob-
inspiration a Ti d serve Negro History Week by re-
hope. All upsurging and strug- flowing our gains and healing our
gling people have been faced with wounds let us resolve that t h e
this same need. We must have a past is but a prologue to our fio
growing leadership that accepts ture action.
the sacred responsibility of prov- Here in Kentucky where we
ing to a skeptical world and a have yet to achieve full recogni-
discriminating nation that the Ne- tion as whole men and women,
gro too is a whole man, our future is even more challeng-
According to reports one of the ing. It will be productive of good
world's most accomplished men— 
o 
only so far as we write new and
ne who has distinguished him- dynamic chapters to our own lo-
self in four different professions— cal history.
Reflections At The
Lincoln Memorial
(EDITOR'S NOTE: The auth-
or of this article submitted the
piece ill the Lincoln Writing
Contest for non - professionals
sponsored by the American As-
sedation for State and Local
History. We thought you would
like to read it).
By ADA 5CO1T BUTCHER
WASHINGTON — Whenever I
gaze at the Lincoln Memorial, my
mind switches to another world of
panoramic scenes depicting the
life of the Great Emancipator.
Sometimes, I see the rough log
cabin where he was born in 1809
and think of his giant steps to the
White House — 1834, to the Il-
linois Legislature; 1848, to con-
gress; 1854, the foremost leader
of the Republican Party; 1860
nominated for the presidency; and
In 1861, in the White House.
When I am at the Memorial, I
feel that his motherless role was
only satisfied by extensive read-
ing, being kind to people and ani-
mals, and having a sense of hu-
mor. I see him in New Orleans,
looking at a slave girl being sold
at auction, and hear him say,
"If I get the chance to hit slav-
ery, I'll hit it hard."
I see Captain Abraham Lincoln
in the Black Hawk War, defend-
ing an old Indian at the risk of
his own life.
Sometimes, I view him at his
home and at the home of Farm-
er Armstrong, reading, studying,
and copying statement. out of
books he borrowed. Those were
books that formed his rich mind
and character.
The Lincoln Memorial reminds
me of the lad at 18, constructing
a boat to go to New Orleans
where he made his first dollar by
assisting two gentlemen to board
a steamer. Then to Denton Of-
fitt's store in New Salem, where
he acquired the pseudonym of
'Honest Abe.' I see him one night
walking two miles to give a wom-
an her over-paid sum, and one
morning, taking some tea owed
from an underweight.
At the Lincoln Memorial, I think
of his speech when he -edged
through a crowd to seize a bully
by the neck and the seat of his
trousers, they him 12 feet away,
returned to the stand and said:
"Fellow citizens, I presume you
all know who I am, humble Abra-
ham Lincoln. I have been solicit-
ed by many friends to become a
candidate for the legislature. My
politics are short and sweet like
the old woman's dance. I am in
favor of a National Bank, I am
in favor of the internal improve-
ment system and a high protective
tariff. These are my sentiments
and political principles. If I am
elected, I shall be thankful, if not,
It will be all the same."
I always think of the Lincoln-
Douglas debates, the speech at
Cooper Institute in New York, the
first inaugural address, the second
inaugural address and the famed
Gettysburg masterpiece.
HIS PROBLEMS
Always with sadness, I think of
his problems and crises, the se-
cession of the southern states,
the shelling of Fort Sumpter, the
call for 75,000 troops, and the de-
feat of the Union Army at Bull
Run.
I 666 him walking alone at night I
disregarding the warning that he
might be killed. I think of him
when he said "I can die but once,
but to live in constant fear of it,
is to die over and over."
SO WHAT?
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,Week By Week
The Christmas Tree lights were
still sparkling along Hollywood
Boulevard when the big jet from
the East let me down at Interna-
tional Airport after a five-hour
flight from Coast to Coast, ocean
to ocean, with champagne over
Colorado.
And along Hollywood Boulevard
the liquor stores were selling big
bottles of champagne, each in its
own bucket with free ice, for holi-
day celebrating. I had never seen
this type of packaging before.
And I had never before seen ris-
que' double - meaning greeting
cards before of the type some of
the Boulevard shops were display-
ing.
But then in Hollywood one sees
a number of things not to be
found elsewhere.
Everytime I go to Hollywood, I
am intrigued by the numbers of
old, old women who 'still dress
like young, young movie stars,
tripping along in very heavy make-
up and the most youthful of
clothes.
I am intrigued, too, by the
many truly young and very pretty
girls working as waitresses a n d
clerks, as charmingly polite as
they are beautiful. Perhaps they
think each customer may be a po-
tential motion picture producer or
talent scout. At any rate, service
even in the most ordinary plac-
es in Hollywood is cheerful, fast,
Holiday In Hollywood
and courteous.
And I have yet to find a color
bar in any public place in recent
years, contrary to a dozen or so
years ago when Negroes were
served in very few restaurants
and almost no hotels. Today, in
Hollywood nobody appears to no-
tice race at all. And employees
everywhere seem more amiable to
everyone than in most American
cities. Could it be their disposi-
tions reflect the California sun-
shine?
Just across from the Post Office,
in the very heart of Hollywood,
is Mary Ann's Cafe, cheerful lit-
tle Negro-owned business with de-
licious home cooked meals, whose
genial proprietress immediately
makes Easterners feel at home.
Many bars, night clubs, and cof-
fee houses have colored musici-
ans or entertainers. I heard Di-
nah Washington holding forth lust-
ily at the Cloisters on the Sunset
Strip, relieved by the gentle jazz
of Chico Hamilton's modern
group.
At the Renaissance Club and
coffee house just down the way,
where there are paintings and a
bookshop as well as a show, Sis-
ter Bessie Griffin and her Gospel
Pearls were filling the weekends
with sound, with a charming nar-
ration connecting the numbers by
Fences Williams.
At the Cloisters colored ladies
and gentlemen in diamonds an•
furs were much in fashionable evi-
dence, and at the Renaissance
younger and less opulent but well-
groomed boys and girls of t h •
race composed a considerable part
of the audience. Negroes in large
numbers now patronize the Holly.
wood entertainment spots.
But everything in the Los An-
geles-Hollywood area is so far
from everything else! No wonder
almost everybody there has a car.
One has to have to get any place
easily and quickly, for there are
no subways, no elevated trains, no
rapid transit, buses are slow, and
taxies very expensive.
At the distant — from Hollywood
—California Club I heard some
wonderful Johnny Otis blues with
his stomp-down good band. And a
very dynamic young performer,
Johnny "Guitar" Watson, dropped
In to eject in sputnik fashion a
few lively numbers.
And miles away from this at.
tractive area where lots of colored
folks have lovely homes, at the
Trocadero I listened to Melvin
Carter's stylized songs, and heard
a lovely lady who dropped in from
another club play the organ. The
Trocadero had a nice fireplace go-
ing, too, which made its charming
room even more friendly. Thera
is a lot of good new talent among
the colored entertainers on t h
Coast. In Los Angeles or Holly-
wood the nights are lively.
LOUIS MARTIN
Dope And Data
LAGOS, Nigeria — Enoe Waters
of the Associated Negro Press has
come up with an interesting ques-
tion which really intrigues me. He
asks: "Does Africa Need the
American Negro?"
Dr. E. Franklin Frazier has giv-
en an answer to this question in
a book published by Presence At-
ricaine in Paris recently under
the title "Africa As Seen By
American Negro Scholars." The
book is edited by Dr. John A.
Davis and includes contributions
from 23 American Negro teachers
and scholars who have some
knowledge of Africa. The answer
Dr. Frazier gives is almost a bru-
tal, flat "No."
Nevertheless, I have found
many Africans here in Nigeria
who do not wholly agree with Dr.
Frazier. The good doctor, whom
I like very much, argues that the
American Negro does not possess
the capital and the varied kinds
of experience and training which
would enable him to make a signif-
icant contribution to modern Af-
rica. Those who do have the spe-
cialized skills that would be use-
ful in Africa, according to Dr.
Frazier, are needed at home in
America.
Perhaps it might serve some
purpose to explore the question in
a little more detail. From my ob-
servation post here in Nigeria, it
seems that the new nation build-
Right ers of Africa are going to be suc-
cessful, sooner or later, in devel-
°ping valuable economies and sta-
ble societies with or without any
help from American Negroes.
These Africans know what they
need and they know where to get
It.
Today the regional governments
of Nigeria and many other Afri-
can governments are running ad-
vertisements in British newspa-
pers seeking applicants for posts
as engineers, scientists, profes-
sors, etc. These posts pay well
and include such fringe benefits as
modern housing, transport and
generous vacations.
In Nigeria the average tour of
duty is 18 months with a three-
months paid vacation and travel
expenses are provided for the en-
tire family. Although some Niger-
ians are squawking about these
liberal terms, these provisions re-
main in effect. Indeed, some posts
carry what is called an "induce-
ment" bonus, that is, inducing the
qualified persons to come out here.
It goes with it saying that these
advertisements are designed to at-
tract white applicants or Europe-
ans, the name for all whites in
this part of Africa.
How does this square with the
rising tide of African nationalism?
The answers I have gotten to
this question are very clear. The
Africans say that these are all
temporary jobs and as soon as
Africans are found capable of hold-
ing the posts of expatriates, the
expatriates will have to go. Neve*
theless, they are not permitting
considerations of color to interfere
with getting the essential jobs
ing. It it ass
done in their countries during thie
period of nation build 
l
simple as that.
Thus in African nation • build.
Ing, the factor of skin color ist
sometimes a secondary considera-
tion in this field of employment.
The African feels that he can MN
ford to take this position because
now that he is heading the govern-
ment, there is no longer any ques
tion of who is boss.
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ship with the colored people of
the United States. Nevertheless, ii
the true sense of Waters' clues.
tory. Their ultimate goal, of
The Africans feel a bond of friend-
for the African nation-build'
most Africans than the Europeans. ,
Thus while we can quarrel with
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,a) PEOPLE, PLACES and many things make an in-
teresting pictorial feature a: the roving camera records
-Ahem for Defenderland readers. PHOTO TOP LEFT:
'44telterweight Emile Griffith, main-event contender at
Madison Square Garden, joins in the laughter with table
companions during a luncheon and millinery show held
In his honor just before his fight with Gaspar Ortega.
Chatting with him are Models Dori = Chambers, Bani
yelverton of Savannah, Ga. and Milliner Howard Albert,
ffith's former employer and manager. PHOTO TOP
T: Familiar with the chic tilt of women's hats,
former millinery shipping clerk, makes a slight
baseball with athletes from leaguers. A native Texan,
Flood received a warm welcome from Prairie View stu-
dents. PHOTO CENTER RIGHT: Striking a familiar
pose in much prettier surroundings than the fight ring
Welterweights Ortega and Griffith show the ladies their
boxing form during the luncheon and millinery fashion
show in their honor. Griffith watched the showing with
a discerning eye. Pretty bevy of mo:lels are (from left)
Nora Dalbo, Cynthia Douglas, Gerry Lebowitz, Dee Low.
ry, Misses Yelverton of Savannah and Cham')ere. PHO-
TO ABOVE LEFT: Serious business as the old and new
editors of the Fisk Forum plan the business transaction
of the first 1960 issue of student publication. Edgar
Stevens (right), Natchez, Miss., briefs the newly elect-
ed editor, John Baker, Louisville, Ky. PHOTO ABOVE
RIGHT: The Rev. Robert C. .Dodds (robed), guest leader
of Christian Interpretations Week at Dillard university,
New Orleans, continues the discussion with a group of
students following one of his several formal addresset
Dr. Dodds is pastor of the Second Congregational churA, 9
of Waterbury, Conn., and was formerly minister to Con.
gregational students at Harvard university.
adjustment on Model Yelverton's Spring chapeau as Miss
Chambers watches approvingly. PHOTO' CENTER
LEFT: Texas Southern University's Dr. H. A. Bullock
holds copies of research proposals received fro lf TSU
staff members as he dictates letter to his fellow faculty
committee men apprising them of his findings. commit-
tee Secretary Naomi Levi, also secretary to Dr. Bullock,
transcribes the draft. Recent Teas legislatix e action
provided a $10,000 fund to establish the faculty research
program at TS..ti. PHOTO INSET: Hazel Muse, "Miss
Prairie View ASIM College" welcomes St. Louis out-
fielder Curt Flood to the campus where he talked about
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OVERALL VIEW of massed formed magnificently last sic festival.
student musicians who per. week at Ellis auditorium mu
CLOSEUP OF High school
singers.
GUEST CONDUCTORS for of Morehouse 
college, Arid l and Ando Francisco of Tennelo
the huge music festival were, Lovelace of 
Tougaloo college see Aid university.
WI to right, Wendell Minium
OMAR ROBINSON Master of
ceremonies and general chairman
of the festival was Omar Robin-
son, music teacher at Douglas
high school.
BAND MEMBERS between
numbers.
HAMILTON HIGH SCHOOL
ballet dancers thrill audience
of more than 6,001 parents
and Mends r McmPhil high
schools. All photos by Billy
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We've almost reached the end fessional lives to have this week-
of the "dull" season which usually end of gay fun. We hear that Doc
follows the mid-winter holidays... Letting lived up to his far-flung
and the outlook ahead Promises reputation as an adept leader of
scores of interesting affairs. the Madison . . . with his local
Perking up the local scene was friends proving that they are "The
the arrival of the Lena Horne Cos-
tnetics lovely emissary. . .vivaci- Most!."
ous Olivia Clement. . .who hails Harriet and Memo Walker stay-
from San Francisco, Calif., for- ed in St. Louis only one night,
•
•
Pneiti voly PT.
aiding charm, personality and good
looks, Olivia had our Municipal
,Airport buzzing with excitement
when she arrived here last Wed-
nesday night from a visit in Dal-
las, Texas.
— On hand to meet her were TONY
Davis, Colonial Bread's genial rep-
resentative. . .Thaddeus Stokes,
Erma Laws, Velma Lois Jones,
Josephine Bridges — who, by the
, way, has landed the promotions
-Manager job for the firm locally,
and photographers Billy Duncan,
• Ernest Withers and Clifford Town-
send, who kept their cameras
trained on their chic subject who
, was a study of beige in an oat-
meal tweed suit and wearing that
popular bone toned accessories.
Later, a delightful press party was
bekl at the beautiful provencial
home of Gerri and Bill Little on
— Horn Lake Road in Lakeview Gar-
dens. There hifi music, cocktails,
MI and a delicious dinner accompan-
ied by gay repartee made the par-
ty one of much fun. Dropping in
too was scribe Jewel Gentry.
On Thursday afternoon from
four to six found Olivia holding
forth in a beauty clinic and Cof-
fee Hour held at the Universal
Life Insurance Company's dining
, room. . .with scores of on-lookers
-,, watching her do a superb make-
down job of make-up on pretty
t
ca 
io Nedra Smith. (Remember, today's
Bo 
snake-up must be natural looking
tra 
and if you look made-up you've
ac pissed the beauty-boat')
From Olivia we were glad to
know that she is a very close
cal friend of a popular Tennessee, 
State student of years back—Hux-
o
SOCIETY
merry
Co-Round
BY MARJORIE I. ULEN
ley Richardson, and his wife, Eli-ye
ab kabeth, of Birgmingham, Ala., who
now reside in San Francisco.
. no, she's taking back greetings
fa from yours truly to the Richard-
ions.
br 
ac pUPLICATES
ac ' Novel invitations from St. Louis,
Mo.'s Duplicate Club — all doc-
tors and their wives — provided
a weekend in the manner grand
for seven Memphis couples, Mar-
garet and Fred Rivers, Jewel and
Trees Speight, Marietta and A. A.
Letting, Harriette and Maceo Wal-
ker, Catherine and H. H. John-
son Sue and Stanley Ish and Ruth
and Robert Lewis, who motored to
St. Louis and were ensconced in
the Sheraton - Jefferson Hotel.
a
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and then planed up. te   City,
Mo., to complete a weekend of
fun there, where another week 1
end of planned swank parties werel
being held. We'll have to report
on this segment of their trip next
week.
Already our Memphis guests to
the Duplicate's weekend have be-
gun to plan their series of parties
which have all evidence of becom-
ing yearly anticipated events be
tween this group of closely knit
convivial pals.
OUR ERUDITE SCHOLARS
While Catherine and H. H. John-
son were week-ending in St. Louis,
there prep school daughter Lynda
was spending the weekend in Chi-
cago with Mr. and Mrs. Leigh
Montgomery and their teen-age
daughters, on leave from Our Lady
of Angels Academy at Clinton,]
Iowa, where she had finished the
first semester with the second
highest scholarship record in her
class.
And. . .down Atlanta, Ga., way,
pert Angela Owens, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. William Owens, &
sophomore at Spelman college,
has been granted a tuition schol-
arship for the second semester for
high scholarship and citizenship.
The award came as a surprise to
Angela on her birthday, Feb. 13,
with the good news being sent via
letter to her from the school's ad-
ministration, and a copy going to
her parents in Memphis. Natural-
ly, they are as proud as a pair
of peacocks.
MEET THE MODERATTES
Word has come our way of the
launching of a new bridge club
on the social scene, The Moder-
attes. . .who are piloted by Meryl
Patterson, president; Anne Barth-
olomew Harris, secretary; Cynthia
Green Winfrey, treasurer; and
Joyce McAnulty Blackmon, busi-
ness manager. Other members
are Elaine Campbell, Ekme Ward
Phillips, Nora Jackson, Barbara
Scott Atkins and Juanita Truitt.
The group of charming young
marrieds met last Saturday at 342
Waldorf. . .and they've decided
that they'll meet once a month
for their pastime, at 2 p.m. At
their first meeting, Barbara At-
kins and Cynthia Winfrey were
the highest scorers, and recipients
of lovely prizes.
JUGS CANDY BALL FRIDAY
The invitation's agenda provid- This Friday night will find act-
ed round-the-clock swank doings ciety trekking out to Curries Club
for the entire weekend which was Tropicana for their Sixth Annual
;shinned to reciprocate for t h e Charty Ball. The theme of the
many swank parties which were formal event which will again fea-
even to several of the Dupli- ture beautiful living ads and cig-
cats members when they were arette girls is, "Candy Ball," to
Thanksgiving weekend visitors in
Memphis season before last. The
members of the Duplicate club
are St. Louis medics and count-
er-parts; Thomas and Georgia Ru-
Ean, Ben and Ann Davis, T. T.
and Eloise Williams. Jerone and
Carol Williams, Sidney and Sugar
(Weldon Sugarmont) Smith. Frank
and Ruth Richards, Homer a nd
Elena Nash, H. C. and June Du-
gas, Luther and Ruth Forrest and
Parker and Dee Word.
BThe two fun-filled nights began urnett, Sue Wilkerson, Addie
with a party at St. Louis' swank la Franklin and Janice Prudent.
Royal Vagabonds Club. a former
mansion which is immense and
furnished in the manner befitting
the magnificent structure with
its brilliant appointments of im-
ported crystal chandeliers, gold-
leaf decorated ballroom, a n d
smart club rooms. This Friday
night event dominated the night
and ensuing morning. . .
and 
the Leftover Hamnext Saturday night swish doings
evolved around a series of pro- . .
entertainment that began at sev-
en p.m., at the fabulous suburban V
home of the Devises where the I
Russo* were co-hosts.
be depicted in lavish costumes a
la lemon drops, peppermint sticks,
orange slices, mints, cotton
candy, candy apples, silver cover-
ed chocolates, etc. . .all to bJ
made bewitching with the pulch-
ritude of living ads and cig girls
Elizabeth Prudent, Maggie Hank-
ins, Maxine Hollingworth, A an
Hines, Rosa Wilks, Eula Perry,
Marilyn Harris, Eddie Mae Willis,,
Beverly Truitt, Carmeta Clayton, m"
Joyce Stead, Betty Gills, Dorothy Needy fa
The J-U-G-S have contributed
S3,100 to three charities, The
Council to Aid Limited Children,
The Les Passee Treatment Cen-
ter for Cerebral Palsied Children,
and the St. Jude Hospital Build-
ing Fund.
This course was naturally the
cocktail and hors d'oeuvres. . .
continuing at the soup and sherry
course at the home of the P. T.
Williams, with the Jerome Wil- '
hams as co-hosts. Main course
was held at the home of the Sid-
ney Smiths, with the Richards as
co-hosts. . .this a delightful can-
dlelight scene . . . which by this
time had our guests wondering
jua how could the series continue
with so much informal fun amid
such formal and lavish appoint-
ments and service.
Dessert at the home of the
Nash's, with Dugases as cohosts
provided floating fruit in cham-
pagne and coffee and B and B
(brandy and benedictine
big ff you please!) and from
there, 'twat the evening 'partee'
held at the Forrest Residence
. the Parker Words as co-
.were the guests made
early morning, ending
. . .and attesting to
of our guests, who
their busy pro-
am-Ham Cakes
Leftover ham makes delicious
yam-ham cakes.
Combine 2 cups of ground cook-
ed ham with 1-4 cups of mashed
cooked yams, drained and mash-
ed, 1 beaten egg and 12 teaspoon
of cinnamon. Shape into 8 patties
With 1-2 cup of chopped celery,
cook patties over low heat in 2
tablespoons of vegetable .oil until
patties are lightly browned on
both Sides. Add 1-2 cup of cider,
cover and cook 10 minutes over
low heat. Serves 4.
CRISP CHEESE BREAD STICKS
Always a favorite for the late
evening snack, bread and cheese!
Serve the pair as crisp cheese
bread sticks.
To make: Remove crusts from
enriched bread glees and spread
both sides of slices with mayon-
naise or salad dressing. Sprinkle
with grated American cheese.
Cut slices into inch-wide strips.
1 Toast on a cookie sheet in a mod
prate oven for 10 ininutes, or un• About 25 percent of U.S. food is
A Guide To Good
EATING
By
GRACE WILLIAMS
Cabbage, the peasant of the veg-
etables, is certainly the most pop-
ular and most healthful in the
vegetable Kingdom. Even though
many of us will not include it in
our company meals, for three cen-
turies Rome knew no other med-
icine than the cabbage. Cato
thought cabbage could cure almost
everything, and said that Rome,
because it possessed plenty of cab-
bage, could expel all physicians.
Members of the cabbage family
are numerous and colorful; green,
white, yellow, violet, red, curled,
round headed, fringed cabbage.
Savoy cabbage, sea kale, palm
cabbage, collard, kohrabi, broccoli.
Brussel collard, koblarbi, broccoli
some.
Members of the cabbage family
can boast of being good sources of
calcium, iron, vitamins C, A and
Ribolfavin.
Lu vreiar;;;. flahm• ea Magi. like
Because of these nutrients and
all other vegetables should not be
over cooked — eight to ten min-
utes being ideal. The gourmets say
that cabbage should be like spa-
ghetti, that is "al dente" cracking
under the teeth.
HERE'S SECRET
Actually, the art of cooking cab-
bage, so as to retain its palatabi-
lity and good value, lies in quick
cooking — and here's a chief's se-
cret, to neutralize the order of cab-
bage, cauliflower, broccoli, or
Brussel sprouts wpile cooking,
place two or three slices of stale
bread on top of the vegetable. Dis-
card the bread when the vegeta-
bles are done. Or use broken bits
of stale bread in a small cheese
cloth bag. The bread also helps to
keep cauliflower a n d cabbage
white.
When buying this ancient vegeta-
ble, look for heads of cabbage that
are firm, with crisp leaves unwith-
ered and free from damage. Those
with white appearance on the outer
leaves are overripe and likely to
be tasteless and tough, while im-
mature heads wilt easily and
should be avoided.
There is really no reason to elim-
inate cabbage from your special
meals, and you'll agree when you
try serving cabbage creamed with
sausage or ham.
Cabbage becomes an aristocrat
when combined with celery and ad-
ded to a rich cheese sauce then
covered with bread crumbs.
Here's a recipe for crisp five
minute cabbage that is worthy of
any cook. Check it closely. Isn't
this a clever, but delicious way to
give your family the added nour-
ishmetn found in milk? Yes, cab-
bage cooked n milk, the ancient
Romans never thought of this.
FIVE MINUTE CABBAGE
1 1-2 cups milk
1 quart shredded cabbage
1 1-2 tablespoons butter
1 1-2 tablespoons flour
salt
pepper
Heat the milk and add the cab-
bage. Simmer about 2 minutes.
Mix the flour and melted butter
and add a little of the hot milk.
Stir this mixture into the cabbage,
and cook 3 to 4 minutes or until
thickened, stirring constantly. Sea-
son to taste with salt and pepper.
"A Guide to Good Eating" is a
service provided to readers of the
Tri-State Defender through the
cooperation of the Memphis Dairy
Council. Mrs. Williams is a teach-
er of Home Economics at Manas-
sas high school.
Emperials Come
To Aid Of
mily
The Emperial Social club, an
organization whose purpose it is
to aid the needy went to the aid
of the Dorsey family, 793 Hazle-
wood rd., recently with a basket
of groceries.
The club is comprised of 10
members. Sweetheart is Lee Roy
Brown.
Officers are Mrs. Alma Thomp-
son, president; Mrs. Jessie
Holmes, vice president; Mrs. Per-
line Patton, secretary; Mrs. Ida
Rice, assistant secretary. M r s.
Millicent Rutherford, treasurer:
Mrs. Margaret Mitchell, business
manager; and Mrs. Ernestine
Wolf, business manager.
World Day Of
Prayer March 4
Madam Gold S. M. Young, presi-
dent of Gorine college, will be in
charge of the World Day of Prayer
program at St. John Baptist
church, (;443 Vance, at 8 p. rn,
March 4
Co-chairman of the observance,
Madam Young is working with
Mrs. R. P. Richardson, chairman.
Special services will also be held
at Second Presbyterian church,
4055 Poplar, and Grace St. Luke's
Episcopal church, 233 Lemaiter.
World Day of Prayer is sponsor-
ed by United Church Women of
the National Council of the Church-
es of Christ in the U. S. A
til crisp. consumed in public eating places.
MISS OLIVIA CLEMENT,
center, representative of Lena
Horne Cosmetics, enjoys a
joke with 'Tri-State Defender
Society Editor Marjorie Ulen,
left, and Miss Irma Laws.
Miss Clement, from San Fran-
cisco, was in Memphis to hely
Introduce the line of cosmet-
ics to loc.1 users. (Staff Photo
by Billy Duncan).
Mr. And Mrs. George Askew
Feted On 50th
On Sunday evening, Feb. 7, from
6 until 10 p.m., Mr. and Mrs.
George Askew of Clarksdale,
Miss., were honored by their
daughter, Mrs. George Me 1 b a
Jones of Clarksdale, their sister,
Mrs. Mary Allen Fluker of Green-
wood, Miss., and their
Chester A. Burke of Greenwood,
Miss., with a celebration in honor
of their 50th wedding anniversary.
Approximately 300 guests at-
tended this celebration, among
tives; Mrs. Dorothy Boulden Bell
and C. C. Boulden, of Chicago;
Mr. and Mrs. Ezra Ford, Mr. and
Mrs. Leo Dewitt, Isaiah Dewitt,
James Barber, Mr. and Mrs. Sid-
ney Fields, Mrs. Bessie Mae Bar-
ber, Mrs. Gracie Strong, all of
Memphis; Mrs. Everlena Elkins,
Walls, Miss.; Mr. and Mrs. Ar-
thur Dupree of Mattson, Miss.;
Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Myles and Mrs.
Olivia Thompson of New Africa,
Miss.; Mrs. Gladys McGee of
Pascagoula, Miss.; J. E. Fluker,
Mr. and Mn,. ChesterA. Burke]
and Miss Gwendolyn Arnold of
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111=11111111111
Rey. Bunton Calls
Feb. 29th Meeting
Of Ministers Group
The Interdenominational Min-
isterial Alliance of Memphis and
Shelby County will hold its
monthly meeting Feb. 29, at 11
a.m., at Goodwill Homes. Lunch-
eon will be served and all min-
isters are urged to attend.
To reach Goodwill homes,
drive out Route 51 to Horn Lake
rd., turn left to Getter school.
Turn left on Shelby drive and
look for Goodwill Homes signs.
If you drive out Route 61, go
to Shelby Drive and turn right
and look for signs.
Rev. Henry C. Bunton, recent-
ly elected president, said this
week he is most anxious for a
large attendance at this meet-
ing.
Anniversary
Greenwood, Miss.; and Alonzo
Barber of Germantown, Tenn.
OTHERS
Other out-of-town guests were;
Miss Amanda Elzy, Mrs. Bessie
Gay, Rev. and Mrs. M. J. Stall-
ings, Mr. and Mrs. Lee Burton,
Mrs. Adelle Mitchell, Mrs. S. B.
Pennington, Mr. and Mrs. W. F.
Coleman, all of Greenwood; Mrs.
Mollie B. Conoway of Mississippi
Vocational college, ltta Bena,
Miss.; Rev. and Mrs. Eugene
Jones of Tunica, Miss.; Mr. and
Mrs. Henry Thompson, Mr. and
Mrs. Richard Smith, of Marks,
Miss.; Mrs. Clorenda Harris, Chi-
cago, Ill.; Mr. and Mrs. Preston
Holmes of Mound Bayou, Miss.;
Miss Lillie R. Harrington of Jack-
son State college, Jackson, Miss.,
and Elder E. L. Griffin of Shelby,
Miss.
Refreshments came to the
guests from a table appointment
of imported embroidered linen
underlaid with a gold satin Cloth,
gold candles in crystal candelabra
and a centerpiece of gold roses in
a crystal epergne and a four-tier-
ed wedding cake. Mrs. Christine
J. Curry, Mrs. Eddie Mae Jack-
son, Mrs. Gladys McGee, Mrs.
Mamie Smith, Gipson, Mrs. Sally
Burke and Miss Geneva Edwards
served.
Registering the guests were Mrs.
Eva Nichols Gibbs and Miss Lean-
ther Gallion. Receiving at the
door were Misses Gwendolyn Arn-
old of Greenwood and Miss La
Fiesta Williams of Clarksdale. In
charge of gifts were Mrs. Lois
Henderson, Mrs. Sadie Ford and
Mrs. Lucretia Jones.
In the receiving line were Mrs.
George Melba Jones, who wore
gold-flowered polished cotton with
yellow MUM; Mrs. Mary A. Fluk-
er, wearing a beige embroidered
linen with white carnations; the
honoree, Mrs. Rachel Askew,
wearing a rose lace dress with
a purple
-throated orchid corsage;
Chester Burke and George Askew.
The reception was held at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin
F. Jones of 504 Florida Ave.,
Clarksdale, Miss.
Th
the PTA who is serving as gen-
eral chairman of the Tea, end
Mrs. D. M. Johnson, co-chairman,
a delightful afternoon is promised.
An interesting and varied pro-
gram is being prepared by al •
Program Committee, with Mrs.
Clementine Ramsey as chairman
and Mrs. Alberta Sample, co-
chairman.
Refreshments will be served
from a beautifully arranged tea
table under the direction of Mrs.
Emma -Wilson, chairman a II d
Mrs. Mollie Carter, cochairman.
Other chairmen and co-chair-
men of their respective commit-
Souvenir Pritiratri — Miss Mat-
tie Wilson, chairman, Mrs. Mary
J. Thomas, co-chairman. Decora-
tions — Mrs. Mary Clements,
chairman; Mrs. Lillie Jeffrey,
Alonzo Locke PTA Tea to
Scheduled For Feb. 28
The PTA of Alonzo Locke 
schooloeee are:
*I St. Paul Ave., is sponsor S
Its annual Patriotic Tea in the
school cafetorium, Sunday after
noon, Feb. 28, 4 to p.m.
Under the able leadership of
Mrs. Alice Whitney, president o Co-chairman Registration — Mrs.
Minnie Anderson, chairman; Mrs.
Ruth Davis, co chairman.
Telephone and Contest — Mrs.
M. Willard, chairman; Mrs. Eva
Jones, ::0 - chairman — Finance,
Miss Irma Braxton, chairman;
Mrs. Iola Vaught, co - chairman;
Ushers, Mr. Rodell Boyd, chair-
man; Miss Sarah Medcalf, co-
chairman.
Mrs. H. 0. Lewis, principal, joins
in extending a cordial invitation
to the pubic to attend. Mrs. Zana
R. Ward, chairman, Publicity
Committee; Mrs, Helen M. Hayes,
co-chairman.
r/(  
JACKSON!
.Y  SiMieolnalle Anna C. Cooke  
As we come to the end of the
month of February which is des-
ignated HEART MONTH for
contributions to the National Heart
Fund, please do not fail to answer
when workers call on Heart Sun-
day, Feb. 28. You Will contribute
this year in memory of Prof. J.
T. Beck, who was a heart victim.
You have anxiously waited I
know and at last the time is here.
This Friday night, Feb. X; at 7:30
p. in., in the Merry High school
auditorium, the Miss Bronze West
Tennessee Pageant Will be staged.
If you want to see a collection of
beauty and brains all in a one
package performance, be sure not
to Miss this affair where 17 young
misses, all high school seniors, will
vie for the title and a year's
scholarship to Lane college.
Downtown merchants are pre-
senting gifts to all contestants.
We regret three young ladies had
to withdraw due to basketball
tournaments in which they will
be playing an important part. Del-
ta Sigma Theta Sorority is spon-
soring this scholarship project.
Other doings in the Greek World
makes us mark another important
date on our calendar. The mem-
bers of Sigma Gamma Rho Sorori-
ty at their regular meeting Satur-
day, Feb. 12, announced the date
for the 8th annual Debutante ball
Londoner At LeMoyne
Dr. Rosey E. Pool of London,
England, will be on the LeMoyne,
College campus two days, March
3-4, and will be chapel speaker,
March 3 at 10:30 a. m. Dr. Poole
has made a wide study of poetry
composed by Negro authors. She
was active in the Netherlands 'un-
derground' movement before she
was taken prisoner by the Natis.i
Her parents, also imprisoned by
the Nazis, were exterminated.
as April 1, 1960, at 8 p. m., in the
Lane college Health building.
The 14 prospective debutantes
were given a get acquainted par-
ty immediately following t h e
meeting Saturday. Soror Devernice
Bryant, chairman of the Debu-
tante Ball gave the girls de-
tailed information and instruction
on the what, how, when, and
where of the Debutante ball.
Soror Mary E. Taylor and her
mother, Mrs. Price, of 410 Insti-
tute street, were gracious hostess-
es. They served an elaborate and
delicious menu. Twenty-five sorors
were present at the meeting.
An invitation to all and especial-
ly the ladies is extended to attend
the Annual Fashion Tea sponsored
by Alpha .Chi Phi Omega sorority.
The date is Sunday, Feb. 28, in
the Merry High school cafeteria
from 4-5:30 p.m. Mrs. Maggie
Masey, pres. of the noted beau-
ticians sorority, announces this to
be a very enjoyable and enter-
taining affair where featured mod-
els Will include contestants in the
Miss Bronze West Tennessee Pag-
eant of which Mrs. Massey serv-
ed as beauty consultant.
It always makes us feel proud
when our students leave Jack-
son and do the exceptional. We
VIPs Donate
To Goodwill
Members of the V. I. P. Bridge
club were recent guests in the in-
viting home of Mrs. Melvin E.
Massey, 2128 Grigg ave. Two of
the main points on their agenda
were the contributior of $130 made
to the Good Will Homes Orphan-
age, and plans for the Formal
Ball to be given April 22, at Cur-
rie's Club Tropicano.
The hostess presented each mem-
ber with a valentine, after which
cocktail hour preceded a deli-
cious menu, followed by bridge.
Members present were M r s.
Emma Stotts, president; Mrs. Viv-
ian M. Brown, vice pres;
Mrs. Valtina Robinson, treasurer;
Mrs. Melvin E. Massey, assistant
secretary; Miss Faye E. Gentry,
Mrs. Erline T. Mobley, Mrs. Ber-
nice R. Cole, reporter; Mrs. El-
mer H. Mardis, and new members,
Mrs. Ruby Cox, business manag-
er; and Miss Lonnie L. Hardy,
secretary.
Each member left the meeting
eagerly anticipating the next ses-
sion, to be held with Mrs. Erline
T. Mobley at 1511 Harlem st
are very happy to announce that
Hildreth Venita Sims, daughter of
Mrs. Arva Sims Robinson, a n d
granddaughter of Dr. and Mrs. I.
L. Hildreth of this city, made the
highest average, thus topping the
honor roll at St. Francis de Sales
school in Rock Castle, Va. A high
school freshman, Miss Sims is a
graduate of St. Joseph Elementary
school in Jackson.
The city of London occupies
,about one-third as much area as
New York; one-half as much as
IChicago.
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"YOUR
B H S
INC.
Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
And Accessories
TAILORED CREATIVELY AND
DESIGNED
For Individuals And Groups
CALL, WRITE 04 WIRE
H
CUSTOM INC. TAILORS
248 Vance Ave. JA. 7-9320
Memphis, Tennessee
Company Makes What You Ask For And Creates
What You Think OP'
"Carnation is the milk that whips like cream-with far fewer fat calories," Miss Thrift explains to a
student. "I prefer it to any other brand for recipes like Whipped Sundae Salad." (Recipe at right)
Home Economics Director tells why...
"Carnation is the milk I use like cream
-with 1/2 the fat calories!"
Miss Pinkie Thrift is chairman of
the home economics department at
Southern University, Baton Rouge,
Louisiana. "In class we use Carna-
tion to make favorite dishes taste
extra special-as if they'd been made
with cream," Min Thrift explains.
"Wonderfully smooth cream sauce,
for example. Meat loaf that stays
moist through baking. And an easy,
delicious cheese sauce that needs
no flour or butter because Carnation
itself is so creamy
-rich. It whips,
too-higher than whipping cream!"
A special method of evaporation
gives today's Carnation the con-
sistency of golden country cream
-with 1/2 the fat calories.
'Irma Als‘wited Ova"
"Cream itself couldn't make coffee taste
richer-yet Carnation has only 1/2 the fat
calories," Miss Thrift emphasizes. Carna-
tion in the red and white can is the world's
favorite brand of evaporated milk.
recipe:
WHIPPED SUNDAE SALAD I
MOWS I SPRIPMVIV
To Whip Carnations chat 1 cup undiluted I
Carnation Evaporated Milk in refrigerator
tray until soft crystals form around edge
of trey (15-20 minutes). Whip until stiff
(about 1 minute). Add 2 tablespoons
lemon juice. Whip until very stiff (1-2
minutes longer). Makes about 3 cups.
I% cups canned pineapple chunks
1 cup pineapple syrup
1 package lemon gelatin
1/2 cup chopped nuts
1/2 cup mayonnaise
1 cup chopped celery
3 cups whipped Carnation (above)
Drain pineapple. Heat syrup to boiling.
Pour over gelatin. Stir until gelatin die.
solves. Chill until thick and syrupy. Add
nuts, mayonnaise and celery. Fold the
whipped Carnation and the gelatin mix-
lure together. Alternate layers of whipped
gelatin mixture and pineapple in tall
glasses. Chill, garnish and serve. 
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By Y. Z. MARIAN YOUNG At this time an employee of
!Sawyer's Grocery appears on theLast night as I was talking to 
the opportuni- 
scene. He overheard Bunky andmother, discussing 
ties we younger people have, 
it Tim's conversation. He speaks:
next day at school I found some idea five years ago. So I got a
started rue to thinking. So the at ME! I had the same
job with Sawyer's and was on topinformation I would like to share theofwith you. world. And what happened?
All my class mates who finishedBy grade eight, 20 percent of 
all U. S. Children have dropped school have good Sobs with oppor-
out of school. At the end of grade 
tunities for advancement — and
I'm still an errand boy at Saw-12. its 45 percent. At the end of
college's sophomore, year, 89 per. ver's, with no place to go. NowI'cent are not in school. At college 
ve got to go back to night school
to catch up Don't be a chump.
• 
graduation time, only 10 percent Tim! Goare left of the millions of boys Tim: •
.
back to school!"
"Well. . mas:be I oughtand girls who began school at the to think it over."age of five or six.
Government surveys tell us fur
-I Bunky: "Yes, everybody should
ther that students drop out of 
'think it over — and remember
that education is more than
 
put.school before the 12th grade be- Ling
cause they (1) Dislike school; learning into your heart. It
makes a better person of you—a(2) Think it would be more fun more useful citizen, able to copeto work and (3) Need money for with the
,
problems in life you'llthemselves and their families (4) be faced with.Teachers make you work, Play The moral of this conversationfavorites, talk too much, do too 
applies to each student, not onlymuch of a selling job on staying in the Shelby County area but toin school.
the entire Universe.Sure! Teachers play favorites As an incentive to the students'Anil talk too much but they are
- of 8-1 class who appeared in thethe ones who in later life you ap- 1irecent play presented at o u rpreciate more.
'school, they were carried to seeQuitting school reminds me of the Tennessee State Players in the
a story I read. Its subject was stage production "See How They
written as a lost and found col- Run." The play was presented by411 umn. Lost: A free education! Epsilon Phi Chapter of OmegaTwo boys were talking and the Psi Phi Fraternity and was under
conversation went as follows: the
 direction of Dr. Thomas E.
Bunky: "How come you weren't'Poag.
In school today, Tim?" This comedy provided them
Tim: "I was busy lining up 
a 
with an exciting evening of en-
job for myself. I'm going to quit tertainment. The unscrambling of
'the plot's entanglement providedschool. ."
Bunky: "You're making a big many hardy laughs.
mistake. Tim. You owe it to your- Students attending were Lor-
self and to the people around you raine Harris, Annie J. Key, Bar
to continue in school. . ." bara Thomas, Lizzie Harris, Stella
Murdock, Sammie Ruth McNeilTim: -Heck. I want to make and Waver J. Hart.
some money NOW and have a The students expressed the fol-
more book knowledge." 
good time instead of getting SOMQ
------ lowing sentiments. "We thorough-
Bunky: "You're throwing away
a wonderful free education that
many people today would give
their eye-teeth to have."
ly enjoyed this play and feel that
it was not only entertaining; but
that it was the type cultural pro-
grams we should see more often
to stimulate an interest within
our school and community in the
A whale shark may reach a more cultural aspects of life.
weight of 25,000 pouns and an We wish to thank Mr. Noah
overall length of up to 60 feet. Bonds, for making tickets avail-
able to us and Mr. Jones for pro-
viding transportation.
Until next week. . .
S
Now lion Can Write With Music
With the "TALKING PENCIL"
You can get the News, Sports,
Latest Hits, through your radio
station. A mechanical lead pen-
cil with a radio inside. Requires
no batteries, now or ever and
will play indefinitely! This pen-
cil will write like any other
lead pencil as you listen to your
favorite radio program. You
can ground it most anywhere.
Only 51/2 inches long and 14
inch diameter. You will be
amazed at this new scientific
discovery and so will your
friends. Hurry and be one of
the first to own one. Guaran-
teed to please. ORDER DI-
RECT FROM THIS AD! Only
$5.95, two for $11.00, shipped to
you prepaid. Send check or
money order to
Mylan's Enterprises
Dept. TS Box 1554
Cleveland 4, Ohio
U. S. Apology
Sent To Cuba
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — The
United States apologized to Cubs
last week for what was admitted
to be an unauthorized flight over
Clain territory of a light plane
from a Florida airfield.
The State Department onfirm-
ed a charge by Cuban Premier Fi-
del Castro that the small craft,
flown from U. S. soil. But spokes-
man Lincoln White said the de-
partment did not know whether
the plane carried bombs or who
its occupants were,
White said an investigation
showed that the plane, a Piper
Comanche. took off from Tami-
ami airport near Miami under a
flight plan which specified a trip
, strictly within the United States.
Present to enjoy the gala affair
were Mrs. J. L. Russell and grand-
daughter, Charlene: Mrs. Hilda Ev-
ans and daughter. Marion, and Mr.
and Mrs. McKinley Morgan.
lotog
Radio 148, It's Great!
LISTEN TO THE
GOLDEN GIRL
8:30 --- 9:30 A.M.
2:30 P.M.--3:30 P.M.
t stle
GOLDEN
GIRL
•
HEAR
HUNKY DORY
6:30 A.M.-8:30 A.M. BROTHER
11 A.M.-1:30 P.M. BOB
00...
•
YOU'LL ENJOY
BROTHER BOB
9:30 A.M. -- 11 A.M.
4:00 A.M.-6:00 A.M.
1:30 P.M.-2:30 P.M.
DON'T MISS
HUNKY DICK "Cane" COLE
DORY 3:30 P.M.-5:45 P.M.
"CANE"
COLE
NAD1HOLA
2.hddloyam#1,
$604...5.4 Frei.« She
NOW!
HALF-PRICE ON
GIANT FAMILY
SIZE JAR OF
NADI NOLA
DELUXE
BLEACHING
CREAM
POUNDERS DAY for White's
Chapel PTA was marked re-
cently by a special program
which attracted several out.
standing educators and other
citizens. The Rev. J. L. 'et.
tees, president of the River.
view PTA was guest speak-
HUMBOLD
Twapp,
er. Mrs. Katherine Tappan of
Mitchell Road School PTA
presented Past President,
Mrs. Lena Hampton, with a
gift and flowers from t h e
group. Shown left to right are
Mrs. Josephine Hollimon,
chaplain; Mrs. L. J. Kinsey,
president; Mrs. Mable Young,
second vice president; Rever-
end Netters, Dorsey Jones,
vice president; Mrs. Hamp-
ton, M. M. Jackson, princi-
pal; Mrs. Ruth Williams, pub-
licity chairman, and Mrs. Ro-
setta Smith, secretary. Photo
by Henry Ford.
RIPLEY
LoAdeuide
C041-44
NEWS
The George Coe family lett last
Tuesday night for Si. Louis, where
they joined Mrs. Kate Coe, who
left earlier, to attend funeral serv-
ices for her sister, Mrs. Montine
Williams.
Mrs. Nannie Harris w a a the
winner of a lovely box of house-
hold linens given at the Miles
Chapel CME church last Monday
following the board meeting. The
box of flat lines was appraised at
approximately ;12.00. Tickets were
sold for 50c.
Mrs. Ernestine Florence - Taylor,
a senior student of Lauderdale
high school, was killed instantly
in a car wreck last week. She had
been a bride of only a few months
of Earl Taylor, who was out of
the state at the time of her death.
Mrs. Lossie Campbell-Moore is
on the sick list this week. Also
Mrs. Pearl Davis of Henning,
Term., her daughter, Elizabeth and
her son-in-law, T. B. Young, all
have been stricken with severe
cases of the flu. They are improv-
ing at this writing. Annie Myrtle,
the youngest daughter of Mrs.
Davis is home from Chicago to at-
tend her sick family.
Look to the East, No. 112 and
Solome Chapter No. 93 Order of
Eastern Star, were hosts to Dis-
trict 7-B, Sunday, Feb. 14. A large
crowd attended.
VISITORS
After spending last Saturday
here with their parents, Sgt.
and Mrs. Ernest Morgan motored
back to their post at Ft. loondard
Wood, Mo., with Mrs. Lucille
Lockard taking in the scenery with
them. Sgt. Morgan is on the last'
two years of 20 years of service
witti the armed forces.
Mr. and Mrs. Gildeon Laker,
Mrs. M. M. Johnson, Mrs. Sallie
Springfield, Joe Springfield, Saul
E. Moore, Clayton Jarrett and
James Sprewer, attended the Lane-
LeMoyne basketball game last
week at Lane college, Jackson,
Tenn.
Johnny Springfield, the magnet
which drew us there was on the
court defending the Lane college
Dragons in a most collegiate man-
ner.
ABOUT OUR CHURCHES
The West Tennessee BM&E As-
sociation held its session on the
16 and 17 of Feb. at the Old Canaan
Baptist church. Their goal: to per-
sonally enroll every deacon thus-
ly associated.
The Winter Council of the Mem-
phis District convened at the New
Hope CME church Saturday before
last. The entire Memphis delega-
tion was there on time as well as
HONOR SOCIETY On the list of comical cats
Report from the NHS Planning(around the Big W, up top is Mich-
held at Horace Mann high school, ell Green. That cat, he thinks like
Little Rock Ark.: Floyd Pete- a bird, all he wants to do is fly.
and Patricia Whitaker were dele-
gates to the National Honor So-
ciety, from the Little Rock Jack-
son Chapter. They were taken to
the meet by Mrs. T. Durley, a
sponsor of Wonder high school.
T h e president of the NHS for affair was enjoyed by all who at-
the district is Joan Craft of New dance. Yours truly, Tommy Park-
Pork, A r k. Eighteen chapters er and the Star Tones have been
were represented. It was decided captivating dance lovers all over
to have their state meeting at East Arkansas a n d Memphis. gratulations from everyone, and day night. It will be the last game
Jonesboro, Ark., April 22. Climaxing the evening with the vias presented a beautiful corsage for Jimmy Blakemore, Sammy
HISTORY WEEK AT BIG "W" vocal strings of James (0 t s) by one of her clubs — the Music,Cozart, Johnny Stewart, Marshalli One of WDIA's most famous per-
'Scott and the hard hitting drum- Literary Art club. Mrs. Lerlia'Ridley and Jerry Gooch. They are
sonalities, Nat. D. Williams was met., A. B. (Sleepy) McClendon, Cunningham is president of the seniors and will graduate in May.the guest speaker at the assembly trumpeter Walter (Crazy) Owens,program held at the Wonder high Lorenzo (Honey Boy) Williams on .!ilIIlIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIlIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIllIIIlIIIlIIIIIIIIIIIIIlIIIIIIIlIIIIlIllIIlIIIIIIIIIi1.school last week. Mr. Williams clarinet, Alonzo (Puny) Whitlock
spoke on various Negroes and their on that flying trombone and yours
contributions to this great coun-
try of ours. For example, Jackie
Robinson for sports and Booker T.
Washington in education. It was
an amusing as well as educational
talk that Mr. Williams gave to the
students. So from the great faculty
and student body we would like
to extend our complimentary
thanks by taking our hats off to
TRI-STATE DEFENDER 1
Sat., Feb. 27, 1960
MELROSE REVIEW
Roy Clarence Lacy on cloud 69.
Why do Raymond eat peanuts? No,
he couldn't be a monkey.
The Star Tone Combo appeared
in Marked Tree, Ark., at the Car-
ver High school on Feb. 11. This
truly, TP (Tenor Sax) Parker.
SICK
This is your reporter Elton Gate-I
The City Federation of Colored wood back on the loop for
Women's Clubs of Humboldt were big time. Let's see who's making--
lhostesses at their Annual Sweet these times possible.
heart Tea," held in the Library of The senior class of Melrose is
Stigall high school. Each club had staging a cultured entertainment
made special efforts to display the in the form of a dance and Talent
most beautiful table with &mint- ReAlew, featuring the LeMoyne
panying hostesses. ' College Danee Group Monday,
After Mesdames Raymond Ford,' Feb. 29, Melrose gymnasium. The
Fred Carr and E. T. Barber admission will be 35 cents in ad-
from the three flower shops who vance and SO cents at the door.
served as judges had , carefully Tickets may he purchased from
gone over the displays, prizes any of the seniors or contact me
were awateled as follows: at the shack, GL 2- 9016. We'll
First prize to the Music, Liter- be expecting everyone to dress for
ars% Social and Art club, Mrs, the occasion.
The circulation committee of theVelva Pulliam, president, second
prize to Thursday Sewing club; Yearbook staff asks that persons
Mrs. Addie Roe, presicient. interested in subscribing for the
The Gloxinia Art and Garden annual please get their deposit of
club received third prize, M r one skin in as soon as possible.s.
Jennie Vance is president. Honor The members of the committee l
in-
able mention went to the Progres- ode Misses Lynn Bumpus, An•
•
sive Mother; club, Mrs. Mosaic drea Hill and Wilma Cox,The high school math teach-
ers of Memphis held their In-Serv-A very interesting program in-
terspersed the Social side of the ice gto nnuseilti :hg sacthoBolooskaetruraTa.yW4,eshb-.ash-
day, under the direction of Mrs.'
Carolyn Garrett, with Mrs. Alber- 13 The program provided for a
ta Jamison serving as Mistress of panel discussion from high school
Ceremonies. Rev. and Mrs. Wil-
,
math students over the city. Mel-
ham Donald, sr., received a prizel Ayers and Walter Evans. 
rose was well represented by Mary
for having been married sweet-. Thearts the greatest number of he other panelists included:
years, Mr. and Mrs. George Coop- Napoleon Williams and Edna Mad-ison from Manassas, Richard Allener received prizes for the young- from Carver, Ernestine Hender-est in terms of years. 
son from Douglass, Donna Christ-
grain, the committee on finance 
At the culmination of the pro from Ilamilton, Ronald Roby
from B. T. W., and the moderator
ceived the funds raised by t h e
headed by Mrs. Ardella Cole re-
was from LeNloyne. The subject
of discussion was, "What Is Theclubs after which the contestant
from the Gloxinia club, Mrs. Doro. Effectiveness of Teaching Math in
'thy McKinney was crowned 
"Mrs 
High School?"h
OF THE WEEKFrederation," and became the The Melrose Golden Wildcatsnew queen. Miss Lila Northcross,came back last week to beat Les-of the same club was Queen last ter in a nip and tuck game in ouryear was absent so Mrs. Vance &.-65. Points were made asthe affair was a very ;Tiasisitsiftui12iilno;
affair. Barbara Bonds — s: Jewel Reed - 25; LonnieSti-
gall — was invited to represent Federation.
the Stigall Hornets with the "Roy- The Basketball teams of Stigall
alty" from Trenton. Barbara was high played Trenton Rosenwald
very beautiful in a Canary yellow last night and lost both games.
crowned Mrs. McKinney for her. The Rosenwald school observed
Highlight of the affair was the their fourth Annual Homecoming
presence of Mrs. 0. E. Stigall aft- evening dress with silver acces-
er many months of inactivity be- sories.
cause of illness. She was all aglow The Hornets play their last
in her wheelchair receiving con- game of the season at home Fri.
Mrs. Gertrude Hightower of 300 =
S. 17th at., is ill at her home =
Mrs. Hightower has just tinder =
gone an operation at Crump hos =
pital. She is faithfully a member
of the Church of God in Christ, =
South 15th st., West Memphis =
one of America's most outstanding Elder P. Smith is pastor. M e m•
Negroes, Professor Nat D. Wil-
liams hers and friends are praying fori
Te
.
h New St. Paul Beautifying her speedy recovery.
club is a well organized church
club. The church is located on
South 8th St., pastor Rev. J. W.
Fairmon.
The members of the club are
having their installation on the
fourth Sunday in March. The mem-
bers of the club are extending in-
vitations to anyone who would like
to attend. Officers are Mrs. Annie
Mae Ridge's% president and Mrs.
Ella Mae McClinton, secretary.
COMICAL CATS
Nasser Pledges
To Aid Homeless
DAMASCUS, U. A. R.—(UPI)—
President Gemal Abele' Nasser has
pledged the ilnited Arab Republic
I to an unending fight to restore
the "rights" of Palestinian Arabs
made homeless by the creation of
Israel.
In a speech before a mass rally
at Latakia, Syrian region, Nas-
ser declared that Arab unity was
certain to "frustrate Israel dreams
of expansion." He added that the
Israelis were "frightened" by the
ability of the U. A R. and its
Arab allies to work closely to-
gether.
I Mrs. S. E. Moore, Mrs. M. M.
Johnson, Mr. and Mrs. Herd High.
tower, Shelton Watkins, Miss Vir-
ginia Norvell and Mrs. DeEtta
Brown.
Our Presiding Elder, just back
many representatives from th e from the Bishop's Council in Cali-
local vicinity. Ifornia was at his honorable post
Attending the council from Miles ,of duty in spite of noticeably phy-
Chapel were Rev. B. F. Harris, sical exhaustion.
Hudson & Graham Funeral Home
"YOUR FUNERAL HOME"
The Hudson & Graham Funeral Home is located on
Franklin in Ripley, Phone 252, This Funeral Home bffers
dependable service to the folks in this area at reasonable
prices. Their services are not measured by Gold but rather
by the Golden Rule. They are glad to assist you in making
all the necessary arrangements, and you can rely on them
to fulfill all the duties of helpfulness which are so impor-
tant at trying times.
Sooner or later we must all engage the services of a
funeral home. Hudson & Graham in Ripley has built a
fine reputation by their satisfactory service and distin-
guished manner in which their funerals are conducted.
Give your loved ones a final tribute with a distin-
guished funeral. For Services of this type, engage the Hud-
son & Graham Funeral liome in Ripley.
Hudson & Graham has a cash policy and we will be
glad to explain it to anyo*
—_= INTERESTED IN A HOBBY?
HOW ABOUT CERAMIC CLASSES?
For More Information About This Profitable Pastime
Call WH. 2-4106
'IARY BEAL GIFT SHOP
1255 E. McLEMORE
Buller • 23; Fred Malone • 6; 06
do Harris - 4; Leroy Strickland
2; Eddie Stephen - 2; Willie Tho
as - 2; and John Greer • 2. '
CHIT CHAT
Breaking gently around the ea
pus I can see everybody in
swinging mood, talking about
sorts of happenings.
Huston Gaines has comple...
put Ralph McCoys out of rirmi
lation with Betty Bowen, but I
Smith matches his number
Betty Sue O'Neil and Gloria
Neil. Look, Cleveland Cox, I slit-
Lorene Davis and you Sundry
night while Charles McClanton tip-
ped to the dance with Mildred
Miles.
Say Margret Sherrod, not s
quiet, let's keep the ball a-rolItng
"uh" Robert Jackson. "Oh yOs
"Barbara McKissack, are yr)
sure Liberty Cash will pay Le
Ray enough to take care of you?
Jewel Reed, I wonder did eler
Smith count the points after th
game? But Emmit IiIcCutcheloh
I'm scared that Ethel Ruffin 'wit
spank you for tipping with Bead
Richmond. -Look Dusty," I at
wondering about what Willie
Woods told me about Bobby Pol
and Louise Reynold — is it true
James (Mickey Nova) Booth
time is like a bird, it never stop
until it is kilted, so drop at V.
nita Kelly's house next time.
Well fads, that's about it, but
tune in again next week when
will unfold the scenes and sounds
in some more news and informs
tion, and it may be Y -0. If;
OK?
Be Confident!
Home•style douches.ican't,d
the job that .."Lysol'3/4 can—can
keep yo-u sure of your daintin
the way you want to be!
'But -;"Lysol",:doesit'Lisa4
kills the very germs that cause
embarrassing odor!
Every time you douche-34ra!
-- 
"Lysol", you can be confident!'
Try it andsee. "Lysol" brani
disinfectant is mild. Won't hurt
you!
F:hrowfrieoedohljuC .''1o 
'write: "Lysol,"
Bloomfield. New
Jersey, Dept. D259.
LIABILITY INSURANCE
AVAILABLE FOR EVERY DRIVER
Small Down Payment And Arrange Low Payments On Balance
r4GELBERG INSURANCE AGENCY
888 POPLAR AVE. — JA. 6-0652
new
BRAND DisINFEVANT
L.A. & Fula Pnwisel
(Available in Tennescee, Georgia and Florida)
111M9M phone
..,tyled to the modern taste, and small to save you
space—that's the charming, colorful Princess phone.
This new extension goes anywhere in your home,
and goes beautifully. The dial glows softly in the
dark so you can find it quickly and then, when you
lift the receiver, lights up brightly to make dialing
easy. The Princess phone comes in your choice of
five attractive decorator colors—white, beige, pink,
blue and turquoise. Easy to get, too. Just call your
local telephone business office_
Sc•utherr-1 Bell
the Princess phut] with dial and night lights built in costs only pennies a day fter a one-time charge. Your choice pi five colors.
'I
•••••-•11
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kba'aih'i Jo Baker Show Held OverWeek At Regal
By AL MONROE
JOHNNY MATHLS, due to slight
(apparently) tniaup in bookings
between management and local
agency in OMAHA, NEBRASKA,
did not appear as scheduled at
University of Nebraska's "Corn
Cobs" prom last week. MRS.
HELEN NOGA, who manages
Maths, says mixup came when
after agreeing to four concerts at
colleges agency announced seven
such dates for the singer and that
HE COULD NOT make them all.—
ANOTHER CANCELLATION, it is
reported came when JOHNNY
WAS TO HAVE appeared at Ohio
State, an engagement booked by
Morton Faber.
• • •
NEW YORK AGENTS are bid-
ding for services of Emile Ford,
a Londoner whose records have
hit million sales mark "over-
night", to appear in this country
as tour. HIS LATEST RECORD-
INGS, "Whadda You Wanna Make
Those Eyes At Me For" and "Luc-
ky Old Son," current raves in
Europe are set to be released
over here soon. BROOK BENTON
learned since arriving here for
Regal engagement that his disc.
tug with Dinah Washington label.
opening at Tivoli Feb. 26 will show
local firstnighters a new wrinkle
in the old adage, bring in the girls,
boys, bring in the girls!
• • •
WHILE RIDING ON A Drexel
bus 'tother afternoon a visita-
from Texas departed leaving hie
bag behind and is now in Houston
while his bag remains in Chicago.
— ANYONE WHO happened to
find the bag can have a "fat" re-
ward by returning same to this
columnist with no questions be-
ing asked. IN THE BAG WERE a
radio; travelers checks (that can
only be cashed by the Texan) a
part of round trip from Chicago
to Houston and a few minor item,
Return the checks, the tickets al!
the reward is yours. Remembe .
no questions will be asked.
• • •
RUTH BROWN confirmed re-
ports out of New York that she
will be married to her conductor,
Danny Moore, sometime this
spring. — UNCONFIRMED to date
and a hush, hush matter for cer-
tain southside theatre brass is
rumor THAT BOTH NAT KING
COLE and LENA HORNE will ap-
pear her during coming summer
season. — OUR INFORMANT
says both "are as good as book-
ed "Baby, You Got What It ed- even at this early date. Wow'
Takes," has been retitled "Baby." What next?
THE REASON? United Artist lab-
el has disced a similar titled tune One average serving of ice
"You Got What It Takes" by cream contains almost as much
Mary Johnson and objected to the protein and calcium as one-half
similarity of titles. cup of milk.
• • •
LOOKS LIKE: Lena Horne will
have music; Ruth Brown will
boast arrangements to her liking
and DOROTHY DANDRIDGE will
sat only better prepared foods. —
WHY? THEY married and are to
be married to a composer, an ar-
ranger • director and a restaura-
teur respectively. — LARRY
STEELE'S "SMART AFFAIRS"
Tall persons are said to require
more food because of larger skin
surfaces and radiation of body NEW YORK — Cab Calloway
but. held over at the Mayfair in Boa-
MAUI! LEIGHTON
Name' Stars Land Plums
Here As Well As Abroad
By DOLORES CALVIN ton. . .Miriam Makeba, the Afri-
can songstress, ready to return to
the Blue Angel April 15 after her
big debut there ... Roberts Show
Lounge, in Chicago, which receiv-
ed new blood when Sammy Davis,
jr., staged a fantastic show for
them to raise money — will get
Sam Cooke in March for four days
. . .Lena Horne opened Lincoln's
Birthday for two weeks at the Co-
coanut Grove in Hollywood — and
what a date — all the stars turned
out for that great lady . . .
Rosa (Chee Cseee) Murphy back
on the scene — with a date at
the Bayou Lounge in Atlanta with
Slam Stewart. . .Cozy Cole finally
closed at the Metropole and is en-
route west for personal appearanc-
es — he's a fabulous drummer but
has never reached stardom since
appearing in Billy Rose's "Carmen
Jones" on Broadway. ..Since, he's
been teaching and making dates
at the Metropole which is a Broad-
way restaurant cataring to jazz
stars. . .Earl Hines at the Hang-
over in San Francisco...and Diah-
ann Carroll moves into Fairmont's
Venetian Room in April. . .
Brook Benton, who not too long
ago had just a small room with
a middle-aged couple in Long Is-
land — is now riding high —es-
MITTIE LAWRENCE, recently
voted "Miss Bronze California,"
made an attractive "billboard
girl" when she appeared on "The
Steve Allen Show" recently. Show
is telecast from Hollywood over
NBC-TV (channel 5 in Chicago).
Payola Probe Uncovers
'Cut And Dried' Proof,
Investigators Charge
By TOM NELSON
WASHINGTON — (UPI)—House
havestigators report they have
tamed up some "cut and dried"
ruses where record companies
id disc jockeys to spin their
Ss.
A source close to the payola in-
vesting subcommittee veld
instances would be aired
week when the hearings turn
the disc jockeys to repre-
tives of record distributors.
The subcommittee was slated to
n the second week of its hear-
ings on alleged under-the-table
syments to record-spinners withl
testimony from more Boston disc
jockeys.
They were expected to testify,
as did six present a n d for!ner
Boston and Cleveland radio .
employes last week, that any
y tbey got from rcuo'
not payola but rep
slightly different picture would be
painted later this week when the
group calls record company of- i
acials for their explanation of
payments to disc jockeys.
This source said the subcommit-
tee had knowledge of some cases
that were "so cut and dried' i1
would be impossible for the firms
involved to argue the payments
were for anything but the airing
of their records.
Eventually, the questioning is
likely to return to the subject of
the lavish entertainment provided
Ly the record industry at a Miami
beach convention of more than
2.000 disc jockeys last May.
The subcommittee heard testi-
mony last week that record firms
picked up entertainment tabs
amounlin,g to $117,1165 at The
emerie ana Hotel. which was con-
vention he -'enarterli.
r telling the Ate.-
public
said el e in the 6..1.
A IOW • "A
matte* /source
-
CURTAIN: COMO.TION! Here
Perry Como and guest stars
for his Feb. 24 program are
Toast Of Paris'
Thrills Fans At
Southside House
Jo Baker, hailed as the "Toast ovlloaredr greats iiwthhoe dsohoqwuitaen well to.
Of Paris" over two decades is production.
proving Chicago isn't far behind! Accompanying artists include
in its acclaim for her talent as such greats as Don Dellair, Frank
she goes into second of a two Ross, and Ken Whitner, to name
week engagement at Regal start-, a few. They are worthy of being
ing Fri., Feb. 26. on the Baker show and prove the
Miss Baket who came to Chi' claim with each appearance be-
cago burdened with claims of afore the theatre footlights.
$100,000 wardrobe and as fine a 1 A local addition to the program,
display of talent as any artist and a sensational one is the band
ever to tou the American scene of Red Saunders. Red, one of the
is bearing out both credits. She greatest when speaking of playing
has the wardrobe and is as fine for shows or dancing, features
an artist as figures to hit the stage 
in our time. 
the music of Miss Baker. Her
unique stylings makes playing her
As usual Jo Baker is a "one shows a difficult task. Red was
woman show" all in herself. How- !equal to the occasion and was
ever, on this occasion, unlike on chosen for the role. He has charge
a previous visit to Chicago via of the band again this week, after
the loop some 7 years ago, she Miss Baker gave him the okay
is accompanied by a quartet of sign after opening week.
DIAHANN CARROLL
Jack Paar, First Of All
Was Liberal; Basis For
Employment Was Talent
When Jack Pear quit NBC-TV, Records will show that Jack
with announcement that he wouldlPaar has regularly employed se-
'not return to the program, "The plans on his show for series of
'Jack Paar Show," the national performances. He has used Di-
airwaves lost one of its most lib- ahann Carroll, Earl Grant and
;era' personalities. Jack Paar play- many others for five nights
led no favorites. But better yet, he straight on his show Diahann Car-
made a practice of spotlighting'roll, particularly has been to his
favorites on basis of talent alone. 'program what Theresa Brewer is
Jack instituted his own policies, to the Ed Sullivan show an (al-
He then went about the business most too regular) artist returned
of carrying them out as Jack many times.pecially with Dinah Washington,Parr figured they best benefited Back to the Jack Pear Floridaand their new record -Baby. You ihis program and, of course Jack incident a subject well worth ,Got What It Takes" backed by "I Paar. mentioning here. Can you remem-
Do". . .The two are so sensation- That Jack Paar was liberal in lber the Arthur Godfrey case, onehis airing of programs with little'that was exactly opposite toal, the public is going wild over 
regard for precedent and withthe team. Parr's? Remember how Godfreywillingness to take whatever dropped, temporarily, his inter-No sooner had those Delta Rhy- gamble he wished came two sea- racial Mariners quintet duringthm Boys arrived in America and sons ago when the "Jack Paar like stay in Florida Man -
unpacked their bags with souven- Show" temporarily housed in a 
? The 
ners were part of Godfrey's reg-
ular show. Yet he saw no reasonirs and foreign-made clothes, then Florida hotel for its broadcast,
they were off again to the conti- presented sepians over the air, to take them to Florida for his
neat — this time for a long stretch And from Dixie, mind you. telecasts. Cab Calloway was not
.The whole thing is: they have Jack went to Florida with plans a part of the Pear Show but Jack,
no hit record and in the states to feature on his nationally tele- liberal that he is, wanted Cab onthat's the first thing you MUST vised program stars from the var- his program and placed himhave. In Europe — you don't need ious hotels and clubs in Miami. there.it. . .So back to Europe they went At the time Cab Calloway was ap- Better yet Paar made no excuse
—first to Switzerland — then to peering at one of the larger ho- for presenting sepians. They didMonte Carlo. . .They'll hit Yugo- tels with his "Cotton Club Re- not come into the studio through
slavia, Sweden, Denmark, Belgie vue." Most other television per- the back door. Nor were they
um, Spain, France and Italy and sonalities would have feend rea- brought on via '`typed" introduc-this goes on till October. says sons to look past Cab's show for tion. When Diahann Carroll cametheir manager, Paul Kapp...Even talent. Not Jack Pear. He picked out to sing she did so after anthough they are not on tour for out some of the top talent in the introduction cue by Paar that wasthe U. S. State Department, they show, including Cab and Mauri not tempered. Nor did Maudhave the help and sanction of the Leighton and presented them on Leighton face the camera withoutdiplomats over there who realize his program. It was one of those having nation's viewers know she
the importance of better interna- Ithings that cannot happen in Dix- was one of the greats, charming
tional relations if the Negro sing-!ie and on television. Jack Pear and talented. That is Jack Paar's
Cr, are welcomed and loved. . Hgenerally eliminated t h e "can- way. He speaks what he thinks atThe record problem was solved'not" from his show. In this case all times. Surroundings mean
when Coral Records decided to ia first that rocked the nation and nothing to the guy. He showed iti,buy all the platters made by the set New York's Madison street on Broadway, in Hollywood and,
; Boys for the French label, Vega. back on its heels. I of all places in Dixie.
shown In ronsine finale num-
ber, part of the Como telecast
over NBC TV on channel S in
Chicago. Stars left to right
are. Bert I.ahr, Kay Starr,
Como, Anne Bancroft, the
singing Mills Brothers.
Sammy Davis, Mi ils Boys, Carroll
Spotlighted On Major TV Chains
HOLLYWOOD — The past fort-
night proved that sepians can be
spotlighted and when so placed
ican come through with flying col-
ors.
First there was Dorothy Dan-
dridge guest starring on the Ed
Sullivan sho'.v and performing
spectacularly Then came Lena
Home's shot very next light on
the Frank Si -)tra. Roil. nerform-
pcN Ins are ances were en 1,:e • z -oiltlal
ating places kick. Then Sunday treat
ISainnis Davis, jr., was seen on
the G.E. Theatre in the spectacu-
lar titled "Patsy." As usual Davis
was himself which means a ster-
ling performance
The following night (Tuesday)
Diahann Carroll. soon to he seen
on the Peter Gunn telecast joined
Jack Benny in guest starring
stint on the Garry Moore show.
Miss Carroll, always a treat, was
in .are fes a and the proeram
nrcli'ed he her appearance on the
This nvirks the fourth ap-
pearance of Diahann Carroll on
the Garry Moore program in as
many months. Such popularity
must be deserved.
"I-was a variety bill that slated
the Four Mills Boys on the Perry
Yomo show for Wednesday night.
On bill with Mills Boys will be
Anne Bencroft, Bert Lahr and Kay
Starr, as COMO cools his way
Ihrnueli :tour long program.
Como -will open the program
singin• e';').nment."
florin' i-h he ‘e.ill 'duce his
guest stars. His other selections,
RUTH BROWN, one of na-
tion's great singers is shown
receiving ring from her musi-
cal director, Danny Moore to
confirm report they'll be mar-
ried in early spring. Ruth says
she's very happy about this,
her third trip to the altar.
7 4, G
with
ZIG GY JOHNSON
MIAMI, Fla.—According to An-
bony in The Inquirer
Harry Belafonte says: "I'm lone-
ly." At 32, Harry Belafonte makes
a million dollars a year as a sing-
er. He's the dream boy of mil-
lions of women fans. He's talent-
ed, intelligent. successful. But in
spite of his fame, he says he's
confused and frightened and needs
to see a psychiatrist at least
once a month. He's a million dol-
lar idol with problems. And as
star.
I asked brother-in-law what hap-
pened in Boston. He said, "I
thought I won." Will there be a
return match? Yes, and it will
probably go back tc Boston, which
means I'll have to get both "guns"
real sharp. I'll be ready, brother-
in-law.
The Detroit boys are match-
ing dollars with the fast spend-
ers from Chicago and don'tmy Jewish cousin would say: think that these clubs aren't
"With a million dollars, he's got happy about the whole thing.problems? Sammy Davis, jr. will work the
They are listing Louis Arm. I Eden Roc here in Maimi after
strong in the same story telling! all. He was going to switch tobracket as George Jesse], only his the Fontainebleau until he found
after dinner talks are strictly for
the men . . . Roy Hamilton here
and singing better than ever . .
Down here they are saying there
is a bit more to that story about
Detroit's John White, Irving Roane
and Junior Pace. Those in the
know say Junior Pace kept the
Mau Maus frpm putting John in
a kettle. It wasn't told me, I only
heard. I like my suite.
will be 'Smile" and "So in Love."
In otter segments Lahr, in a
scene with a group of showgirls,
will cffer "Old Fashioned Girl."
The Mills Brothers will sing
"You re Nobody 'Til Somebody
Loves You" and, with Como.
"Slevytime Gal." Miss Starr willhe cp,,flighted singing "You %I-
va?, 'urt the ,Me You love" end
'Ms.toddy," Then she will join
'ono and the Mills Brothers for
"(pus One."
Katherine Mendez, the attractive
lass who came down from New
York a couple years ago and de-
cided this was the town for her,
is still the toast of the Sir John.
She is the little lady who told a
certain Detroit gentleman: "Let's
take a ride." and the gentleman
consented and the next thing he
knew, he was headed for the boat
to Nassau.
Nina Simone will headline the
gala joy hilt at the 20 Grand Rec-
reation Feb. 26. 27 with her Tree
A Frank Brown production, the
affair is scheduled to attract a
capacity throng.
Steve Gibson and his Redcaps
hit town after about a 2500 mile
trek, Had hoped to see the co-
median in the act who always
said: "We don't have dot." There
Is a lady lifeguard at the Sir John
hotel and more bachelors are
swimming than ever before. lier
name is Marion Thompson from
Atlanta. Boy, is she tall and pret-
ty!
My brother-in-law, Sugar Ray
Robinson. appeared on the Miami
:eerie and looked the same as he
did when we first became related
20 years ago. He was a New
lurk golden glover and was vie-
! his bout in Chicago.
Fetes Mae. his charminr wife, did
soles leai nrk on the . of
Ails eye lie looks like a Movie
out that the Eden Roc planned
to sue him for the $23,000 he
owed them. Incidentally, the lit-
tle master showman will guest
on an up and coming Peter
Gunn Segment,
June Brown take notice: The
beach is buzzing about the orgy
that took place in a room on the
14th floor of the Fontainebleau
Involving the former husband of
a famous dress designer. The
chicks (New Yorkers) had the
poor guy locked in the room until
he started screaming for help.
1
Tony Perkins •
Modest Liver
HOLLYWOOD — Anthony Per-
kins believes a bachelor shouldn't
live too luxuriously. As a bachelor,
himself, he refuses to live in a
home which would reflect his in-
come. His New York apartment is
the same tiny and unfashionable
one he had before he became a
star.
When Perkins came to Holly-
wood for "Tall Story," Joshua
Logan's Mansfield production for
Warner Bros., he rented a small
guest cottage in back of a home.
'YOUNG VETERAN
HOLLYWOOD — (UPI) — Kevin
Corcoran is a veteran star at the
i.ender ige• of 10. His freckled
Irish face has decorated 25 screen
and Tv shows. His latest is 'he
title role in Walt Disney's "Toby
,Tyler."
•
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TRI-STATE DEFENDER 13
• Sat., Feb. 27, 1960
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—A life prison sentence in NewYork autumatically operates ss adecree of divorce if the
married. person
ii Young
Memphis
By
TOMMYE KAY HAYES
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MEMO TO ALL CLUBS:
cesstul with the help of Clarence
I would like to plan a calendae Smith, Louella Prince, Yural Wit-of events for the coming months.1 hams, Robert Halls, Hattie Smith,including February. This calendar Jenella Hunt, Kenneth Cox, Janiecewould include dances, parties, and leitzgerald, Rosie Wilks and Rob-
club meetings of any club that ert Davis.wishes to do so. Have your secre-, HAMILTON DANCEtary or president call me, or send The school gym was the settingIt to 1329 S. Parkway E. This for one of the best dances givenis for Young Memphis only. Please yet by the seniors of Hamiltoncall sometime this week, as it Will; High school. As we entered overenable me to start on it right the beautifully decoratedaway.
VALENTINE PARTY
he Model Teens Social clubye their Valentine Party at thehom .e of their Secretary, DorothyFant last Sunday evening. It lasteduntil around midnight when all
school children should be in bed.(Smile) Members and guests pres-ent were Joan Hampton, NathanielSanders, Lois Davis, Robert EarlMarshall, Victoria Alexander,Tyrus Ingram, Essie Boyd, Russ-
ell Purnell, Carleane Pearson, Oli-
ver Ingram, Vivian Barnes, Mel-
vin Owens, Bernard Roberson,Clara Smith, Harold Lewis, Bren-da Jeffries, Wade Conner, Sherre
Ann Rayner, Malfred Bolden, Max-ine Draper, Larry Lee.
Richard Foster, Donald Counts,
Dorothy Fant, Robert Sanford,,
Maxine Davis, Larry Mitchell, Lou-1ise Alexander, Joe Shegog, Samuel
Drake, Lewis Simmons, Palmer
Stovall, Robert Jackson, Doris
Russian, Booker T. Cole, Doris
41 nt, Horace Edmundson and Cal.Davis.OL'NT'S PARTY
The Counts Social Club present-
ed their skating party last Mon-
day night at the Hipperdrome Skat-i
ing Rink. The affair was very sue-
some of the people I saw wereOliver Ingram and Carleane Pear-
son very sharp in a pink silk
sheath featuring pink embroideryon the set-in dickie of the bodice ..I Wash Allen and Evelyn Craw-ford... Walter Evans and Junienne•
Briscoe in blue organza with scoop
neckline and circular skirt worn
with matching satin pumps . . .; Melvin Owens and Vivian Barnes
dressed in a black velvet skirt
and multi
-colored velvet blouse ...
Jimmy Bell and Cecelia Ingram
• . . Larry Lee and Essie Boyd'in pale blue wool sheath with high
neck and wrist
-length sleeves.
Odis Dockery and Claudette
Green . . . Eddie Joe Prewitt andl
Wilma Wilson . . . James Sykes
and Brenda Jeffries . . . David
Parker and Joan Hampton in mint
green metalic pleated skirt and
sleeveless, rounded neck blouse
worn with mint shoes . • . Frans
Reynolds and Pearline Banks. Oth-
ers swinging to the exciting mu-
sic of Ben Branch and the famous
Largoes were Issac Newton, Rob-
bye Ann Banks, Robert Flynn.
Rose Ann Cooper, "Pete" Free-
man. Arthur Jackson, Minerva,
Boyce, L. Q. Wilkins, and Cornelll
Winstron.
Manassas High News
ARE WE READY?
Most of us can answer this ques-
;ion with a positive answer, but
others will have to answer it with
negative answer. Are we ready to
take on the things that our civil
leaders are fighting hard for? Just
ou stop now and think about this
estion, and by all means think
ver carefully. Some will ask
. t can I do to help our lead-
ers, if you would look around you,
there is plenty for you and I to
do.
Fellow students, we can do a lot
to help our leaders by improving
our conduct, and know how to ac-
ori y to do so. But now it seems
as if the young people are forget-
ting what a weapon is for, and us-
ing it in the wrong way. Some
say they take weapons to protect
themselves from other persons,
but that isn't needed, when we
have our police force here.
You are steady paying these
men a salary but aren't letting
them do any work for the money!
they get. Here again we should,
set the pace and lead Off in good
behavior, and learn more about'
certain things that are worthwhile:
Quite a few of your friends'
have been hurt by some supposed;
quaint our conduct with the cer- I
lain places we go and still have
a good time. When we go to a
football game or basketball game,
that is the time to yell for your.
team and yell until you please;
yourself, but when you leave there
and go to a place where there isn't
any yelling you leave all of your,
sports traits at the game. Last
Tuesday night at the city auditor-
ium, a musical festival was given
by high school and junior high
school students, which was a very
outstanding affair. The music was
devine, and the singing was beau-
ul, but to some, the music or
ing or dancing didn't appeal
any of the people who were
acting disorderly. Some were
shouting all over the place, whist-
shouting all over the place, whistl
:g, playing, walking around the
place and even smoking. Students,
when our civil leaders see actions
such as these, it makes them think
that their fighting is in vain. What
can I do, What can I do, you will,
continually hear people shouting,I
but if they would only take a look
around them, there is plenty to do,
that no one or two per --s can
handle.
GET WISE
Let's get wise studem,s, when
you do such things as these in the
wrong place, no one is thinking
anything nice about you, most are
showing you what is the right
thing to do if you don't want to
go straight. Before you do a thing,
check it over good, you know you
hurting yourself, your family,i
your race. Instead of acting!
as ladies and gentlemen you act
as little boys and little girls.
Another thin that wasn't in or-
der was the way most of us
acre dressed on this occasion. In
stead of wearing your rev,lar cv
cry day pants, you should have
worn a tie, fellows. We ahould also
learn to dress for certain occa-
sions.
Fellow students, it is time now
for us to take a stand for right
and let Brother Wrong take the
background. Let's do it, huh, as
the song goes, "You Can Make It
If You Try." Let's do as the song
says, try, try, try. That should be
the Ass word for now, Try. Be
a sport, and you will see you will
come out much better. Let's try
it, huh!
HELP! POLICE!
This is what you should say in
stead of going in your pocket and
killing out some type of weapon
my, many, years ago, man
made a weapon to secure food for
himself. Now you don't have to do
this, for there is somebody doing
y tough character, but who isn't
anything but a no good punk, that
wants to be noticed. Listen, we
see you, but would rather see you
in some other way than that. If
you make a new start of things
you will never refret it. It is not
too late to start, what about now
SPOTLIGHT
This week's spotlight turns to a.
17 year old senior namely, Geor-
getta Bland. Georgette resides at I
the home with her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Woodson Bland of 108
Hickory ave. She
is a member of,
the Pilgrim Bap-
tist church where
she is secretary
of the Sunday
school and a
member of the
glee club.
She is majoring
Bland in commerce and
plans te further
her education, upon graduating,
at Tennessee State university,
where she will major in com-
merce. She plans to become a sec-
retary, with a minor I. science.
Around the school she is a
member of the FBLA, Newsette
Staff and secretary of her home
room. Hats off to this gracious
young lady.
The Audit Bureau of Circulation
was organized in 1914 to secure
information concerning the circula-
tion and distribution of various
publications.
kg you eghe has special au-I
thing they n s q
is true that goats have I digestive
fluid in their stomachs and in-
teatines which will dissolve cellulose
subitances like cotton, paper, cloth-
ing and cardboard, but a goat is
no more able WI tat tin cane asd
rubber Wit than is a mu.
-
The DEBUNKER
By John Horny Torbay, Ph.D.
JOINT BIRTHDAY FETE —
Mr. Jean Williamsln. 311 Car-
penter, and Miss Clemon
Crawford, 1955 Hunter, cele-
brated their birthdays with a
joint vans, recently. Held at
the Flamingo Club. the guest
list included, left to right, Miss
Crawford, Willie Johnson, Elie.
Hamilton High
BROTHERHOOD WEEK
Our world today would be more
fit to live in, and the chances for
prosperity would be greater if
brotherhood were practiced.
If everyone would take brother-
hood as it is, and emphasize hu-
mility to the point that no evil
existed, conditions would be far
more advanced.
Brotherhood includes integrity.
To assure someone of your reli-
ability is a way of exhibiting broth-
erhood, and good traits of chaired-
er.
If prejudice, strife and jealousy
could be removed from our hearts
the gateway to higher moral stand-
ings would he opened. We are faced
with many barriers. Prejudice and
,hate lurk in the hearts and minds
of men and women to the point
,that it is shameful.
Brotherhood originates in t h e
home. Environment plays the most
significent part in life. Church,
school and social environment tend
to influence attitudes of persons.
If ideas were wiped out and the
actual facts taught, much crime
would be banished.
Juvenile delinquency would de-
finitely be banned from society if
everyone would do his part. Ju-
venles should be taught love, hon-
or and respect for the rights of
others. If these factors were stress-
ed juvenile issues would be limited.
WORK TOGETHER
Working together creates a band
so strong and imperishable that it
could resist any knocks and pur-
sue any obstacle that confronted.
Nations, cities and states should
join hands and cooperate so as
to succeed. They should work to-
ward the same goal and remove
differences.
Working together offers a wide,
variety of opportunities in every-1
thing, and is a necessary prelimi-
nary for any way of life. We can,
by our attitudes challenge our-
selves to increased interest and
effort. Security is obtained by will-
ingness to stay together, status, or
our rating by the community,
stems from our self respect.
Each of us contributes to total
livilag. How good our contribution
is depends upon how well we do
whatever work is ours to do.
SENIOR DANCE:
The Senior Class of Hamilton
held their annual senior dance
Feb. 18. This turned out to be an
lout-of-sight dance with Ben Branch
land the Largoes. The gym was
decorated with many gay colors
and flowers. Bettye Ewing sk,,
wearing the most fashionable
dress.
A few among others present werel
John Sanders and Lillian Cathcell,
Lawrence Fant and Shirlean Body.
Yvonne Parham and James Walk-
er, Helen West and Isiah Carten,
Tommie Haynes and Marease
Brown, Bettye Ewing and Malfred
Bolden, OliverIngram and Car-
lene Pearsone.
Doris Watkins and Troy Morris,
Antonia Moore and Carl Griffin,
Hazel Brown and Avance Wilson,
Freddie Grant and Martha Rice
Rodger Jones and Joyce Gates, El
roy Carroll and Armita Rice, Rob-
ert Flynn and Milo Wells, Julius
Flynn and Elia Ingram.
ASSEMBLY:
An assembly was held Feb. 14,
in the gym. The speaker talked
on a subject that is vibrant im-
portance especially to teenagers.
The topic was ALCOHOL. Alcohol
has caused many people to go
insane, many to lose a fortune
and some successful men to be-
come tramps. Drinking without ex-
ception, the answer is "NO."
Selling, furnishing, or giving
away alcoholic beverages to any
minor is unlawful. The climax of
his speech was don't take a drink
and you will never get the habit.
SPORTS:
The game craved Hamilton Wild-
cats were badly beaten by the
championship-craved Douglass Red
Devils Feb. 14. Again Feb. 16, the
Wildcats were defeated by Carver
with the score of 76-67. A near-
by Hamiltonian was asked what
did he think about the Hamilton'
team? His reply "We have the
height, the speed, and the experi-
ence to have the championship, but
as you may see we have too many
shooters and not enough scorers."
COUPLES:
,Hazel Brown and Avance Wil-
sain, Dorsey Sanders and 1' o n
Woods, Annie Stout and Persey
Chalmers, Elroy Carroll and Arnita
Rice, Yvonne Parham and William ,
"Nokie" Taylor Helen West and
Walter Robinson, Carolyn Wells
and Willie Pruitt.
ROSENWALD HIGH
This has been an exciting week
for the Rosenwald students. We
all are looking forward to next
week and the excitement with it.
I Everyone at Rosenwald is still
talking about our homecoming
game and how beautiful our
queens were.
CAMPUS NEWS
There has been a gie..i deal of
controversy on Rosenwald campus
over who the 10 most popular boys
of Rosenwald are. The campus
came to a conclusion that the
most popular boys of Rosenwald
are 3 5 follows:
Wallace Burns, a senior, a
member of the Rosenwald Bond i
and a basketeer: George Mc-
Knight, a senior, and a baske-
teer; Sam Payne, a senior, and
member of the Rosenwld band; ; ;
James Payne, a junior and a bas-
keteer.
James Green, a junior, and a
basketeer; Robert Powell, a mem-
ber of the junior class Harry
;Powell, a member of the juniorclass; Marshall Easley, a mem-
ber of the sophomore class Her-
bert Brown, a member of the so-
phomore class; Floyd Sinclair, a
member of the sophomore class
and a basketeer. Sec. B (10th grade), Floyd Sin-
SPORTS clair; Jeanett Barnett (11th
Rosenwald Homecoming globe grade), James Green; Vivian Eas-
was played in Rosenwald gymni- ly (12th Grade), Terry Webb. ,
slum Feb. 17, 7:30. The game wis Feb. 13, the NHA girls of Rosen-
The idea that goats can eat aril; dedicated to Mrs. Esther Les wald went to Merry high, Jack-
son, Tenn., to a NHA meeting.
There were 43 girls and one gious, fraternal, social and cultur-
young man, who was taken along
o play the piano in the talent 
a_l_!chievements hitherto unknown
how. talent show. They were Barbara
I Rosenwald chapter mother, Mrs. Iowan, Mattie Shivers, Maxine
ranee' Bailey, went with us. We Harris, and Jean Mullins. Advis-
d tow girls to participate in the or, Mrs. Pearl Elliott.
Johnson, teacher of the firs
'trade and an honored citizen
Trenton.
the game was played between
Stigall high of Humboldt, Tenn.,
lied the Rosenwald Bears. The
victors were Rosenwald girls and
Rosenwald boys. Barbara Rowan
hue Stanback, Miss Dorothy
Ballard, George Alexander,
Mrs. Molly Alexander, Res.
T. R. Fugh, Mrs. Carrie Lee
Malkey, Olsn Remised. Mrs.
Pocahontas Boyki n, Willie
Coleman, Mrs. Katie May
Rembert. Mrs. E. .1. Washing-
ton, 0. Z. Evers and Mrs. Wil-
liamson.
DOUGLASS HIGH
SCHOOL ROUNDUP
By ARNETTA RAINEY
THE SCHOOL
The word school has been used
in the everyday speech of people
'since ancient Creek times. The
word had a single, definite mean-
ing when schools were iimple ind
I much alike. But today, schools
have become more complex and
they differ greatly from one an-
other. If the same word is to be
used to describe all the various
kinds of schools, it can have only
a general meaning.
I The true definition of school is
that it is an institution set up for
the purpose of teaching. But in
order to teach, a school may have
to do other things also. For ex-
ample, in cold weather it may
have to operate a furnace, and
during the summer, it may have
repairs on the main purpos e.
which is teaching. There is a sec-
ond and incorrect definition of
school is the buildings, grounds,
and materials used in teaching.
These things are Important parts
of a school, but they are not an
actual school in themselves.
Our school has many constitu-
ents, some important, others un-
important. However, all these con-
stituents are vital to our educa-
tion. What is a school without re-
spect? A school without respect
cannot remain standing. Whereas,
a school with respect can and will
stand as long as the constituents
respects this institution.
A teacher must maintain a high
average, intelligence, moral char-
acter, aptitude, culture, and self-
respect. Respect is one of the
most important constituents in the
school.
If a student hasn't or doesn't
possess a sense of self-respect,
the school is no place for that per-
son. He should belong to a society
by himself. It is true, that a well-
behaved group of individuals,
shows an array of color to any
one's school. If you have lost re-
spect for your fellow students,
teachers and principal, find that
respect and make your school the
ideal school for the year of 1960.
The students, too, are important
constituents in school. The stu-
dents gives the school a good rep-
utation or a reputation. It is di-
rectly the responsibility of t h e
guidance counselors, teachers and
principal to solicit the coopera-
tion of all the students.
The school is vital to the com-
munity, without the schools, peo-
ple all over the city would not
able to send their children for'
a higher education than probably
they received.
As long as there are people in
the community, there will always
be a school. For the school is
most important in us now more
- - - - • -
scored the highest points which
was 15 points. The high scorer
among the boys was Floyd Sin-
clair who scored 28 points.
Before the games the kings and
queens of Rosenwald marched to
their thrones. The queen of the
elementary department was Rita
Coleman, and the king was Sam-
uel Ellington. The queen of the
high schoolepa ment was Annie
B. Fisher and the king was Cecil
Bush, ninth grade.
The viciting queen marched
with our queens along with t h e
kings and queens from the dif-
ferent grades.
The names of the kings and
queens of the different grades are
as follows:
Dovie Bobbit, (first grade),
Dwight Knight; Beverly 9reen
(second grade), "Joe Word 'Ger-
aiding Fowlks, (third grade) Da-
vid Thompson; Patricia Williams,
(fifth grade), Richard Bryant; Ca-
rolyn Murnel, (sixth grade), Au-
brey Louis Ivy.
Sandra Peterson, (seventh
grade), Jerry Word; Dorthy Shiv-
ers (eighth grade), R. T. Holder;
Ann Rogers, Sec. A (10th grade)
Willie Yarboughs Joann Booker,
ithan ever. What is your school do-
ing to better education? What are
the constituents doing toda y?
Does your school exemplify re-
spect?
In conclusion, too often we for-
get the meaning of small or im-
material things. I chose the school
to show the good aspects as
well as the bad aspects.
Omar Robinson, jr., vocal mu-
sic director, and Nelson Jackson,
band director, were partly respon-
sible for a wonderful array of
talents. These talents were from
all of the Memphis City schools.
;Many students from Douglass
I were participating from the glee
club and band. We are proud and
honored to have had this oppor-
tunity bestowed upon us. To Mr.
Robinson and Mr. Jackson, we
are proud of your efforts you put
forth to make the festival a suc-
cess.
DOUGLASS WINS AGAIN
Monday night, the Douglass
"Red Devils" played their last
home games by defeating the
Hamilton "Wildcats" by the score
of 70-43. The high point man was
Odell King, a junior. The students
turned out in great numbers, in
fact, the gym was filled to its
capacity. During the half time,
we were entertained by the "Tap-
eretts" directed by the newest
member of the faculty, Miss Glo-
ria Mathis. After the half time the
students were overwhelmingly
cheering the team on to its vic-
tory. To the Wildcast, you played
an exciting game to the end.
The game of the year will be
between the Douglass "Red Dev-
ils" and the Melrose "Golden
Wildcats." The team expects a
great turn out at this game. Our
team is more determined n o w
than ever to be champion this
year. "Golden Wildcats" be on the
lookout for the Douglass "R e d
Devils," because they are ready.
SOPHOMORE CLASS
The Sophomore class is proud
of their recently presented sweet-
heart. This class is well repre-
sented in all phases of school ac-
tivities. The sophomore teachers
include: Mrs. Gillis, Miss Thom-
as, Mr. Gray, Mr. Reed, Mr.
Jackson and Mr. Wilson.
Top 10 (girls) 1-10 respectively:
Carey Sanders, Morylan Brownlee,
Irene Jackson, Betty Brown, Lois
Jubirt, Freddie Rooks, Daisy Par-
rish, Annette Gandy, Jo A n n
Hampton and Debris Lee.
Top 10 (boys) 1-10 respectively:
Edmond White, Benjamin Warr,
George Kent, George Murphy,
James Lee, Willie Kimmons,
Chester Nunnally, Edward Bry-
ant, Waller,' Edwards and Wal-
ter Richardson.
West Coast Citizens
Await Newsreel Plan
To Sintlight Activity
By LAWRENCE F. LAMAR to the rest of the nation.
LOS ANGELS — All Los An-
geles, having been alerted on
visit here by a newsreel company
on March 14, is busy reshuffling
their schedule of events to occur
on that date.
Bill Walker, member of the
Board of Directors of the Screen
Actors Guild and contact man for
Bi-Line productions, who will pro-
duce the newsreel, told newsmen
the idea of the film spectacular
is to mirror local business, reli-
Walker, who resides at 1701 Or-
ange drive, said he would wel-
come any suggestions or contacts
with individuals, groups or organi-
zations, on how best to make the
newsreel spectacular.
There are about 622 million
I acres of forest land in the U. S.
'and of this total about 461 million
acres ate considered of commer-
cial value.
Words of the Wise
Great tranquility of heart
is his who cares for neither
palm nor blame.
.—(Thornsa k Kempts)
1 Pdge Devoted
in Teenagers
lir And About Teens
titter' By. For
B. T. ikitge-T
School Notes
By
MARKHUM STANSBURY
CRIME PREVENTION
(Editorial)
The causes of delinquency as we
all know are many and varied.i
The attack on these then, must'
use many approaches. But like all
things there are basic factors
which can and must be understood
and then intelligently tackled to
have any effectiveness in prevent-
ing delinquency.
Juvenile delinquency begins in
the community. It is there that
the problem is born, and so it is
there that the problem must be at-
tacked - not in our courts, or insti-
tutions.
Every intelligent business man
recognizes the value of an asset
and does everything within his
power to preserve and enhance
it. We as a nation has always re-
cognized the value of our mater-
ial and natural resources and
through a comprehensive program
have made great strides in the
preservation of those resources.
Somehow or otter, both national-
ly and locally, however, we have
apparently failed to save and main-
tain a large portion of our great-
est single resource, which is
our youth. Every survey a n d
study made on the subject indi-
cates that juvenile delinquency is
increasing at a disastrous rate.
SEVENTEEN PER CENT
Seventeen per cent of the na-
tion's known drug addicts are un-
der the age of 21. Fifty-three per-
cent of all auto thefts are com-
mitted by young people under 18
years of age. Fifteen percent of
all homicides are committed by
persons under 21. Forty-eight per-
cent of all rapes and assaults
are committed by young persons
under 21 years of age. Forty-eight
per cent of all crimes against
personal property involve minors.
In the past 30 years the popula-
tion of State and Federal penitent-
iaries has increased nearly four
times as fast as our national popu-
lation and most of the new in-
mates are just out of their teens.
The pattern is the same all over
the country, including Memphis,
and Is becoming worse.
These are the horrible and ter-
rifying facts whir)) anyona w
cares to investigale can easily as-
certain. The question which must
immediately arise in your mind,
as it has in mine, Is WHY.
WHAT CAUSES
What causes today's youngsters
from good homes • and bad, to
flaunt the law? What are the pat-
terns of such tendencies? And why
do they do it? To these questions
there is no glib or easy answer.
I realize, of course, that a great
percentage of the juvenile offend-
ers come from broken homes, but
this unfortunately is not the only
reason or explanation; for brok-
en homes do often produce good
citizens and many of our juvenile
offenders come from good, and in
many instances the hest environ-
ments.
I have begun to feel that any
community or any small segment
of the community, and neighbor-
hood, that really can go out to find
the youngsters and reach the
youngsters in their particular area
is going to be able to reduce juve-
nile delinquency. This is going to
cost a lot of money.
FROM SHOULDERS
In order to cut juvenile delin-
quency, you can see this problem
demands a lot of soul-searching oar
the part of everybody, and espec-
ially the schools, the churches,
and the American family itself.
From their shoulders rests the re-
sponsibility for halting this head-
long plunge into crime.
So in spite of all the efforts that
are being made, we continue to
face a very serious problem, "The
biggest problem in the world that
could have been solved when it
was small — JUVENILE DELIN-
QUENCY."
FESTIVAL
Over 800 youths in the Memphis
City junior and senior high school
took part recently in the Annual
Music Festival held at Ellis Audi-
torium. Members of the schools'
choral groups and band combined
their talents and performed before
a capacity crowd.
The festival was one of the best
to be held in Memphis. Washing-
ton's glee club and band were un-
der the direction of E. L. Pend-
ler and Walter Martin. One of the
I best numbers on the program was
• a solo sang by Alberta Clark of
Manassas High School.
JUBILECr
The Cotton Makers' Jubilect will
be held tomorrow night (Friday)
at 8 p. m. i^ the South Hall of Ellis
auditorium.
There are two young damsels
from Washington competing with
20 other young ladies from various
schools for the title of "Miss Ju-
bilect." The Washingtonians are
Miss Tom mye Anderson and Phyl-
lis Smith.
ESSAYS
Students are busy now prepar-
ing and writing essays on the sub-
ject "Why I Will Not Drink
Alcoholic Beverages."
I In connection with the assay,
'Robert Stricklen, field representa-
tive for the United Tennessee
League spoke to the student about
the effects that alcohol has on the
drink."
Stricklen reminded the students
"If you drive don't drink. If you
drink, don't drive." He further
stated, "All smart people don't
CURRENT COUPLES
Helen Mclntoch and Booker T.
Miller; Mildred Scott and Robert
Allen; Patsy Williford and Cleve-
land Stewart; Doris Wilson and
Alvin Rush; Pearlie McNeil and
Charlie Yokng; Joyce White and
William Whitning; Mary Love and
Jerry Edwards; Sylvir Buntyn and
Percy Wiggins; Mack Gray and
Margie Scott; Ann Williford and
Nathaniel Martin; Betty Buggs and
Hershel Smith; Frederick Shotwell
and P. D.
PAPER COMING
Our school paper, The Wash-
ingtonian, is in the hands of the
printers. The paper should be on
sale either Monday or Tuesday.
IAFF-OF-THE-WEEK
LOST: Billfold containing $100
and a box of pink pills. Please re-
turn the money and keep the
pills.
Tenn. Vote Aides
To Hold Confab
MEMPHIS, Tenn. — Voter reg-
istration leaders from various Ten-
nessee counties will meet in their
34 On College
Honor Roll
CONCORD, N. C. — Thirty-four
students, representing 15 percent
of the student body maintained an
average of B or better enabling
them to qualify for the academic
Honor Roll at Barber-Scotia col-
lege.
Five persons maintained A av-
erages: Josephine Asbury, senior,
Concord; Barbara Byrd Gunnings,
senior, Gastonia. N. C.; Bobbye
Jean Wright. senior, Greenville,
S. C.; Gaynell Cooper, freshman,
Gable S. C.; Martha Harbison,
freshman, Morganton, N. C.
Others are:
SENIORS: Shelygene Beeks An-
derson, Greenville, S. C.; Chris-
tine Dillard Beasley, Greenville,
S. C.; Mary Cuthbertson, Cleve-
land. N. C.; Gloria Y. DuBissette,
Concord, N. C.; Elizabeth Edwards,
Concord, N. C: Annie Langston,
Goldsboro, N. ; Shirley Moten,
Statesville, N. ; Mabel E. Poe,
East Spencer, N. C.; Mabel Rich-
ardson, Rome, Ga,
JUNIORS: Betty Johnson, West-
minister, S. C.; Geraldine Legette,
Mullins, S. C. Doris Peterson,
Clarksville. Va : Ernestine Slade,
!Marietta, Ga.; Yvonne C. Steele,
Concord, N. C.; Ida Watson, Tur-
nel Springs, Ali.
SOPHOMORE:: Robert Cannon,
mid - winter conference, Sunday,
Feb. 78, in Nashville, the R.V.
Charles F. Williams, state chair.
man has announced.
Headquarters for the one-day
conference will be In Park Hall
on the Fisk university campus.
Leaders from every county of the
state have been invited to join
with the members of the organi-
zation that day in perfecting the
necessary machinery to double
present Negro registration by No-
vember.
The Rev. Williams has asked
the cooperation of all civic, labor,
fraternal, social, professional and
religious groups in sending dele-
gates to this meeting so they can
become acquainted with the all-
out effort to get the job done.
The conference will climax with
a city-wide mass meeting to be
held at the First Baptist church,
pastored by the Rev. Kelley M.
Smith at 2:30 p.m. Featured
speaker for this meeting will be
the Rev. B. J. Odom, New York
NAACP church secretary.
W. C. Patton, voter - registra-
tion specialist, will serve as con-
sultant for the conference. He has
successfully conducted voter regis-
tration campaigns throughout the
South.
- —
Kaanapolis, N. C.; Josephine Da-
vis, Westville, S. C.; Berlyne
Handy, Concord, N. C.; Johnsie
Lyerly, Salisbury, N. C.; Marjorie
Neeley, Concord, N. C.; Magnolia
Thompson, Dillon, S. C.
FRESHMEN; Vashti
Raeford, N, C.; Demetta Epps, St.
Albans, N. Y.;
-STATE DEFENDER
Sat., Feb. 27, 1960
MRS. BESSIE N. JONES was
honoree at the "Tribute to
a Lady" program at the T.
W. Patterson school, White
Station recently. Mrs. Jones
was appointed principal of
White Station Elementary
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CHAIRMAN OF VARIOUS
committees for Mrs. Jones'
fete (standing left to right)
Zeno Great for
Miner Betas,Cets
Loss. a doctor's formula, liquid
or ointment, soothes, helps heal
mince burns, cunt bruises. Family
antiseptic, eases itch of surface
rashes. 4101AMIS, teen-age pimples.
athlete's foot Stops scratching, so
aids faster healing. For stubborn
eases, get Extra Strength Zemo.
school, now Patterson Junior
high school, in 1924 and serv-
ed until her retirement in 1953.
More than 200 people were
present for the program held
in her honor. Awarding of
plague t Mrs. Jones, (seat.
are Mrs. Lois B. Williams,
Mrs. Carrie Buggs, Mrs. Lon-
ise Dukes, Mrs. Rosetta
Young, Chastene Thompson,
Patterson principal; Mrs. Ju-
lia Buchanan, Mrs. Ossie John-
son, Mrs. Menola Tuggle, Mrs.
Elizabeth C. Thompson a n d
Mrs. Bobbie W. Walker, chair-
man of the program. In front
are Gwen Jones, Joyce Dukes,
Evelyn Johnson, Sandra
Thompson and Doris Dukes
who were also on program.
ed) was a high spot of the
program. Chastene Thompson,
principal of Patterson, w h e
was a student under Mrs.
Jones, made the presentation.
In the center Is Mrs. Bobbie
W. Walker, chairman of t h •
program.
SPECIAL GUESTS at the
ceremony were (seated left to
right) Miss Germaine Ball
Walker school teacher w h o
sang two solos; Mrs. Gentry
R. Roberts, Hamilton elemen-
tary school principal who
spoke; Mn. Melvin Robinson,
Douglass teacher who spoke;
It Happened In
WALKER
HOMES
By KATHERINE TAPPAN
Recently, the Mitchell Road Jun-
ior high school and the Ford Road
school celebrated their annual
Founder's Day programs. They
paid tribute to the founders of
colored parents-teachers associa-
tions.
The program was held at Mitch-
ell school. Devotion was conduct-
ed by Mrs. Agnes Gibson and
Mrs. Flora Mitchell. Elder G. A.
Evans delivered the Memorial
address in honor of Mrs. Sara
Tyus, one of the late PTA work-
Louisville Group Nips
Bias; Sees 'Porgy 'n' Bess'
LOUISVILLE, Ky. — Proof that
bias can be nipped when liberal
groups wish to step into the pic-
ture came this week when a bus
load of citizens of both groups
:witnessed a performance of "Por-
gy 'n Bess" at the local Brown
LAKEVIEW
* WINNER OF ii.THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF HOME BUILDERS
1959 MERIT AWARD FOR COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT.
w.
GARDENS 1.447'
• 3 Bedrooms
• 2 Baths
• Carport
• Concrete Drive
• Storage
• Aluminum
Windows
• Separate
Dining Area
• Select Oak
Floors
• Central Heatins
• Dishwasher -
Disposal
the HILLTOP
*12,800 only $400 d‘ivii
Plus Closing
WE'LL TAKE YOUR TRADE-IN
FREE MEMBERSHIP IN LAKEVIEW COUNTRY CLUB
TO THE FAMILIES BUYING THIS HOME!
Directions: Drive south on Highway 61 to Horn Lake
Road, south on Horn Lal,e Rd . to one block south of
Geeter School.
HOMES, INC.
P. 0. BOX 5313 41/ MEMPHIS • EX 7-9343
theatre when Negroes were
ned.
Sponsored by the Louisville Uni-
tarians for Social Action and
chairmanned by a local physician
the group motored to the Lyric
theatre for the performance.
Strangely indeed is fact that the
bus was loaded in front of the
Brown hotel which is adjacent to
the Jim crow Brown theatre. Ne-
groes are barred from the Brown
I theatre where -Porgy 'n Bess" is
playing despite fact that the pic-
ture is an all-Negro production.
MISCELLANEOUS FOR SALE
33 WAYS TO MEET
WOMEN
A
Folio
Check
Full
Of
Practical
Ideas,
Have "Dates" Every Day!
—Send S1.00—
ANN JONES
Box 7762 Chicago, III.
"Amethyst pendants, earrings, bracelets,
11E3 each Item. postpaid. V. Brubaker,
51111 W L-12. Lancaster, Calif "
"U. 13 COINS BOUGHT"
Send coins, Will Send Check. Not Pleased,
Return Check.
Bought
COINS. Sold Serious Ina Invited
Appraised
FAVATA'S COIN EXCHANGE
41-44 195th St. Flushing 511, L I , N. T.
Member A N.A.
----- -
RUN. OPPORTUNITIES
NEED EXTRA MONEY
Men or Women Age 21-70 - Sell Family
Group Hotpital Insurance. Make Use of
Your Contacts
W. A Adkins-District Mgr.
Continental Casualty Comialan7
.1A 6-3355
NI—REAL ESTATE FOR SAL!
1051 CUMMINGS 1-ROOM
FP AME OUPLEX-$750 CASH
$410 00 Month
W 
-.-
BR 3-67414
SR 2-1241 - BR 6-$932
H GODWIN & COMPANY
136$ Monroe Avenue
NEW BRICK DUPLEX
10413 f rt only vice pews
475 Monthly Notes-Plat
J W Or BR. 54794
SR 2-1240 BR 41-91132
R. GODWIN 411 COMPANY
2145 Monroe Avenue
SITUATION WANTED
DAY
my
4—SPECIAL SEIVICI
GUARANTIED $200PEARL OYSTERS
Amazing bat tree. Pram the ferneue
Pawl bode ef the far test cense these
eeepsned pearf-heertag oysters, each us.
aesulltienally georenteed to genteel ens
er mere gersisiais cultured •••,1 —Pw-
BMWs of ceasiderable valve. ExperienceOh. thrill af seeming on eyster and find-
ing its rare treasure—pearls that can in-
expensively be set into rings, phis OW-
lows, pendants. The shells ere hood
with colorful, precious Mether.af-Pearl
and melte reigns ashtrays end decora-
tive pieces. Pearl Oysters are attractively
canned, perfect for gifts--useful, educe-
Hemel. Postpaid.
UNUSUAL GIFT FOR
VALENTINE'S DAY
EKIM SALES Miami 1 Fl.. 1877 I 
SITUATIONS WANTED
MAKE MONEY
FROM THE START
We show you how FREE! to
secure lists of slow pay ac-
counts from doctors, dentists,
grocers, sanitariums, lumber
companies, garages, etc. All
you do Is send them to us ..
for our experienced collection
service. We pay up to $1.25
a name. No delay. Write to.
day.
GENERAL FINANCE
304 Pickwick Bldg.
Kansas City 6, Mo.
30 Moving & Hauling
M&M MOVERS
MU. 3-0911
Low Rates — Insured Moving
MOVING
For Complete Quality
E-Z STORAGE & VAN CO
JA. 7-2597 JA. 7-2597
W. P. SHELTON
Lowest Flat Rates In City
Insured Moving
GL. 2-9507 GL. 2-5474
J. C. WOOTEN
GL. 8-5313
Honest Rates
Call Any Time
Best Deal In Town
CROSSTOWN
BR 4-4550 - BR 4-4551
Local And Long Distance
CARE POR SMALL CHILDREN IN
home. Mrs. R. Griffin. FA. 4-4S53.  MORGAN'S MOVERS
DESIRES JOB AS CONSTRUCTION OR
carpenter's helper. U. J. Williams. PA.
34272.
MUICEIELANIOUS FOR SALE
BARGAIN MERCHANDISE CATALOG.
Huge discounts. Low wholesale prices.
Big money-saving oatalog 25c (refund-
ablo,). S a J Co. Box 434. Levittown 9, I2—BUSINESS OPPORTUNMES
Pa.
Best Prices In Town
MU. 3-0629
BUSINESS SERVICE
ADULTS, INTERESTING MAIL. Earnings,
Photos, booklets catalogs. $1 refunded
. Olft with order. Alvin — Box
3 . 54,- TOD. Hicksville, Long Island. N. Y.
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITLES
WOMEN SEW easy ready-cut wrap-a-round
aprons home. Earn $26. 111 docen --
Spare time. Write — Accurate War's.
Freeport, New York !BEAUTIFULLY POLISHED baroque mix-
ture of tigereye. amethyst, obsidium
agate, other $3.95 pound postpaid. V35 For Sale Misc. Brubaker, 531$ W. L-12, Lancaster, Calif.
$S NEED MONEY? ;$
No Selling, No Lost Time.
Send Stomped Self Addressed
Envelope For Prompt
Information.
RESEARCH
Inglewood, Calif.Box 95
ADULTS, INTERESTING MA/L, EARN-
Ines, photos booklets, catalogs $1.00
refunded . . 49c Gift w'th order.
Alvin Box 354-03D Hicksville, L. 1 N. V.
ers of Tennessee.
The highlight of the program was
a skit erititled Burning Candles for
the Eight Point Program. The skit
was presented by the following
ladies: Mrs. Mary A. Wrushen,
Mrs. Grettie Adair, Mrs. Mattie
L. Adams, Mrs. Agnes Gibson,
Mrs. Ida Rambert, Mrs. Wallace,
Mrs. Johnnie M. Peters, Mrs.
Charlene Dandridge and Mrs. H.
Lee.
Remarks were given by Prof. I
Goodrich, Prof. Charles W. Hor-
ner. The visiting principals were
introduced by the principal, Prof.
Alonzo Weaver. Visiting presidents
were Mrs. Mary Wrushen, Mrs.
Katherine Tappan, Mrs. N. A.
Crawford, president of Mitchell
school PTA; introduced the visit-
ing presidents. The objects were
read by Mrs. M. Brazan.
Words of welcome were extend-
ed by Mrs. Daisy Scott, a mem-
ber of the Mitchell school faculty.
Crawford Lucas, a member of the
Walker school faculty sang a ,solo
that seemingly uplifted the audi-
ence.
Closing remarks were given by
the principal, Elder G. A. Evans
gave the benediction.
Mrs. N. A. Crawford, presi-
dent; Mrs. Johnnie M. Peters, in
charge of publicity; and Prof.
Alonzo Weaver, principal.
ANNUAL TEA
Mitchell road junior high school
PTA held its annual tea Sunday,
Jan. 31, in the school cafeteriumi
It was very enjoyable and the
school was beautifully decorated,'
with colors of red and white. The l
affair was very successful and well
attended.
There were six lovely hostess-
es to welcome the visitors and see
that they were comfortable. They
were Mrs. M. Hannah, Mrs. Mattie
L. Adams, Mrs. Mildred Davis,
Mrs. Johnnie M. Peters, Mrs. Sal-
lie Thomas, Mrs. Wallace.
Mrs. Grettie Adair was in charge
of the refreshments, along with sev
eral co-workers. Some of the par-
ban- ticipants on the program were Miss
, Grace L. Conley, Joy Patton, Thel-
ma Townsend, Mrs. Elizabeth Dur-
ham, Alfred Mottow, Dorothy
Jones, Miss Barnetta Smith, Mrs.
Anita Suggs, Harry Winfield, Book-
er T. James. Several numbers
were rendered by Mitchell Road
school senior and junior choral
groups. Remarks were given by
the president and principal of the
school. Acknowledgement of visit-
ors was by the principal. Mrs. N.
A. Crawford, president and Prof.
' Alonzo Weaver, principal.
WHITE CHAPEL
White's Chapel school PTA
celebrated its annual Founder's
Day, Feb. 1. The guest speaker
was Rev. J. L. Netters, president
of the Riverview school PTA and
pastor of Mt. Vernon MB church.
He gave some important factors
concerning the relationship of par-
ents and teachers.
A beautiful devotion was con-
ducted by the school chorus, along
with many other beautiful num-
bers. Greetings were extended by
Mrs. Mabel Young, acceptance by
Mrs. Katherine Tappan. Mrs. Ro-
setta Smith gave the History of
the PTA.
Gifts and flowers were presented
to the past president by Mrs.
Mary A. Wrushen, president of
Ford road school. This affair was
well attended. There was stand-
ing room only.
Some of the visitors present to
witness this affair were Mrs. A
Gooch, president of the Shelby
"County Council of PTAs; Mrs. Bes-
sie Taylor, a member of the Riv-
erview school faculty; Prof. Isai-
ah doodrich, principal of Ford
road school; Prof. Charles W. Hor-
ner, principal of Walker school;
Mrs. Terece Blevins, vice presi-
dent of Mitchell school; Mrs. Al.;
needa Ayers, vice president of
- Geeter; Mrs. Lillie M. Hunt, vice
president of Walker school; andi
Mary Ann Wrushen, president of
Ford road school PTA.
Mrs. I,. J. Kinsey, president of
Whites Chapel PTA', and Prof. M
— M. Jackson, principal.
and Mrs. J. A. Beauchamp,
who rendered music. Standing
are P. C. Fisher who former-
ly worked as a feachei snider
Mrs. Jones; N. G. Watkins,
Germantown school principal
who spoke; Mrs. Robbie W.
Walker chairman of the pro-
gram, Chastene Thomp-
son, principal of Patterson, J.
D. Springer, principal of Doug-
lass high who spoke and Mrs.
B. F. Stevens, who sang a
solo.
15 Agents Wanted
GUARANTEED HOMEWORK
Mall out dropahip catalog. Keen 110 per
cent from orders. Proven sellers. De-
tails. sample catalog $1.00. Palinkus, HMI
TEM E. 33rd.. Lorain, Ohio.
12 Business Opportunities
BEER Sc A QUART
Make it yourself. We show you bow.
Save M per cent on each $1.00. Complete
easy instructions $1.00. FREE with order,
carload of other interesting offers Wit
liens Brown. Cross Country Publications,
200 East 30th St., New York 16, N. Y.
10 Spiritual Advisors
WANT? GET! WIN!
You can get whatever you want! EASY!
PROVE IT! $2 deposit RUSHES secret!
Pay no more until you have bent fitted
$1,000 worth — then give us $10 . .
POWER, UNLIMITED
POB 12, PORT LAVACA C, TEXAS
ARE YOU LONELY?
Looking for a Husband. Wife, or Sweet-
heart? Write The Glad, cc Club care of:
TRI-STATE DEFENDER
P. 0. BOX 311 MEMPHIS, TENN.
II Correspondence Club
BIGGEST MAILS you ever got. List your
name I year 23c. World's Mail Trade,
76 W. 444.h., Radio City 36, N. Y. C.
Dept. TS.
1 Memphis Bus. Ser.
JAMERSON'S BARBER SHOP
2333 Park Avenue
FA. 4-9141I
LOIS BEAUTY SHOP
2356 Park Avenue
Appointment PA. 4-11.411
SALES PEOPLE WANTED
Men And Women
To Sell LENA HORNS COS-
METICS. Part-Time Or Full Time.
No Experience Necessary.
CALL JA. 7-4969
Oslo This Norwegian city is in,
the same latitude as Greenland or
southern Alaska.
WE NEED names. Will Pay YOU 2Se Per
neat, for obtaining them for our mail-
ing list. Complete instructions sent for
$1.00. Harry M. Young, 917 Broad Street.
Bristol, Tennessee.
ELECTRONIC 
— 
HYPNOTIZER $14 00 —
Transistor Radio $19 93. Pocket ear Gas
Ottn — PHs — Extra 39 caliber shell's
$1 30 each — Radio Wilkie —Talkie
$19.15 — Any Radio TV Tube $1.00 each
Transworld Elestronics — Post Office Box
153 — Indio California.
USE
WANT
ADS
FOR
RESULTS
BROWN'S PIANO CO.
1381 So.
GOOD
$7.50
EX.
Third St. EX 7-0525
PRACTICE PIANOS $711
down and Easy Terms
74760 Rites Is Sundays
MARRIAGE
CERTIFICATE
LEGAL, Printed Forms. GUARANTEED
Any State Name, Dates. Omitted. Used
Si Duplicate, Mies or gifts.
$2 each ithreei 43. Prompt. Confidential
postpaid Service.
NATIONAL FORMS
P.O. Box 7072, Miami 55, Fla.
4 Special Service
ATTENTION!
Diabetic Sufferers
Others Have Gained
Immediate Relief With
Frank Wilson Home
Remedy
4314 -vans Ave. Chicago 5.1, HI.
Phone LI. 11-1NE
-- —
Gil Gebrielli YO. 9-4462
BET-R PRODUCTS CO.
"A World el Valves"
• AUTO HMOs /LAM.
,DVERTISING SPECIALTIES
• PRINTING MIWOGRAPHING
•
• RUBBER STAMPS SEALS
• DECALS • CALENDARS
790 Yonkers Ave.
I (Neer Central Ave.) Yonkers, N. Y.
TRI 
-STATE DEFENDER WANTS
MEN AND WOMEN
Who Can Sell CLASSIFIED And
DISPLAY ADVERTISING
Men and Women with sales ability to sell advertising...
We need men and women for year round, full time
repeat sales Permanent connection, protected leads.
Salary, bonus plus commission.
Act promptly. Give three references. Write:
TRI 
-STATE DEFENDER
Post Office Box 311 Memphis, Tennessee
nswering Want Ads .. . . Say You Saw It In The Tri - State Defender
..10•16.
Get In On The Biggest Want-Ad Bargain In Town
-- Have You A Car For Sale, Apartment Or Room For Rent, Real Estate For Sale, Birth Or Death Notice To Be Announced, Household Goods
You Need Help In Your Home Or Business, Furniture That You Would Like To Dispose Of, Or, Would You Like To Advertise Your Business? . . .
Today - -The Tri-State Defender Announces A New Service To Want-Ad Advertisers.
TRI-STATE DEFENDER 15
Sat., Feb. 27, icAij
Lines For Two (2) Weeks .70
S6U711 WELLINGTON
You Do Not Have To Leave Home To Place A Want-Ad In The Tri-
State Defender. Just Coll Us And Say 'Charge It'. We Will Take Your Ad.
YOU WILL GET RESULTS. PHONES JAckson 6-8397 JAckson 6-8398 Ask For Miss Fast Action Results
emphis Business
Service Directory
USINESS SERVICES
JOHNSON'S BARBER SHOP
316 BEALE AVE. • JA 6-9656
individual Hair Styles
• Specialists in Hair Processing
• Skilled Barbers and Beauticians
HARDY AND RATCLIFF
BARBER SHOP
164 South Fourth
Jackson 6-9220
Lynom Floral Shop
257 SOUTH MAIN
JAckson 5-3794
REMODELING, ADDITIONS
12x12 Rooms $995 — 12x20 Garage $435
E. Hunter Construction
Company
FA. 7-3966 Anytime Bank Terms
ELECTRO-
WARMTH
Bed Warmer For
Pains — Aches.
BLOMBERG
Burt Lake 1, Mich.
illiam's Barber Shop
1607 Ely At Essex
WH. 8-7416
WRECKS
REBUILT
Automobile Body
Work and Pointing
Dewey's Auto Service
47$ Linden Arc JA 7-0328
NEW UNUSUAL PRODUCT
sever Money — Makes Money
TAE-MEND. instant acting, non-In-
flammable, flexible adhesive, Mitre
ripi. tears. holes on most any fab-
ric, upholstery, auto seat covers, etc..
Oulckly. easily. safely Can be wash-
ed and Ironed without affecting pow-
erful bond Only 111 postpaid. Money-
Ss ek guarantee.
(Ideal for FUND RAISING—
write for quantity prices.)
URPRISE SPECIALTIES
Dept. T.D., 210 Fifth Avenue
New York 10, N. Y.
MEN'S SHOES
Nationally Advertised
HANAN & SON
HOWARD °II FOSTER
SAVE
$3" TO $5"
MEN'S
SAMPLE
SHOE STORE
61 S. SECOND ST.
109 BEALE AVE.
Complete Beauty Service
CHARNEL'S
BEAUTY SHOP
With end Without Appointment
324 Hernando St. JA 7-3056
DAY, es MET. SUNRAY
TV Service ISL. 11-12$2
21" Olass Picture Tube  $21 OS
17" Oleos Picture Tube  Si? 96
Inetalled
City Wide TV Ilegiville
3004 Chelsea
TIRE SERVICE CO
319 UNION AVE. — MEMPHIS
RETREADING SPECIALISTS
PHONE IA. II-51111
Matrimonial & Pen Pal
Introductions
Oct real names, addresses, telepbose
numbers and descriptions All races, re-
ligions World wide membership. Send
$1 00 and 2 stamps.
tailRUN 'DLE BEAUTY SHOP 1365 Continental Club, Box 791,YOU WANT TO HE 
BEAUTIYUL
tier, Operator. 
Inglewood, Calif.iss; Addle Grant Mgr. — Waste 
BUSINESS 113/RVICEDI
WATCH
REPAIR
BARGAIN!
$8.50 WILL MAKE YOUR
WATCH AS NEW.
This Includes • new case end a
new band. Tito regular price is$13.50 for any amount under
tea. Have your pastor, club et
anyone with as many as ten
watches to mail er 'hone their
•rders to C. I. Agent, 640 W.
Peoples Rd. — WH. 6-9513 —
Memphis, Tenn. Or to the House
Of Mysteries, 210 Fifth save., New
York, p4. Y.
For Every Ten
Crystals (glass) oily
Staff
Cleaning
Dials
Steno and Crown
Mainspring
Watches
soc ea.
$2.30 es.
2.30 ee.
2.30 ea.
1.00 ea.
1.00 est
13 Instrucdon
ENROLL
NOW
COMPLETE
SECRETARIAL TRAINING
+ +
Night k Day Classes
Key Punch
Data Processing
Typing & Filing
Shorthand
Accounting
HENDERSON
Business College, Inc.
530 Linden Ave. JA 6-4754
* Accounting
* Secretarial
* Office Machine
* Refresher Course
* Modern Equipment
Day & Evening
Classes
GRIGGS
Business & Practical
Art College
492 Vance Ave. - JA 7-4917
11 Special Services
PIANOS TUNED
OFFICIAL UNIVERSITY TUNER
Repairs Estimated Here
24 Years In Piano Tuning
and Rebuilding
BREWER JAckson 6-2884
HULBERT'S
PRINTING CO.
Fast, Efficient, Drpendable
Service
Tell Us When —
You'll Get It Then
JA 7-3810
358 Beale
MAIL IN YOUR CLASSIFIED ADS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
15c
Per
Insertion
Per
Line
CLASSIFICATION
N• el Lines 1 Ttme
2 30c
3 45c
4 60c
5 75c
2 Tone.
60c
90c
1.20
1.50 1 Figure5 AverageWords ToThe Line
 
(TWO LINE MINIMUM)
NAME
ADDRESS
Please send check or Tri-State Defender
Money Order to.
Kindly Address All Your Replies to the Classified 
Ad Dept.
MEMPHIS, TE,NNESSEE
AuwwW10
..... ..... TELEPHONE 
low
CITY
PATRONIZE
OUR
ADVERTISERS!
1000 Imbesse4 Business Cords
at
t color •Black or Blue)
Entitles& Cards • Atipt Cards
Personal Cards$350 raise at the new low Pries 01$300 Per lO.
Write me for $111111110 cards and style
chart BUSINESS CARD OPSCIALIBT
GEORGE PALINKUS
11121-TRI East 33rd It. Lorain. Onto
INSTRUCTIONS
11Frirm-".-41-111,0111311111.1\lak 
1=Erapa
112:=3:33V
DisfinctivelY serving the Midwest with
Accounting, bucklers* Administration,
Business Machines, Secretarial, ISM
Kay Punsis, Personality Development,
Civil Service, Real Estate and
Court Reporting Courses
Sinew 1940
Dl! al Ettelog anus
\ Veterans ApprovedRehabilitation Students W•lcomedOut-of-town Students Invited
(Cedes Stel rattail
Elms, L Hubbard, M.A. Director
JE5-6161
44148Weshington aloulse, Mo.
Piano Lessons The Easy
Bed Olswanger Way
MRS. GEORGE DODSON
JAckson 7-9987
-SPIRITUAL AIWISOR
SWIM RESTERS or NEW ORLEANS
AND ALGIERS CANDLE SROP . . . .
offers famous "szvsm DOSSES OP TEEWORLD" Blessed Oil. Cost $3 $0. Blessed
medal and cligin fro. .11.11 order. Send for
Price list of hundreds of blessed products.No COD orders. 4011 So. Broadway,Dept D. IL Los Angeles 31, Calif.
To Gain Control Of
Anyone You Wish!
"Wear" Magic Lure
Perfume
Glamorous perfume designed to make
you more irmistable. Try it and use
what magnetic charm it brings you.
POWERFUL EFFECTIVE. One Iranibottle $2.00
ANN JONES
SOX 7762 CHICAGO $O, ILL
THE BOOK OF THE
MAGICAL PRAYERIs whet sou seed if unfortunate, dews-
hearted, /wet Main ualeelty. Caul hit •lick of geed, moil get ahead or eut ofdebt. Get this leek right viten and got
whining Him you always wished. Setts-faction guaranteed. Send only $1 tfiorryUS C.O.D.) te: L. SWIFT, 7114 N. tem St.Las Vegas, Nevada.
STOP SUFFERING! I !
Post 51 00 NOW Reply envelope DAMSPOSMVP: PROOF) Health renter,
lalde Road, Dublin, Ireland 17 hourg AAlit
mein
THE AMAZING "MAGIC
POWER" OF NUMBERS!
haeluirime Secret Mailer Cede, Favorable
Numbers wed Days Cemetilnatimt CMOS,
S DNS Ingtees. its. Priee 112.011.
VICTORY
77311A Clyde Aye. Chicago so. In.
ART LOVERS, NOW IS YOUR CHANCE
TO COLLECT UNUSUAL POSTCARDS, It
FOR, WOO *TART YOUR COLLECTION
NOW. SINOLE CARD OS CENTS. P. O.
11011/ 03, ANSONIA STATION Pl. T. AS
N. Y.
FREE 1110 QUESTION • ANSWERS TO
Paso written test foe drivers limas* In
NEW YORK STATE Send 25 seats to
sever mot nulling and handling —
Phs• *elf addressed II stamped enevalege.Bar R PEODITS CO. Box in
ANSONIA STATION, NEW VOILE EL
N. Y.
We will ale. Include free of emerge the
ieclosed Ucens• Helder with every order
received.
Sphitual Advisors
Rev. C. W. F. Jefferson
Brings You I Am
BUSINESS SERVICE 3—REMODEL REPAIR PAINT
MEN, AT LAST IT'S HERE
Take New ittfliTORISE And Enlor We. A
dietary preparation RUNITORZE tithe upwhere nature leave, off A rtryarcime! T. 1. Spencer BR. $.0442. BR. II.1930MOSES CHRIST FORMULA. only te 00 ter • 1wtek su-
IC, Money-beck If not satisfied after i
'i
SINAI ZION :owe lend co D. Check or money MISCELLANEOUS
P014_ laD AMITLIT, mu. uoicry. I Order NOW!(motions= RUSS $2.06 DONATION THI RUMTORIX CO.NOWII JOY PEACE MT PEOPLE* WI -.-
LOVE. SO MIXES CEICAO0 13, ILL. -,ZIT B. 115th St. — Ben 17
NEW YORK 29. N. Y.
•
TAW
AW•
•
309 E 47th ST.
WA 44133
HOW TO WIN! LOVI, MONZY, ETC
Send birtbdste and dime for information
sealed, BEMS. 1310-4th Ave.. Chicago
Heights III,
For Sale Misc.
USED PIANOS
BALDWIN-4176
KIMBALL-495
MEISTER _ t1119
ROA iNOYON — IOU
SMALL CABLE-NELSON--43611
PUMP PLAYER-4336
LAMAR PIANO SALIM I30
MS Lamar $441/1
PIANO WAREHOUSE SALE
We Spect•liee in Refinishing And 114).
conditioning IrRZE DELIVERY
LAMAR PIANO SALES
Next to Lamar Theater
1714 Lamar RR. g-7430
THE LAW OF AVERAGES
"BE JAMMED"
Tors any sole head or tails as you
chess•I—Any eels! AnytisaC Any Plseel
—A startling statement, • no less start-
ing performance. This easily mastered
sionnicu• is • cepyrighted mensal sent
you Immediately for It. AFRO-PUP-
(RAPT, Des 1166-0. lirldgersert 1, Conn.
FOR SALE
100 Dodbled Edged fluor blades $1 00
Postpaid Guaranteed. Martell. Sales. Box
601. Covington. 17.
3 WAYS TO ICA= MOSBY AT ROM"
where to buy materiel and how to
manufacture cheaply. lend $1.50 manu-facturing Specialties, Stealers/11e. N. J.
"BY THE NUMBERS"
NUMBER RATINGS Through The
Sci•nca Of Numerology. RESULTS
Will AMAZE You With Our Week-
ly NUMBER Card. Daily Vibrations
For Any Event — CUBA, RACE
MUTUELS, STOCKS & BONDS,
Bolita, Etc. State Your Choice.
Send $2.00 With Birth Date, Full
Name And Year Favorite Method
Of Play. (fitt Checks Please).
VICTORY SERVICE
77261 So. Clyde Ave.
Chicago 49, III.
SPECIAL SERMONS
4 for $1.00 — 10 for $2.00
Easter Series — 9 for $2.00
National Sermon Supply
104 N. Dalrymple
Albion, Michigan
BUSINESS SERVICE
We Give United frading Stamps
GOODFRIEND'S
Laundry-Cleaners
ONE-DAY SERVICE
697 So. Lauderdale Streit
Phone JA S - 9233
TWO 8RANCHIS!
GOODFRIEND'S
Laundry-Cleaners
260 Illinois - Ph. WH a - 9503
ROYAL CLEANERS
316 Vance Avenue
FAMILY CLOT S'S' IRONED
qtrar Ironing done in my home for a
small family, or two CU single persons
• day. bury, no white shirts. Mrs.
Otis& Mee Brown, JA. 7-4041.
THE BARGAIN Center. 1334
Smith St., Charleston, 'Vest Va
Be Wise, send 25 cent for catalog
of 1000 books, 35 cent up today.
APPLIANCE SERVICE
FREE ESTIMATES
ON
• Refrigerators
• Washing Machines
• Freezers
• Dryers
AND
ALL SMALL APPLIANCES
Memphis Refrigerator
Service 1004 Joseph
JA 7-0016
• CUSTOM MADE
• REFINISHED
• RESTYLED
• ANTIQUE
N RESTORED
• REPAIRED
T SPECIAL FOR
u THE WEEK!
PLATFORM $2993
ROCKER
YOUR CHOICE OF
* NYLON OR
* NAUGAHYDE
Moorman's
Upholstering, Inc.
FA 7-0744 1376 Getwell
NOW
IS THE TIME TO ADVERTISE
IN THE DEFENDER
SO LOANS & MORTGAGES
12 Business Opportunities
FREE
Sr Months course in Reel Istate and
Auto Liability Insurance. One night a
week Call JA 6-5341 Leave Name and
Phone Number. W. IL Spinnette
or A. Adkins
NOTICE
ThR IFVENINO STAR SPIRITUAL WIG-
MRS desire to increase their membership.
Anyone, male or female, who would like
to participate, please cell Mrs. Z. D.
Wilson after 4 PM. WN 4-6151,
VALUES GALORE' Sales Book MIL CRe-
fundable) with coupon.
ALTON WAYMART SI, PA.
MADAM BELL
(English Lady)
YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
A GYPSY
This Is her new office at the Mlesissippi
State Lins. MADAM BELL Is back after a
long time of being away and at last she Is
back to stay in her new hems.
Ar* you Dissatisfied with marriage? Hams
you lost faith in your husband, wife or sweetheart? Are Tow
Ii bad health? Ars you discouragedf if any of them are your
problems, moms let MADAM BELL Idyls' you at end. lise
will read lift to you just as she would read as open book.
Tell yoo why your Job or business Is not a success If you hay,
failed in the rest corn, mis MADAM BELL at ones.
Located on Highway 61 Soath, hist ever Mississippi State
Line, on (ha way te Hernando. Her hem* blocks below
where she used te stay right aside the DeSete Model. He sure
be leek for the RED BRI(7i HOUSE and yeall find ben there
at all times. (She sever bad an eine* to West Memphis.)
Catch yellow has marked Whit haves State Line and ges
off at Staa Line and walk 1 blocks and see MADAM BELL'S
RAND SIGN.
COME TODAY FOR TOMORROW MAY BE TOO LATE
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO CHARGE
Hours 9 a sa. le 9 p.m.
Readings Daily Open *a Sundays
1 don't maks any home calls or answer any letters. Be sure
to look kw the right sign and the light name.
FAMILY
FINANCE, INC.
Loans On
• Auto
• Furniture
• Signature
"Call The Money
Number
AT THESE TWO
LOCATIONS TO
SERVE YOU
161 Madison
,IA. 7-3421
and
61 No. Third
JA. 7-1402
"More for The Family
At Family Finance
LOANS
on
SIGNATURES
AUTO-FURNITURE
For Any Worthwhile
Purpose
"We !Ike to say yes Is Mit
Wan requests"
DIXIE
FINANCE CO.
Hems (Tweed-Homo Operated
2 Locations
151 Madison JA 11-1111
III So. Mahn — JA 5-1351
Examined and flmuorviood
by State Department
ci lasurarcia and Banking
CAN YOU USE
MORI CASH?
CITY FINANCE
GROUND f10011
STERICK BUILDING
ss,l7i1111 /MKS URI YO(
611
UNTIL
NEW AMAZING 'BALI POINI GUM
quiplimmeara
Priitestien Tee entry le Emir Pars.
Startle and distract prowlers. would-
be attackers with this cleverly de.
shined Bell Point
Oust. fires .22 call.
bee Mimics with ex-
tra loud report. CA:*
be heard for miles $4,95
around. No permit
needed. Airmailed postpaid
rompletelif assembled froni our fee.
tory in Europe. Send $1,96 tarty
money order or check to-
HOLLYWOOD IMPORT ON
2639 West Petersen — TR2
Chicago 45, Illinois
AMAZING. LISTED for life for Ho. Stop
paying out dimes' carters, dollars for
one UM* lilting, Your name In our files
should keep your box full of Interesting
offers, rree samples, big mail, its, for
life. Details for silt add d stamproil
onvelogre. Andy's Trading Post Route 3-T.
Bryson City. N. C.
1,000,000 BOOKS 10e Rattly joreo Cata-
logs Hallway, Bea 1S4-T,
REBUILT I.B.M. electrie trlearrIter still
in factory crate 570 00 Ouarantesd.
Soutbside Printing, Box 1451, DT. Hunt-
ington 3, West Vs.
3 tuarter length coat Mouton. Illaeri-
fice $40.00. Broadway 4-11E7.
ESAU'S SIAM SATTERY rowan
AND MOTOR TVINCOPI
Instant star* la any weather . Kee
batteries fully charged la 00 below guts
cold . . . You'll slay your Milo all
winter with fear of battery failure. Mote
winter miles per gallon on gas Biasing
new power, pep. SIC) PROFITS POE
AGENTS! Send $1 OS for sample and di-
Salle . . . And get PREZ 30 day supply
of TRAITS OD Potency Tablets A Men-tal and Pen Stimulant — the very beet
Theta — 4920 Vernon Chicago 37, Ul.
_
MEXICAN DIVORCE or marriage. valid,
Quick, easy Details either One $3
Bog $OL TLItaana, SC, Mexico. lit
FINALFS RELP WANTED
WOMEN SW. easy ready-rut wrap around
airons. horns, Net $17.40 profits on doses.
Epeitetime. Profitable undertaking. Write
ACCURATE MEOWS
Freeport, New York
65 Household Furnishing
MISCELLANEOUS
RESTORE "PEP" with extra pep formula
SI 00. Refumiable, Ed Rumbois
Nebrasks,
SUTOS FOR BALE
FORD
1 9 6 0
Any Model — Any Color
BEST DEAL AND
5.4 FINANCE RATES
See Or Call
Gene Jolly
RE. 5-1030
JOHNSON AUTO CO.
West Memphis, Ark.
•FORD•
ANY MODELCOLORTERMS
RE. 5-1032
Austin Scroggins
JOHNSON AUTO CO.
201 E. Broadway
West Memphis, Ark.
CARS
STATION WAGONS
TRUCKS
AND THE
FALCON
DAVE DUVALL
JOHNSON AUTO CO.
RE. 5-1030
West Memphis, Ark.
1
9
0
Furniture, home and office,
refrigerators, ranges,
televisions and radios
Wight and sold. Terms.
Park Ave. Home
Service
2445 Park
Ph. FA 4-9666
19.4FI1ITITAL ADVISOR
BLESSINGS
JOHN STARR
Start 1960 Right:
1 to 3 day Blessings Available
You are Never Helped—Unless
YOU Try.
For Information write to:
P.O. Box 1922 Cleveland 6, Ohl*
SW 1-9600
BLESSINGS
NEW YEAR IIPECTAL
Bare Success and keep bringing Peace,
Success And happiness, A Sure Quick
cure Prom Sickness, Bringing Peace To
Upset Homes And Money To Your Pocket.
Write Now. Send $10.00. Help In 24
Hours, We Will Bond You realms.
Bishop Raker 3922 Prospect Ave.
Cleveland, Ohle.
16..-REAL ESTATE FOR. SALE
CASE TALKER
WILL PAT CASH for property or vacant
lot. If priced right.
DR. 14754 BR. 3-1240 BR 6-11032
I. H. GODWIN ih COMPANY
1306 Monroe Avenue
NEW BRICK DUPLEX
3013 Celvert. Only $500 Doc%
$75 Monthly Notes-Plat
.1 W. Orr — BR. 5-11/114
BR 3-1240 — BR 44932
W. H. GODWIN S COMPANY
1346 Monroe Avenue
LARGE LOTS
TS x IN CORNER OP MALLORY AVE •
and Sparks. Easy terms, Shown ear-
time J. W. Orr, BRoadway 5-7753 —
BRoadway 2-1240 BRondWay 5-4751.
22 Furnished Rooms
Maid and Phone Service
Clean, Quiet end Comfort.
Good Food
feneous lot Meals
WILLIAMS APARTMENTS
314 South 11th Street
West Memphis, Ark.
RE 5-9177
Room for rent furnished or unturnteis.
Pd WRItehall 4-8216 1312 Lutham Street.
Call after S 311 or before 700 A M.
ORANGE MOUND
HOTEL
Free Transportation To and From
Airport, Depot, Bus Station, Etc.
GOOD FOOD
In Our Modern Restaurant
Harry Holmes, Owner
2401 Park Avenue
FA 7-9253
LORRAINE HOTEL
AND MOTEL
Tourists Invited
Daily Rates - Air Conditioned
Fri% ate Baths - Telephone • Win
COFFEE SHOP
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Bally
Owner - Manager
406 Mulberry
JAckson 5-6834
NOW
is the time to ADVERTISE
in the DEFENDER
CLASSIFIED
Want Ad
RATES
15c per agate line
5 words to a line
2 lines 30c
3 lines 45c
4 lines
5 lines 75c
51/2 PT. SAME RATE as 1 line
ordinary type.
SAME RATE m 2
Ii..' *edifier, typo
10 pt.
18 PT. 
24 PT.
SAME RATE se 4
ertileary type.
SAME RATE AS .
I lines eediastry
36 PT.
1
 , ROOTING. roots repaired. Sop any
'leak Careen/sr work, floors leveled
Clitionets, gutters cleaned. repaired,
%tura°, concrete, plaster do my own work
Pres set Reasonable price.
•••• • • lab ...... 41100. • • • • . e
EASATIMAII
lines
•rdinary
tYiNI
Cancellations of want-ade can
be given unti. 12 noon Satur-
day. Copy cincelled after 12
noon Saturdir will be billed
at regular rites.
DEADLINES
12 Noon Monday
Miscellaneous
No guarantee can be given as
to position in column. T. T.
(Till Forbid) orders subject
to change in rate without
notice.
Tr -State Defender box num-
bers — ths words comprising
the address — whether name
and street or telephone, or
The Tri-State Defender box
number — will be charged for
as part of the advertisement.
The Tri-State Defender will
forward to out of town ad-
vertisers mail received ad-
dressed to our address, but
the excess postage is to he
charged to the advertiser.
amoll•
HOLLY SPRINGS, Miss. — A
real dramatic treat is in store for
theatre lovers of the Northeast
Mississippi area when the Rust
College Theatre Guild presents its
second major production, -The
Righteous Are Bold," by Frank
Carey, on March 1-3, 1960, at
6:30 p. in. in Carnegie auditorium
on the Mississippi Industrial Col-
lege campus.
This exciting melodrama is con-
cerned with such fundamental
ideas as reason vs faith, and super-
stition vs religion. The play has
to do with a girl, Nora Geraty, who
returns to the poor farm house in
which she was born in Ireland's
County Mayo, after working in En-
gland during World War II. It is
obvious that she is emotionally dis-
turb.
A well-meaning doctor, who
seeks to find a reason behind ev-
erything, thinks her condition can
be bettered in a hospital. But the
family priest is certain that she
is the victim of evil spirits as a
This month of famous birthdays
has really been observed in var-
ious corners of this area. In Ruth-
erford, the CME's celebrated with
a Negro History Week program,
and the PTA really came through
with a Founder's Day program.
A large number of patrons and
parents turned out for the occas-
ion.
The meeting was presided over
by the local president, D. H. Cor-
ley. After the business session a
program honoring past presidents
was presented. The welcome was
given by Mrs. Mozell Harris follow-
ed by a Founder's Day Paper by
Mrs. Marjorie Ellis.
Guest speaker for the night was
Mrs. Addie Roe, district president
of PTA. Remarks were given by
Mrs. Mary Barnett, county presi-
dent, and Mrs. Carrie Seat, Coun-
ty supervisor. From the very in-
spiring address by Mrs. Roe and
throughout the remarks given by
the others, the program was spur-
red with rich thoughts.
rTA SONGS
Yes, richness began even with
the words of welcome, the paper
and the singing of all the P. T. A.
songs. Alonzo Ball, a resident of
Rutherford, and a county school
principal, was present and gave
remarks. Past presidents honored
were Mr. C. V. Jenkins, Rev. K.
Henderson, Mr. Sidney Cooke, Mrs.
Relieve aches and pains of colds ‘s ith
$TANBACK Tablets or Powders.
Also use as gargle for sore throat
due to colds. STANBACK•S S. A.
(Synergistic Action) reduces fever,
brings faster, more complete relief.
Remember—Snap back -'tb
STANBACK:
Con YOU FItL
Afford to
Gamble
with
itlEATH BY FIRE . . .
When MERLITE Warning
" Protection Costs So Little?
At last! A preci-
Pion engineered
fire alarm evert/ OnI-
owe c a n afford!
Amazing new
MERLITE FIRE
ALARM 'smells"
t fie tiniest fire,
HOWLS an irri-
tating. w,jstik- LESS BATTERIES
b I • continuous
blast, n loud it can be heard ti
ie flowil /Way when teem fetiVerature
'WIWI' 135 degrees, before fire cart
spews dangerously Gives you and your
family time to escape and summon cc!
Entirely self-centime(' independent of
electrical bout* current which may fad
in a tint.
Protect every room in your home
at lew cost.
Allows two weeks for delivery.
Marl money order to WILLIAMS, INC.
Chicago 9,
result of having been used as a
spiritualist's contact. There is an
eerie and fascinating climatic
scence in which the devout Father,
through belief, exercises the de-
mons from the haunted girl. It is
a tense and gripping episode.
Nora, the girl of mystery, is be
ing portrayed by Daisy Mayfield,
a freshman and newcomer to the
Theatre Guild from Laurel, Miss.
The main supporting roles are play-
ed by Audrey Wright, a junior from
Memphis; Fred Zimmerman, a
senior from Lucedale, Miss.; Gene
Little, a freshman from Clarksdale,
Miss.; and Johnny Wright, a sopho-
and Frederick Brown, a sopho-
more from Memphis.
Other roles are portrayed by Ivy
White, a junior from West Point,
Miss.; Clairie Mabry, a senior
from Memphis, Willie Peacock, a
sophomore from Charleston, Miss.;
more from Wier, Miss.
The play is under the direction
of Ernest T. Battle, associate pro-
fessor of English and Speech and
chairman of the Area of English.
Farrah Ivie, Mrs. Nema Free-
man (deceased) and Mrs. Estella
Ball. If there were others, their
names were not turned in to the
committee.
Chairman of the program com-
mittee is Mrs. Lillie Mae Belmont.
After the program the social
committee, under the leadership
of Mrs. Frances Finch, served hot
homemade doughnuts, made by
Mrs. Effie Mullins and coffee and
tea, along with valentine candy
and nuts.
Boy Scouts have had their ob-
servances. Mothers are trying to
set up a Girl Scout troop.
J. D. Overall is being surprised
with a birthday party.
Mrs. Elizabeth Holland entertain-
ed the Falderal Club Saturday
night and the club celebrated the
birthdays of three members, Mrnes,
Carrie Ball, Geraldine Williams
and Erma Wynne. All this adds
up to celebrations of most major
February happenings. Incidentally,
Mrs. Josephine Barnett was with
the Falderal Club Saturday and in
time to enjoy the wonderful fooc
prepared by Mrs. Holland. Each
guest was seated at the dining tabl
as you found your place card.
TELL MENU
Tomato Juice cocktail was serv-
ed after which a full course chick-
en-dressing dinner was served, in-
cluding green beans, whipped po-
tatoes, garden salad, candied
applec. pickles, olives, stuffed to-
THIS DISPLAY of the recently
published book, "Mary Church
Terrell, Repectable Person,"
is an exhibit in the Enoch
Pratt Library in Baltimore,
Maryland. A fist book for Glad-
ys Byram Shepperd, the bio-
graphy has attracted nation-
wide attention. It is on sale
here in the Vance Avenue
CA. The native Memphian now
lives in Baltimore and is a
former national president of
Delta Sigma Theta sorority.
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wDr Tips From Dentists On
Highlights Proper Care Of Teeth
A panel of local dentists helped
celebrate Dental Health Week by
appearing on WLOK with a for-
um on better care of the teeth.
Sponsored by the Shelby County
Dental Society, the panel included
Dr. V. S. Anderson, Dr. J. E. Jor-
dan, Dr. V. L. Sanford and Dr.
C. Pinkston. The Rev. J. A. Mc-
Daniel was moderator.
The dentists told the radio au-
dience that dental science has ad-
vanced to a point that no child
ever need lose a tooth from decay.
"Chemical agents are being
studied which, it is hoped, event-
ually may be applied to the teeth
to repair weekened enamel before
cavities get a start," they reported
However, the dentists warned,
until such time as the problems
of tooth decay are completely
solved, "there is no substitute for
kite, Chris Schenkel, Bud Palmer,
Dick Button, Art Devlin and Mrs.
Andrea Mead Lawrence will be the
reporters, each handling that part
which can be best reported by him
. . . or her.
6:30 to 7:30 PERRY MASON,
"The Case of the Mythical Monk-
eys." When a mud-spattered, dis-
heveled secretary comes to Per-
ry's office with a story about a
mysterious package, a ransacked
A dessert highlights of his South Amen- 
President's visit to Rio de Janeiro apartment and 
incouring reporter
and Sao Paulo, and presents and 
a corpse, he becomes intrigued
, 
and takes the case, only to find It is recommended that a child bematoes and hot rolls. 
of angel cake topped with straW- can visit to date Newsmen are ii,' omc e.
that she has been accused of brought to the dentist for exarni-
berries and ice cream was served Howard K. Smith, Richard CI
to those who had room left for Hottelet, Daniel Schorr, Richard: 
7:30 to 800, WANTED, DEAD
OR A LI V E. Josh Ranall be-it along with tea or coffee. Kallsen and Robert Pierpoint,'
Dyer celebrated a church anni- from Squaw Valley, Cal. comes a target for 
a bitter gun-
man when he tries to patch upversary Sun., with the sermon be- 10:00 to 10:10, TEN O'CLOCK A familying given by the Rev. T. L Ma- NEWS WITH FRED COOK, New 
fued. Steve McQueen
stars. Wright King is featured.bins of Halls. He was accompan- news show. . . major show with all 800 to 8:30: MR. LUCKY, Aied by the choir and members, news using all forms of news double dealing business man trice
•
of Oak Grove M. B. Church near sources. 
Humboldt. The Fairview Baptist 
•MOVIE, 
to head off exposure of his oen
, choir sang for the' afternoon pro- "Dodge City" with Erroll Flynn.
,gram. Many local persons appear- Olivia De Havilland, Ann Sheri- 
sending in an anonymous tip that
Lucky has been defrauding the
clan, Bruce Cabot. A fighting cat- 
pe-ed. 
ernment. John Vivyan stars.
ber of Oak Grove, and Mrs. Den- boss, cleans it up in a series of
8:30 to 9:00 HAVE GUN, WILL
Ceremony
Mr. R. J. Dennis, who is a mem- tleman clashes with the town
nis, entertained several of the brawling two-fisted battles. 
TRAVEL, Paladin finds a friend
Saturday, Feb. 27 dead in his San 
Francisco hotelmembers after the services. e •
the current principles of proper
dental care."
THE TOOTHBRUSH
According to the panel, the most
effective weapon against dental de-
cay is the toothbrush. The secret
of proper toothbrushing lies in the
application of friction and pressure
in the right places and in the right
direction.
"The upper teeth should be
brushed downward and the lower
teeth upward," they said. "T h e
bristles should be placed at right
angles along the line where the
gum tissue meets the teeth. Press-
ure then should be applied gently
but firmly so that the ends of the
bristles bend and slide off, pen-
etrating into the space between
the teeth. Biting surfaces. of mo-
lars should not be neglected."
EVERY MEAL
Whenever possible, teeth should
be brushed after every meal. A
child should start brushing his
teeth at age three, the dentists
advised.
What you eat is important, too,
the panel warned. Too many sugar-
foods and beverages won't do your
teeth a bit of good. Firm foods,
such as carrots, celery, apples
and oranges play an important
role in keeping the mouth natural-
ly clean.
Her book is a warm and living
story of a great lady in a cru-
cial period of the nation's his-
tory.
The National Action Committeelservice is equally available to
of CORE meeting in New Yorivaii."
City recently urged all people of CURE offered the services of its
goodwill to write the F. W. Wool- field staff to train student lead..
worth co., and express their per- ers in nonviolent direct action
sonal support for integrated lunch ' methods of ending discrimination.
counters available to all.
The CORE Action Committee
stated that supporters of a demo-
cratic serving policy outside the
areas of the student sit-ins may
'express their support of the stu-
dents gallant struggle by refrain-
ing from making purchases in
any outlet of the chain involved.
The profits of a national chain are
indivisible.
Local CORE groups in every sec-
tion of the country were urged to
mobilize the support of interested
individuals, youth groups, church-
es, and others behind the students'
five states who are protesting ack sionnsB •in 15 southern communities in
continued discrimination.
In St. Louis, Mo.; in East St.
Louis, Ill.; and in New York City NEW YORK — (UN.) — Th
CORE groups planned to picket National Association for the Ad.
local Woolworth outlets on Satur- vancement of Colored People has
day. Feb. 20, from 2 to 4 p. m. asked its branches throughout the
All CORE groups were request- nation to support the southern
ed to "make special efforts to see Negro sit-down campaign tot ik
that all of us remain compassion- served at drug and variety sc. l'
ate and understanding. That as we il lunch counters.
take action to end the evil of dis- Roy Wilkins, NAACP executive
crimination we do no commit the, secretary, said the protests start-
the sin of self-righteousness. In ev- ed by a group of Negro college
ery work and deed we should be 1 students were "legitimate expres-I
completely nonviolent; yet we sions of citizens in a democracy."
shall not retreat before violence or
threats of violence. We shall con-
tinue good-will direct action until
Morocco is larger in area than
California.
How Widows, Childreit Fare Under
rewPension Law 1nvol Wag Vets
Because of the wide-spread in-
terest among veterans and their
dependents on the new pension law
going into effect later this year,.
the Tri-State Defender prints the
fourth of five columns of pertinent
information on the new law.
Cut out and save each column,
for a complete fact sheet.
The following questions, with ap-
propriate answers, were chosen
by the Veterans Administration ,
from the thousands being asked:
Q. There is talk of increased
eligibility for widows and children
under the new pension law. How
many will be affected?
A. The VA estimates that ap-
proximately 200,000 widows and
children, survivors of veterans who
died after serving in World War
II and the Korean Conflict will
be come eligible for pensions after
July 1, 1960, when the new sys-
tem goes into effect.
PRESENT LAW
Q. Don't they receive pensions
under the present law?
A. Only if they can show that
the veteran had a service-connect-
ed disability when he died.
Q. But the widows and children
The dentist of course helps you'
keep your teeth in good condition.
nation by age three, whether he
appears to need attention or not.
Not only will the dentist correct
abnormalities in children's a n d
adults' teeth, but he will also give
valuable advice on how to clean
and properly care for them.
I 
Those persons from this area
that attended the Sweetheart Tea
in Humboldt Sunday, aside
from the members, were Mmes.
Irma Ivie, Beatrice Ivie, Alberta
!Nolan, Mary Reed, Elsie New-house, Messers. J. D. Overall,,Johnnie Jamison, Sylvester Burns
and Mr. and Mrs. James Williams.
Robert Williams spent last week-
end in Milan with Mr. and Mrs..
T. J. Robinson.
Mrs. Frankie Mays of Humboldt
visited her sister, Mrs. Cherry
Mays and a life-long friend, Mrs.
Terra Wright. Mrs. Carrie Word
of St. Louis visited her family last
week. Selph Thurman has recent-
ly returned from an extended stay
in Florida this winter.
THE SICK
Lawdell Fisher is ill in the
home of his daughter, Mrs. Bob
Harris, and Mr. Harris.
The condition of Rev. Bridge.
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Friday, Feb. 2
4:00 to 5:30, EARLY MOVIE
WITH KITTY KELLY, "Michael
Shane, Private Detective" with
Lloyd Nolan Marjorie Weaver,
Walter Abel. The daughter of the
head of the racing commission is
a heavy gambler.
6:30 to 7:30, RAWHIDE, 'Inci-
dent of the Sharpshooter" with
Eric Fleming, Clint Eastwood and
guest Jock Mahoney. Gil and Row-
dy run into trouble when they are
joined by a notorious outlaw dur-
ing the end of the drive celebra-
tion in town, and a killing is com-
mitted.
7:30 to 8:00, HOTEL DE PA-
REE "Sundance and the Green-
horn Trader- with Earl Holliman
and Strother Martin. Sundance and
a friend travel into perilous hill
country on the eve of a winter in
search of a lost fur trapper.
8:00 to 9:00 p. m., WINTER
OLYMPICS, Men's free figure
skating finals.
9:00 to 9:30, TWILIGHT ZONE,
"Mirror Image" starring Vera
Miles. A private secretary is
haunted by a ghost-like double.
Martin Milner is featured.
9:30 to 10:00, EYE WITNESS
TO HISTORY, -The President in
Rio," the program covers t h e
RANGER, Note . . . this is a new
time . . . moved up from 10:30.
I LOVE LUCY moves down to
10:30.
"Heritage of Treason,•" The Lone
Ranger and Tonto fight the schem-
ing of one of Arizona's early cattle
barons and a confidence gang to
gain illegal possession of all the
territory by threat and swindle.
11:00 to 11:30: SKY KING, Star-
ring Kirby Grant and Gloria Win-
tery." In probing an armed rob-
bery, Sky King finds that a circus
clown's involvement is not a laugh-
ing matter.
1:30 to 3:30, EARLY MOVIE,
"Dodge City" with Errol Flynn.
Olivia De Havilland, Ann Sheri-
dan, Bruce Cabot. A fighting cat-
tleman clashes with the town boss
and cleans up the town in a series
of brawling two fisted battles.
3:30 to 6:00: WINTER OLYM-
room and detides to journey into10:00 to 10:30 THE LONE the north California lumber come
try to return the body for burial
and also to asenge the man's slay-
ing. Richard Boone.
9:00 to 9:30, GUNSMOKE, Matt
and Chester set out after train
robbers who also kill the baggage
clerk. James Arness and Dennis
Weaver Star.
9:30 to 19:00: SHOTGUN SLADE,
"Street of Terror" with Scott
Brady. A sniper with a poor aim
keeps shooting people in the street
. . . he wounds most . . . but kills
one . . . and everybody's jumpy
til Shotgun finds the motive and
the murderer.
10:00 to 11:30: MILLION DOL-
LAR PLoitiOUSE, "Made for
Each Other" with James Stewart
and Carole Lombard. A touching
drama of young love and its dis-
a— 
-nts.
I man at this writing is good. He PICS, "Ice Hockey" will be the!is hospitalized but not seriously ill, feature. In the whole Winter Olym-
pic', 
1
covetage, Walt Cron-
Memphis' First Complete Music Studio Its Kind.
Memphis' First Complete Musical Studio For Negroes.
Piano—Accordion—Organ—Voice—Group Singing
Jack Marshall, pianist for the Inackwood Brothers
Quartet for the past nine years, is now devoting his
full time to teaching music. C9rne in for a FREE trial
Iowa and a personal talent appraisal by Mr. Marshall.
For More information Call: GL.2 -0117.
would like to know if 114 child is talented. If YOU I'S
in • free Wont apprn.sal call Lack son 3-1751, if "°
I Glendale 2-0117, TALENT APPRAISAL BY APPOINT.
Messrs. G. Williams and Will
Whitlock, are back from the hos-
pital. Messrs. Sam Fowlkes an&
B. Cole were robbed and beaten,
near Fruitland last week. Mrs. A
Coleman of Trenton and Masters
Tussle Murrell and Bobby Earl
Word are all in St. Mary's hos
Ipital, Humboldt. Dr. 0. W. Boush
is still on the sick list.
About one-half the population of
the Northern part of Gibson Coun
ty turned out to witness the Home
coming Game of he Rosenwald
Bears. To be sure you won't miss
the details of the happenings.
read Roeenwald news elsewhere
in this issue.
DEATHS
' Mrs. Tommie Arnold of Central.
Mrs. Minnie Raines -of Trenton.
Mrs. Ora V. Mitchell, family of
Trenton and Dyersburg, and Mr
10. C. Thomas, in a fatal accidentbetween Trenton and Dyersburg
I 1( yon don't see it, did you send
Complaint Suit
MADISON, Wis. — (UPI) —
Chief Samue! Lonetree Wednesday
dropped a suit against promoters
of the Stand Rock Indian cere-
monial at Wisconsin Dells.
The Winnebago Chief had charg-
ed that promoters of the ceremo-
nial forced more than 100 mem-
bers of his tribe into "involun-
tary servitude." A dismissal pet]
tion was filed with retired Cir-
cuit Judge Herman Sachtjen by
the chief's attorney, Jack Mc
Manus.
Lonetree's suit alleged that the
tribe members were denied the
right of collective bargaining and
were encouraged to become in-
debted to their employer -through
a "company store."
of deceased World War I veterans
do not have to prove any service-
connected disability to obtain a
pendion, do they?
A. No, they do not. And after
July 1, survivors of World War
II and Korean Conflict veterans
like survivors of World War I vet-
erans will have to show only that
the veteran has 90 days of wartime
service (or a disability discharge)
was not dishonorably discharged,
and that their annual income is
within the limits prescribed by
law to indicate the need for a
pension.
On request the staff will assist
students in developing techniques
of demonstration and negotiati
CORE groups in other south,
and border (ommunities have a, '
cessfully opened drug and dime
store 'unch counters to all. The
result has been growing good-will
among customers, management
and employees.
'WIDOW'S PENSION
I Q. How much pension does a
widow receive now?
A. A widow with no children
now receives a pension of $50.40
!a month. A widow with a minor
'child receives $63 a month. andl if she has more than one minor
child, she receives an additional
$7.56 for each extra minor child.
Q. What is the present limit on
, annual income for widows draw-
;ing pensions?
A childless widow may at pres-
ent receive a pension if her an-
nual income is not more than
$1400. A widow with children may
rge NAACP To
be eligible for a pension if her an-
nual income does not exceed $2700.
Q. How will the new law change
all this for a childless widow?
A. Under the new system a c1'
less widow will receive /
month if her income is not more
than $600 a year; $45 a month' if
her annual income is more than
$600 but not more than $1200; and
$25 a month if her annual income
exceeds $120u but is not more than
$1800. If her income is more Vian
$1800 a year she is not eeible
to receive d pension.
WITH CHILDREN
Q. How will the new law affect
a widow with children?
A Under the new system a Wi-
dow with one child will receive
$75 a month if her annual income
is not more than $1000; $60 a month
If her annual income is more than
$1,000 but not more than $2,000,
and $40 a month if her annual
income is more than $2000 but net
more than $3,000. If she has
than one minor child, she will --
ceive an extra $15 a month for
each additional child. A widow with
a child or children is not eligible
to receive a pension if her annual
income is more than $3,000.
Enjoy the Channel 3 Movie
Tonight and Every Night!
 Wednesday, February 24, 10:00 P. M.—
"The Fountainhead" with Gary Cooperand Raymond Massey
 Thursday, February 25, 10:10 P. M.
and Virginia Mayo"White Heat)) with James Cagney
with Errol Flynn
and Olivia DeHavilland
with James Stewart
and Carole Lombard
 Sunday, February 28, 10:00 P. M 
"Confessions Of A Nazi S py',with Edward G. Robinsonand Francis Lederer
